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This dissertation studies the trade-off between route adaptation and persistence. OUf thesis is that
adding route persistence to shortest-path routing can enhance network performance, especially under
heavy traffic conditions. Shortest-path routing can cause route oscillation and instability, thereby
increasing congestion and reducing the effective throughput of the network.
To study the effect of route persistence on network performance, the dissertation introduces a
new class of routing techniques, called semi-persistent techniques. that offer a trade-off between
route adaptation and persistence. Semi-persistent techniques add foute persistence to shortest.path
routing by decoupling route installation from the shortest-path computation. This route persistence
reduces oscillation by reducing the number of routes that shin from high-traffic links to low-traffic
links. With various levels of route persistence, semi-persistent techniques exhibit multiple routing
behaviors that span a spectrum between shortest-path and static routing.
This dissertation offers a promising advance for network routing. Simulation results show that
certain semi-persistent techniques achieve significant throughput increases over shortest-path routing
for a majority of the studied topologies and traffic loads. With further study of the relationship
between traffic load and the persistence level of maximal throughput, semi-persistent techniques
may be designed to effectively adjust their routing behavior to suit current network conditions.
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Computer communication has become an important vehicle for information exchange. The ARPA-
NET [McQ74, MRRSO, KZ89], beginning as a small experimental packet switching network in the
late 1960's, has sired a large scale internetwork where researchers from around the world exchange
information on a daily basis. Computer data networks allow users to send electronic mail, retrieve
large data and text files, and log into remote computers.
A data network is an interconnected collection of computers that send messages via communi-
cation media, e.g., optical fibers, coaxial cables, telephone lines, radio waves, and satellite channels.
The network selects a path to deliver a message from its source to its destination. This path is called
a route, and the process of selecting routes is called routing.
Network designers have developed many routing techniques; some are simple, some complex. A
routing technique selects a set of routes based on knowledge of current network conditions. The set
of routes selected affects how well a network can accommodate message traffic. Good route selection
is not an easy task, because traffic patterns within the network constantly change. A set of routes
that performs well for one traffic pattern may perform poorly for another.
Network performance, measured by how many messages the network delivers and by how quickly
it delivers them, depends on the route selection. The NSFnet routes almost five billion messages
each month [NSF91], so effective routing is critical.
Section 1 of this chapter introduces the data network architecture, including configuration struc-
ture, data communication, and protocols. Section 2 discusses data communication problems and
subnet delivery service, while Section 3 outlines network performance and routing.
1.1 Data Network Architecture
The data network architecture consists of both net.work hardware and communication software. The
hardware consists of machines connected with communication channels. These machines require
software that understands a common "language."
Networks identify machines by assigning each a unique address. l The network uses these ad-
dresses to route messages to their proper destinations. The length of an address depends on the
particular network. For example proNET-lO uses S-bit addresses, while Ethernet uses 48-bit ad·
dresses [ComSS].
I Machine addresses lI.t'll sometimes called ho.rdwllrl< addresses or "h1l3ico.l addresses.
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Figure 1.1: Topology of a typical data network, with vertices (circles) representing network nodes
and edges (lines) representing data flow between nodes.
1.1.1 Configuration Structure
The configuration structure of a network consists of nodes2 connected by communication finks. Some
links connect only pairs of nodes (e.g., serial links), while other links can connect more t.han two
nodes (e.g., Ethernets [MB76]). A given data network may consist of eit.her or both types of links.
Network topology as represented by a graph-theoretic model shows the communication structure
of a given network. A graph consists of a set of vertices V (representing nodes) and a set of edges
E (representing data flow between nodes). An edge e E E connects a pair of vertices sand t E V
if a communication link connects the nodes represented by sand t (see Figure 1.1). For example, i1
serial link connecting nodes sand t maps into a single edge that connects the vertices representing
sand t. An Ethernet connecting nodes x, y, and z maps into three edges that form a complete
subgraph - one edge connecting x and y, one connecting x and z, and one connecting y and z -
because every node on an Ethernet can communicate with every other node on the Ethernet. The
next chapter presents a more complete discussion of this grapbical representation.
When a pair of nodes wishing to communicate do not share a common communication link,
intermediate nodes cooperate to deliver messages between the two nodes. Network nodes cooperate
by forwarding messages from one node to another along selected routes, delivering messages to their
intended destinations.
1.1.2 Data Communication and Protocols
As with people, computers understand one another using a common language or protocol. Protocols
specify the format and meaning of each piece of communicated information.
Because of the complexity of data communication, network architecture designers often divide
data communication into subtasks structured in layers. Individual layers use their own unique
protocol to communicate information. The subtask at level L on one machine communicates with
its peer at level L on other machines. These subtasks rely on the services of subtasks at lower levels.
The International Standards Organization (ISO) has designed one such protocol layering, the
ISO OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) Reference Model [ComSS, TanS8, BG87] (see Figure 1.2).
The bottom three layers of this model - the physical, data link, and network layers - define
the functions of the communication suhnet responsible for delivering messages from one node to
another. The physical and data link layers transmit messages across individual links, while the
network layer routes messages to intended destina.tions. The upper rour layers provide end-to-end












Figure 1.2: The ISO OSI reference model for data communication.
communication between source and destination nodes. Nodes that run network application programs
and are commonly called hosts.
Computer networks generally send messages using either circuit switching or packet switching.
With circuit switching, nodes allocate circuits by reserving dedicated bandwidth along links for host
communication. These circuits transfer messages from source to destination as single streams of data.
Packet switching, on the other hand, divides messages into blocks of data and sends each block in
a separate packet. Nodes multiplex packets over shared links without reserving link bandwidth. Of
these two switching techniques, computer data networks generally use packet switching. Because of
their operation, packet switching networks are also called store-and-forward networks.
Packets contain both data and control information. Control information, comprising the packet's
header, normally includes source and destination host addresses and a packet type. 3 The network
layer protocol specifies the packet format for a given network (see Figure 1.3).
1.2 Packet Delivery
A subnet provides either reliable or unreliable delivery in the face of data communication problems.
Consider the following problems of packet switching networks.
1.2.1 Data Communication Problems
Properties of data networks cause two problems for data communication: packet loss and packet
delay. Data networks may lose packets caused by signal interference or noise on links. This noise
JHos~s use packe~ t)'pe to direc~ packets to proper application programs.
3
• Header .. • Dala •
24 bils 24 bits 8 bits I up to 456 bits
Source Destination Packet
Address Address Type
Figure 1.3: Packet format for a typical network. A packet normally includes a header portion
followed by a data portion. The header contains control information, such as the 24-bit addresses
of the source and destination hosts and the 8-bit packet type, as illustrated above. Each network
defines its own packet format.
alters the contents of transmitted packets. Nodes typically use eRes (cyclic redundancy checks) to
test for transmission errors, and discard packets found to he corrupted [BG87].
Packet delay is another problem associated with data networks. Links can transmit only a
certain amount of data per unit time, so packets to be sent over the same link must wait their
turn. Data communication traffic tends to be bursty, so packets may accumulate at nodes and cause
conge.stion. Congestion is a condition of increased packet delay caused by an excess of packets at one
or more nodes. To buffer packets from short-term congestion, nodes use queueing. As congestion
increases, queues become longer until they overflow, at which point nodes begin dropping packets.
With arbitrary packet delays, nodes cannot determine whether a particular packet has been lost or
whether it has encountered large delays and is still in transit.
1.2.2 Delivery Service
Given these problems, what type of delivery service should the subnet provide? The subnet generally
provides either reliable, connection-oriented service with virtual circuits, or it provides unreliable,
connectionless service with datagram delivery.
First, consider connection-oriented versus connectionless delivery. Connection-oriented networks
require source hosts to explicitly open connections to destination hosts. The subnet selects a connec-
tion path and routes all packets in the connection along this path. The connection path, recorded
in the nodes on the path, normally stays fixed for the duration of the connection. Connection less
networks, on the other hand, route each packet independently based on the destination address
found in the packet's header. The subnet may route two packets from a given source to a given
destination along different paths.
Connection-oriented delivery has two disadvantages compared to connectionless delivery. First,
applications such as ping i send only a small amount of data. For these applications, the initial
cost of opening a connection outweights the cost of sending the data. Second, if a node goes down
momentarily and loses the contents of its memory, connection-oriented networks lose all connections
routed through the node. The subnet must abort these connections.
Next, consider subnet reliability. Datagram networks provide best effort delivery [Nar88]. This
means that the network makes every attempt to deliver packets correctly, but it may still drop
4Users send ping pnckets to eheck r>:achability of deslinatioI19. Ping plLCkels request destinalion hosts ~o send back
II. response [Com88].
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packets, duplicate packets, or deliver packets out of order. Virtual circuit networks, on the other
hand, provide node-to-node reliability. This means that as a packet travels along its route, each node
in turn retains a copy of the packet until acknowledgement of correct receipt from the next node is
received. If a node does not receive an acknowledgement within a certain period of time, the node
retransmits the packet. Cypress [CNYS7] is an example of a datagram network, while TYMNET
[Rin76, TymSl, BJS6, BGS7] is an example of a virtual circuit network.
Providing reliable delivery at the subnet level forces all applications to use this service, whether
or not the application needs or wants it. First, some applications can tolerate a low level of data
loss. Consider digitized speech with packets carrying a fraction of a second of speech data. Such
an application may tolerate a small packet loss. Virtual circuit networks retransmit damaged or
lost packets, so the network would deliver speech packets in spurts. Second, because nodes or links
may fail, applications that require reliable delivery typically provide their own end-to-end reliability
check above the subnet level [SRC84.J.
This dissertation uses datagram networks in its performance studies. Hosts commonly supply
stream transport protocols that provide reliable delivery service above the subnet level. These
transport protocols, occupying level four (the transport level) of the ISO OSI reference model,
eliminate the necessity for many applications to provide their own end-to-end reliability. We discuss
stream transport protocols in the next chapter.
1.3 Network Routing
The effectiveness of a routing algorithm largely determines the performance of a network. Network
performance is primarily measured by throughput and packet delay. Throughput measures the
amount of data the network delivers per unit time. Packet delay measures the time interval for
a packet to travel from its source to its destination.
Conditions in a network often change because of congestion or component failure. A routing
algorithm either adapts to these changes (adaptive routing) or it does not (static routing). With
static routing, a network administrator typically computes and loads routes for each node; nodes do
not change these routes on their own. With adaptive routing, nodes send network information to
each other and recalculate their own routes based on the information they receive.
Adaptive algorithms attempt to optimize an objective function when selecting routes. We in-
troduce two classes of routing algorithms based on differing objective functions: optimal routing
algorithms of theoretical importance and the more practical shortest-path routing algorithms.
1.3.1 Optimal Routing
Bertsekas and Gallager (BG87] present a variety of techniques, called op~imal routing techniques,
that at~empt ~o optimize the average levels of link ~raffi.c. Optimal routing techniques use data·flow
information between all pairs of network nodes, assuming that these data flows are near steady.
Optimal routing uses nonlinear programming techniques that iteratively converge to a set of routes
[BG87, BGG84, Be,80, CG74, Ste77].
Although valuable as theoretical work, optimal routing techniques are not well suited for practical
networks. First, these techniques use nonlinear programming methods tha~ are computationally
expensive. Next, they require future prediction of data flow between pairs of nodes. Finally, they




Shortest-path routing is the most common class of adaptive techniques. As the name implies, these
algorithms find shortest paths between nodes.
Shortest-path algorithms assign a positive "cost" or weight to each link based on a fink-weight
metric. Nodes monitor link traffic and periodically compute these weights and report them to other
nodes. Links typically provide bi-directional communication, with traffic flow in one direction often
differing from flow in the opposite direction. Networks therefore divide links into two directional
components and report weights separately for each direction. Nodes calculate path length to be the
sum of link weights along the path.
As an example link-weight metric, the Routing Information Protocol or RIP [ComSS, IIedSS]
assigns the value 1 for operational links and infinity for failed links. With this metric, nodes calculate
path length to be the number of links along the path (commonly called the hop count). The HELIJO
protocol [ComSS, MilS3] uses delay for link weight. Nodes send timed control packets to estimate
current delay along attached links. Path length using this metric is an approximation of packet
delay along the path.
Shortest-path routing algorithms generally come in two varieties: vector-distance algorithms
and fink-state algorithms [GLA89]. These two type9 of algorithms differ in how nodes compute
routes and in what information they use. Vector-distance algorithms use distributed computation
with local information, while link-state algorithms use local computation with distributed, complete
information.
With vector-distance algorithms, each node maintains a table of its distance to every other node.
A node periodically reports its distance table to neighboring nodes and adjusts its own distances
based on reported values received from neighbors. Nodes use local routing information - only that
information as reported by neighboring nodes. This local information implicitly contains remote
information in the distances reported by neighbors. The computation is distributed; each node
performs a part of the global distance computation.
With link-state algorithms, nodes maintain complete topology information. Each node periodi-
cally reports to all other nodes in the network the weights of its attached links. Nodes compute routes
by executing a local shortest-path algorithm using this complete topology and explicit link-weight
information.
Link-state algorithms typically show superior performance over vector-distance algorithms be-
cause of the explicit versus implicit nature of routing information. By using implicit information,
vector-distance algorithms have the property of reacting quickly to good news but slowly to bad news
[ComSS, TanSl, McQ74, MRRSO]. Node and link failures may cause vector-distance algorithms to
iterate indefinitely, unless checked by some halting mechanism. During this iteration, the algorithm
often produces routing loops. In link-state networks, on the other hand, all nodes use the same
explicit routing information to produce consistent routes.
Link-state networks normally use a routing technique known as shortest path first or SPF
[MRRSO, BG87]. This technique represents a given network topology as a weighted, directed graph
and finds shortest routes in the network based on shortest paths in the graph. The next chapter
presents the SPF algorithm.
1.4 Statement of Purpose
This dissertation studies the trade-off between route adaptation and persistence. Our thesis is that
adding route persistence to shortest-path routing can enhance network performance, especially under
6
heavy traffic conditions. Shortest-path routing can cause route oscillation and instability, thereby
increasing congestion and reducing the effective throughput of the network.
To study the effect of route 'persistence on network performance, the dissertation introduces a
new class of routing techniques, called semi-persistent techniques, that offer a trade-off between
route adaptation and persistence. Semi-persistent techniques add route persistence to shortest-path
routing by decoupling route installation from the shortest-path computation. This route persistence
reduces oscillation by reducing the number of routes that shift from high-traffic links to low-traffic
links. With various levels of route persistence, semi-persistent techniques exhibit multiple routing
behaviors that span a spectrum between shortest-path and static routing.
This dissertation offers a promising advance for network routing. Simulation results show that
certain semi-persistent techniques achieve significant throughput increases over shortest-path routing
for a majority of the studied topologies and traffic loads. With further study of the relationship
between traffic load and the persistence level of maximal throughput, semi-persistent techniques
may be designed to effectively adjust their routing behavior to suit current network conditions.
1.5 Outline for Rest of Dissertation
Chapter 2 presents terms and definitions used throughout the remainder of this dissertation. Chap-
ter 3 first discusses routing behaviors of static routing and SPF. The chapter then develops the
theory behind semi·persistent routing and introduces various semi-persistent techniques. Chapter 4
presents the design of our comparison experiment, while Chapter 5 analyzes the findings of this




This chapter defines the terms used throughout this dissertation. A data network consists of nodes
and links. A node is an individual network computer, and a link is a communications channel
connecting two nodes. Subnel refers to the hardware and software responsible for delivering messages
between nodes. The subnet selects a path, a contiguous sequence of nodes and links, to deliver a
message from its SOUTee to its destination. This selected path is called a route, and the process of
selecting routes is called routing.
Packet switching is a store-and-forward style of message transfer where nodes divide messages
into blocks of data. Nodes send each block of data in a separate packet, the unit of transfer in packet
switching networks. Datagram delivery is a connection less style of packet delivery where nodes
route each packet independently based on packet destination. For the remainder of this dissertation,
network refers to a packet switching data network that provides datagram delivery.
2.1 Network Performance
Network performance is primarily measured by throughput and packet delay. Throughput measures
the amount of data the network delivers per unit time. Packet delay measures the time interval for
a packet to travel from its source to its destination.
Congestion is a condition of increased packet delay caused by an excess of packets at one or more
nodes. To buffer packets from short-term congestion, nodes use queueing. As congestion increases,
queues become longer until they overflow, at which point nodes begin dropping packets. Saturation
is a condition of extreme congestion when offered traffic reaches network capacity.
2.2 Network Routing
Static routing refers to any routing technique where routes remain fixed, while adaptive routing
refers to any routing technique where routes adapt to known network conditions. Shortest Path
First (or SPF) refers to an adaptive routing technique normally used in link-state networks that




Source routing refers to the style of routing where a packet's source node selects the entire route and
places a representation of this route, called the source route, in the packet's header. As the packet
travels through the network, each node in turn extracts the next link from the source route and
forwards the packet along this link. Next-hop routing refers to the style of routing where individual
nodes select for themselves the next link or hop on which to forward packets. A node forwards a
packet along the first hop of the node's routing path to the given destination.
2.2.2 Routing Information
Link weight is a real-valued number that represents the amount of traffic flow between a pair of
nodes across a given link, as prescribed by a link-weight metric. The link-weight metric used in the
ARPANET is based on average packet delay across a given link, where individual packet delay is
the sum of a packet's queueing delay and transmission delay [MRR80]. Queueing delay, dependent
on link congestion, measures the time a packet spends enqueued waiting for transmission across a
link. Transmission delay, a function of link speed and packet size, measures the time it takes to
transmit the packet across the link.
Two values indicate a link's speed: capacity and propagation delay. Capacity, normally given in
bits per second (bps), measures the quantity of data the link can carry per unit time. Propagation
delay measures the time it takes a data signal to travel from one end of the link to the other. A
link's transmission delay for a packet of size n is given by:
T(n) = n. + propagation delay
capacIty
where capacity is given in bps and propagation delay is given in seconds.
Link-state TOuting refers to any adaptive routing technique (normally SPF) where each node
explicitly reports the weight of adjacent links to every other node in the network. Nodes report
link weights using link-status update messages. The time interval between consecutive link-status
messages sent by a give node is called the link-status update period. Without discussing the details,
we assume that the network reliably distributes link-status updates to all nodes in the network (see
[P"S3]).
2.2.3 Graph-Theoretic Model
Network topology as represented by a graph-theoretic model show the communication structure of a
given network. A graph is a mathematical structure consisting of a set of vertices V (representing
nodes) and a set of edges E (representing data flow between nodes). An edge e E E connects a pair
of vertices sand t E V if a communication link connects the nodes represented by sand t. An
edge's endpoints name the edge, for example (s, t) or (t, s).
A weighted graph labels each edge with a real-valued number that represents the edge's weight.
A directed graph places a direction on each edge so the edge points from one endpoint to the
other. An edge's name specifies the direction in which the edge points. For example, (s, t) names
the edge pointing from vertex s to vertex t, while (t, s) names the edge pointing in the opposite
direction.
Network topology maps onto a weighted, directed graph in the following straight-forward manner
(see Figure 2.1). Each vertex v E V represents a single node. Each edge e E E represents the
directional data flow between endpoint nodes across the given link, with the edge's weight being the
link weight in the given direction.
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Figure 2.1: Network topology represented by a weighted, directed graph. Edges represent data flows
between nodes and are labeled with a weight computed from the link-weight metric.
2.2.4 SPF Routing
Link-state networks normally use a routing algorithm called shortest path first or SPF. SPF is a
single-path algorithm1 that routes packets along least-cost paths, where path length (cost) is the
sum oflink weights along the path. In keeping with current networking terminology, this dissertation
uses the term "shortest-path" routing, whereas "least-cost" routing would be more accurate.
SPF finds shortest paths by executing a weighted shortest-path algorithm such as Dijkstra's
algorithm [AHU74, BG87, MRR80] (see Figure 2.2). This algorithm assumes positive, real-valued
link weights. Let the source vertex s represent the node performing the algorithm, and let dij be
the weight of edge (i, J) if it exists, infinity otherwise. As the algorithm executes, it keeps track of
a set R of vertices it has reached, along with distance vector D and shortest-path vector SP. SP
contains the currently known shortest paths from vertex s, while D contains the lengths of these
paths. The algorithm finds vertices in increasing order of distance from s.
The shortest-path algorithm works as follows. Initially R = {s}, and for each v -:f:. s E V:
D" = d." and SF" = (s, v) if it exists, NULL otherwise (this primes the computation with all
edges adjacent to s). With each iteration, the algorithm finds the closest vertex j to s that has not
yet been reached, and adds i to set R. The algorithm then updates entries in D and SP for each
umeached vertex j for which path P from s through i to j,
P = SPi concatenated with link (i, i),
is shorter than the currently known shortest path to j, SPj. Path P is shorter than SPj if and only
if D; + d;j < D j , so the algorithm replaces SPj with path P if this condition is trne. When the
algorithm completes, SP" contains the shortest paths from s to v for all vertices v E V, and D"
contains the lengths of these paths.
Consider the example given in Figure 2.3, with source vertex s = 2. In this example, links report
the same weight in both directions, producing a symmetric link-weight matrix d. The first iteration
reaches vertex i = 1, because D1 is smallest among vertices not in set R. The algorithm adds 1 to
R, then searches for unreached vertices having shorter paths through vertex 1 than the currently
known shortest path. The algorithm finds vertex i = 4, because
ISingle-path algorilhms direcl all packets from source 5 lo desl;llIl.lion D Along II. single path, whereas multi-path
algorilhms distribule packcls ll.Inong .. S<':t of paths.
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Figure 2.2: An example SPF shortest-path algorithm.
The algorithm updates D4 and SP4 accordingly. Successive iterations reach vertices 3, 5. and 4.
producing final shortest paths given in the last SP table.
2.3 Stream Transport Protocols
Stream Transport Protocols, which occupy level four of the ISO OSI reference model, provide end-
to-end reliable delivery above the subnet delivery service. These protocols are connection-oriented,
requiring applications to open transport connections before sending data. A connection's source
protocol module is referred to as the sender and the destination protocol module as the receiver.
Nodes running user applications are commonly called hosts, while nodes solely responsible for the
delivery of packets are called routers. Stream transport protocols use a unit of transfer called a
segment. Hosts normally send one segment per packet.
To provide end-to-end reliability, stream transport protocols sequence the data segments and
use a technique known as positive acknowledgement with retrnnsmission. The technique works as
follows. The sender sequences its data and inc:ludes a sequence identifier with each segment. After
sending a segment, the sender starts a retmnsmission timer that expires after a retransmission
timeout interval (RTO). On the other end of the connection, the receiver receives the segment and
sends back an acknowledgement that inc:ludes the segment's sequence number. When the sender
receives the acknowledgement, the sender sends the next segment of data. If the retransmission
timer expires before the sender receives the acknowledgement, the sender assumes the segment was
lost and retransmits the segment.
The round trip time (RTT) measures the delay between transmission of a segment and receipt
of its acknowledgement. Ideally, the RTO should be slightly longer than the RTT. As the nIT may
1l
vary according to network traffic and congestion, the RTO must adapt to increases and decreases
in RTf. A sender with an RTO less than the RTf unnecessarily retransmits segments before their
acknowledgements can return, thus adding to the congestion in the network. With heavy congestion,
a sender benefits by overestimating rather than underestimating the RTT.
Notice that the stream transport protocol as discussed above sends a segment only after it receives
an acknowledgement for the previously sent segment. The protocol can increase performance by
sending multiple segments at a time, using a transmission window to remember segments sent but
not yet acknowledged. The size of the transmission window indicates how many unacknowledged
segments the protocol can send.
Routing algorithms can enhance transport protocol performance by reducing the variance of
packet delay and preserving packet order. Kent et. ai. [KM87] shows that preserved packet order
reduces resource usage and the possibility of resource deadlock. Transport protocols also rely on
accurate calculation of the RTO. Large variance in RTf reduces the accuracy of the RTO and
decreases transport protocol performance [Jai86a, Zha86, KP87, Jac88]. Because of differences in
packet delay along various paths, multi-path algorithms tend to break stream transport protocols.
One such stream transport protocol is the Transmission Control Protocol (Tep) [PasS1, Com8S,
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Figure 2.3: SPF algorithm example. For simplicity, each link has the same weight for both directions,
as shown by the symmetric cost matrix d. The first iteration reaches vertex 1, because it is the
closest to the source vertex 2. The algorithm adds 1 to set R, then updates D and SP accordingly.
Successive iterations reach vertices 9, 5, and 4. producing the final SP table.
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Chapter 3
Route Adaptation and Persistence
Network designers face many trade-affs that affect network performance. Consider, for example,
the length of the link-status update period. A long update period means nodes infrequently report
routing information. This reduces network performance because routes adapt too slowly to changing
network conditions. A short update period, on the other hand, means nodes report routing infor-
mation too quickly. This also reduces performance because measuring traffic load over short periods
produces inaccurate weights [MRRSO].
Another trade-off in network design, and the focus of this dissertation, deals with route adapta-
tion and persistence. Two common routing algorithms, SPF and static, lie at opposite extremes of
the route adaptation versus persistence spectrum (AvP spectrum) as depicted in Figure 3.1. Static
routes persist without adapting while SPF routes adapt without persisting, yet both techniques
exhibit behavior that may reduce network performance.
Section 1 discusses behavior of static and SPF that may reduce network performance, while Sec-








Figure 3.1: The route adaptation versus persistence spectrum (AvP spectrum). At one extreme,
SPF behaves with zero-persistence. At the other extreme, static behaves with infinite-persistence.







Figure 3.2: Route oscillation example 1. Two paths, A and B, connect East and West network
regions. Diagram (aJ shows relative traffic load (as represented by a path's width) at time To.
Diagram (6) shows relative traffic load after the update at time T t _ With another update at time
T2 , the roles of paths A and B reverse, causing routes to oscillate back and forth between the
situations in diagrams (a) and (b) on successive update periods.
introduces a new class of routing techniques, called semi-persistent techniques. These techniques
produce multiple routing behaviors that span the entire length of the AvP spectrum. Finally, Sec-
tion 4 discusses performance-enhancing properties of semi-persistent techniques.
3.1 Routing Behavior of Static and SPF
The following sections in turn discuss routing behavior of static and SPF that may reduce network
performance.
3.1.1 Static Routing
At the persistent extremity of the AvP spectrum, static routing has the advantage of simplicity
as compared to adaptive techniques. Because routes do not change, static routing eliminates the
complexity for nodes to exchange routing information and to compute new routes.
Static techniques may reduce network performance by not adapting to changing network condi-
tions. Static routing cannot adaptively avoid network congestion that may cause large packet delays
and packet loss, nor can static routing adaptively avoid link or node failures. A failed component
along the static route from one node to another severs communication, even if another operative
path exists.
3.1.2 SPF Routing
At the adaptation extremity of the AvP spectrum, SPF may reduce network performance by causing
route oscillation and instability. Route oscillation increases congestion along routing paths and
reduces the effective throughput of the network [BG87, KZ89]. The following two examples show
how SPF can cause route oscillation.
First, consider the network in Figure 3.2 [KZ89], with an East and a West region connected by
two paths, A and B. Suppose at time Ta, nodes route a majority of network traffic from East to West






Figure 3.3; Route oscillation example 2, a 16-node ring network with a single destination node.
Diagram (a) shows balanced initial routing, with nodes 1 to 7 routing clockwise and nodes 8 to 15
routing counterclockwise. After only three update periods, all routes flow in the clockwise direction,
as shown in diagram (b). Diagram (c) shows routing after the fourth update, with all routes flowing
in the counterclockwise direction. Routes oscillate back and forth between the situations in diagrams
(b) and (c) on successive update periods.
Nodes find path B shorter than path A and begin routing East-West traffic along path B. Arter
another link-status update report at time T2 , nodes find the reversed situation, that of path A being
shorter than path B. SPF causes East-West routes to oscillate between paths A and B on successive
update periods. This oscillation effectively halves the throughput between the two regions - even
though two paths exist, East-West traffic follows only one path during any given update period.
For another example of route oscillation, consider the I6-node ring network in Figure 3.3,
with node 16 being the sole destination [Ber82, BG87]. Suppose traffic input from nodes i =
1, ... ,7,9, ... ,15 to node 16 is one data unit each, and traffic input from node 8 is f. > O. Let
nodes 1 to 7 route clockwise and nodes 8 to 15 route counterclockwise, balancing the traffic flow
between the two directions. Bertsekas d. al. (Ber82, BG87] show that after only three routing
updates, all routes flow in the same direction, alternating between clockwise and counterclockwise
directions on successive update periods. This oscillation is caused by the feedback interaction of link
traffic (link weight) and routing - link weight depends on routing and routing in turn depends on
link weight via the shortest-path computation (see [Ber82] for more complete analysis).
Because SPF networks route along shortest paths, routes gravitate to links with least weight,
thus overloading some links while leaving others idle. Once started, links oscillate between being
oversubscribed and idle on successive update periods. This route oscillation both increases congestion
along routing paths and decreases effective throughput of the network.
3.2 Oscillation Damping Techniques
What can be done to reduce route oscillation associated with SPF networks? First, studies show that
multiple destinations and asynchronous reporting of link weights inherently reduce route oscillation
[Ber79, Ber82, BG87]. Second, network designers employ three damping techniques to reduce the











Figure 3.4: Ratio of reported link-weight values to bias size. Let two links, A and B, have unbiased
weights of 200 and 600, respectively. This graph shows the ratio BfA of reported weight values to
the size of the added bias. Notice that the ratio B/A _ 1 as the bias _ 00.
bounding reported link-weight values. The next sections consider these damping techniques in turn.
3.2.1 Adding a Bias to Link Weights
Adding a positive constant, called a bias, to link weights reduces route oscillation by decreasing the
relative difference between reported link weights [Ber79, Ber82, BG87, KZS9j. For example, consider
two links A and B that report unbiased weights of 200 and 600. Without biasing, link A appears
three times more favorable than link B. Adding a bias of 200 yields reported weights of 400 and BOO,
thus reducing the relative difference between A and B from three to two. By reducing the relative
difference, fewer routes will shift from link B to link A.
Biasing, however, reduces sensitivity to network congestion. Figure 304 shows the relation be-
tween the ratio of reported weights to bias size for links A and B above. As the bias approaches
infinity, the ratio of link weights approaches 1. When all links report the same weight, routing
becomes completely insensitive to congestion -link weight no longer reflects traffic load.
3.2.2 Averaging Link Weights Over Time
The second oscillation damping technique averages link weights with previously reported values
[Ber79, BerB2, BGB7, KZB9j. Nodes may compute a straight average of the current link weight with
the previous n reported values, or nodes may skew the average, giving more significance to the current
weight and less significance to previous values [Ber82]. As with biasing, link-weight averaging slows
down the frequency of route oscillation at the expense of reduced response to network congestion
[BG87, KZ89).
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3.2.3 Bounding Reported Link Weight Values
The latest revision to the ARPANET employs the third oscillation damping technique, that of
bounding reported weight values [KZ89]. The new ARPANET metric imposes two bounds on re-
ported link weights. The first bound limits the difference in reported values for an individual link
from one update to the next, while the second bound places a link-dependent absolute limit on the
reported value. Khanna and Zinky [KZ89] report improved ARPANET performance under heavy
traffic conditions when using the new metric.
3.3 Semi-Persistent Routing
The damping techniques discussed above reduce route oscillation by modifying the link-weight met-
ric. Yet Khanna and Zinky [KZ89] state that modifications to the weight metric cannot solve
all problems associated with SPF routing. An example of such a problem is oscillation caused
by simultaneous route re-computation. This study introduces a new class of oscillation damping
techniques called semi.persistent routing techniques. These techniques allow asynchronous route
"re-computation" by modifying the local selection of routes instead of the link-weight metric.
Semi-persistent techniques offer a trade-off between route adaptation and persistence. These
techniques reduce oscillation by persisting along routes even when shorter paths are known. This
route persistence helps spread traffic load within the network by reducing the number of routes that
shirt from high-traffic links to low-traffic links. By varying the degree of persistence, each technique
achieves multiple routing behaviors, ranging from SPF to static, that span the length of the AvP
spectrum. Results show that semi-persistent techniques can achieve higher network throughput than
SPF or static routing.
3.3.1 Route Selection
Semi-persistent techniques bring a novel approach of route selection to shortest-path routing algo-
rithms - that of decoupling route installation from the shortest-path computation (see Figure 3.5).
The shortest-path computation, performed by both SPF and semi-persistent techniques, encom-
passes all operations necessary to compute shortest paths, including:
• monitoring link traffic
• computing link weights
• distributing link weights (link-status updates)
• locally executing a shortest-path algorithm
Route installation, performed implicitly by SPF but explicitly by semi-persistent techniques, lo-
cally selects particular routes to be replaced with shortest paths. SPF implicitly selects all routes
for replacement by invariably routing along currently known shortest paths, thus coalescing route
installation with the shortest-path computation.
Unlike SPF, semi-persistent techniques keep current routes separate from shortest paths. Where-
as SPF keeps a single routing table that binds routes to current shortest paths, semi-persistent
techniques keep two distinct tables, a shortest-path table and a current routing-path table. The






















Figure 3.5: Semi-persistent route selection decouples route installation from the shortest-path com·
putation. The shortest-path computation distributes routing information, computes shortest paths,
and records these paths in the shortest-path table. Independently, route installation selects paths
from the shortest·path table to install into the routing-path table as prescribed by the route-
installation policy. When routing packets, nodes look up routes in the routing-path table.
Independent from the shortest-path computation, a route-installation mechanism selectively re-
place!! route!! with shortest paths as prescribed by a route-installation policy. This policy dictates
when to replace routes and which routes to replace. Semi-persistent techniques replace selected
routes by copying or installing corresponding entries from the shortest-path table into the routing-
path table. Routes not selected for replacement persist along current routing paths.
The route-installation policy determines routing behavior. Consider, for example, an "immediate-
installation" policy where nodes install known shortest paths immediately into the routing-path
table. Such a policy produces SPF behavior by keeping the routing-path table consistent with the
shortest-path table. We call this routing behavior zero-persistent because routes do not persist once
new shortest paths are known.
At the other extreme, consider a "no-installation" policy where nodes never install shortest paths.
Such a policy produces static behavior; the routing-path table remains fixed. We call this routing
behavior infinite-persistent because routes persist forever.
Rather than a single routing behavior as exhibited by the previous two installation policies,
true semi-persistent policies exhibit multiple behaviors with varying degrees of route persistence
as controlled by a persistence variable. A zero-persistence setting of the variable produces SPF
behavior, while an infinite-persistence setting produces static behavior. By varying the persistence
variable through its full range of values, each semi-persistent technique produces multiple routing
behaviors that span the length of the AvP spectrum.
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Semi-persistent techniques belong to the class of single-path routing algorithms, because these
techniques select a single path between a given source and a given destination. Not all problems
associated with SPF can be solved with single-path algorithms. For example, multi-path algorithms
have higher potential for balancing traffic load within the network. Although semi-persistent tech-
niques may spread load more evenly than SPF, single-path algorithms are limited in the amount of
load balancing possible.
Semi-persistent techniques are functional only in networks with multiple paths between nodes,
not in single-path networks. Single-path networks, such as uni-directional rings or trees, inherently
use static routing - routes remain fixed because of the absence of alternative paths. Without
alternative paths, dynamic routing is nonfunctional.
The next sections present two classes of semi-persistent techniques:! length-persistent techniques
and time-persistent techniques.
3.3.2 Length-Persistent Techniques
As the name implies, length-persistent techniques base a route's persistence on length. IHore specif-
ically, a route persists so long as its length satisfies a given criterion relative to the length of the
corresponding shortest path. Length-persistent techniques in this study persist along routes that
pass the ratio test:
p S /I






and /I is the value of the persistence variable. The values of p range from 1 to 00 (p cannot fall
below 1 because the routing path must be at least as long as the shortest path) and the value of /I
is the permitted tolerance of routing path length compared to the corresponding shortest path.
The value of /I determines routing behavior. For example, /I = 1 produces SPF behavior because
an individual route's ratio test (p = 1) is true if and only if the route is a shortest path. Likewise,
/I = 00 produces static behavior because the ratio test (p S (0) is true for all routes, thus causing
routes to persist forever. Varying v from 1 to 00 produces multiple routing behaviors that span
between SPF and static.
The comparison study in the following chapters considers two length-persistent techniques: a
next-hop routing technique (Length-persistent 1 or Lp-1) and a source-routing technique (Lp-2).
Both techniques use the ratio test defined in (3.1), but the techniques differ in routing style and in
the routing path used for the ratio test.
Because persistent routes do not necessarily follow shortest paths, technique Lp-l may form
long-term routing loops. Next-hop routing relies on consistent routes among nodes, while source
routing does not. Next--hop routing works on the optimality principle that states if J is on the
optimal path from J to J<, then the optimal path from J to J( follows the same route [TanSS]. The
optimality principle assures that no routing loops form if routes follow shortest paths. The next
chapter examines routing loops and other problems associated with next-hop persistent routing.
I For the rem.ainder of this dissertation, a semi-persi.!itent technique inherits the name of its rout""inslall"tion policy.
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3.3.3 Time-Persistent Techniques
Time-persistent techniques base route persistence on time. With these techniques, every node selects
a new set of routes for installation every link-status update period. The persistence variable v ranges
from 0 to 1 and specifies the fraction of routes that persist each update period.
As with length-persistent techniques, the value of v determines routing behavior. For example,
v = 0 produces SPF behavior because zero routes persist, while v = 1 produces static behavior
because all routes persist. Varying 11 from 0 to 1 produces multiple routing behaviors that span
between SPF and static.
This study presents three time-persistent techniques: n-node/all-routes (Time-persistent 1 or
Tp-1), all-node/n-routes (Tp-2), and all-node/n-worst-routes (Tp.S). The particular installati.on
policy and level of persistence determine the set of routes that persist each update period. Instead
of using v (the fraction of routes to persist each update period), the following discussion uses the
complement v' that specifies the fraction of routes to install (v' = 1 - v).
With Tp-l (n-node/all-routes), individual nodes either install all routes or zero routes once per
update period. Tp-l randomly selects the fraction v' of nodes that are to install all routes. Routes
at nodes not selected during an update period continue to persist.
With Tp-2 (all-node/n-routes), all nodes install the same number of routes once per update
period. Nodes randomly select the fraction v' of routes to install. Routes not selected during an
update period continue to persist.
Similar to Tp-2, nodes using Tp-3 (aU-node/n-worst-routes) install the same fraction v' of routes
once per update period. But instead of randomly selecting the routes to install, nodes select the
worst routes based on a given ordering. In this study, nodes order routes according to the length
ratio p as defined in (3.2).
Nodes using time-persistent techniques install routes at most once per update period, whereas
nodes using length-persistent techniques may install routes multiple times during a single period.
This means that routing loops produced by next-hop/time-persistent routing may persist longer than
with next-hoP/length-persistent routing. The comparison study in the following chapters, therefore,
considers only source-routing versions of the three time-persistent techniques.
3.4 Properties of Semi-Persistent Techniques
Semi-persistence provides a powerful routing paradigm that offers a trade-off between adaptation
and persistence. A compromise between route adaptation and persistence may improve network
performance by reducing route oscillation. Route persistence reduces the number of routes that
shift to low-traffic links and helps spread traffic load within the network. Each semi-persistent
technique can produce multiple routing behaviors, ranging from SPF to static, that span the length
of the AvP spectrum in Figure 3.1.
Semi-persistence can improve stream transport protocol performance by preserving packet order
and reducing variance of packet delay (see Section 2.3). With SPF, routes may oscillate frequently
between paths ofdiffering network delays, thus causing out-of-order packet delivery and large packet
delay variance. Semi-persistent techniques, on the other hand, help preserve packet order and reduce
delay variance by persisting along current routes.
With infinite-persistent routes, static routing may appear to give superior transport protocol
performance by preserving packet order and achieving lower packet delay variance than SPF or
semi-persistent techniques. Yet transport connection throughput also depends on network through-
put performance. High connection throughput may require a trade-off between route adaptation
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(adjusting to current traffic conditions) and persistence (reducing packet delay variance), as offered
by semi-persistent techniques.
Finally, semi-persistent techniques can dynamically adjust routing behavior to suit current traffic
conditions. Suppose low route persistence achieves the greatest throughput for low traffic loads while
high persistence achieves the greatest throughput for high traffic loads. Semi-persistent techniques
can adapt to traffic conditions by monitoring traffic load and decreasing route persistence at low
loads and increasing route persistence at high loads.
3.5 Summary
This chapter examined the trade-offs between route adaptation and persistence. Two common
routing techniques, SPF and static, lie at opposite extremes of the AvP spectrum. Each technique
exhibits behavior that may reduce network performance - static cannot adaptively avoid congestion
and component failures, while SPF causes route oscillation and instability.
The chapter then introduced semi-persistent techniques that install some routes while persisting
along others. These techniques decouple route installation from the shortest-path computation by
selectively installing routes according to a route-installation policy. A persistence variable controls
the degree of route persistence. By varying this persistence variable, each semi-persistent technique
produces multiple routing behaviors, ranging from SPF to static, that span the length of the route




This study examines the effect or Ioute persistence on network performance. We wish not to abstract
away the subtleties of network routing, but to study routing algorithms as they would perform in real
networks. Decause analytic modeling of real-world systems is notoriously difficult if not impossible
[Der79, Ber82, Eph86, KZ89, Yav89]. this study uses network simulation. The experiment models
data-file transfers via TCP over wide-area networks and collects performance statistics for individual
routing techniques under various traffic load for an assortment of network configurations. This
chapter presents the design of the simulation experiment, while Chapter 5 analyzes the results.
The simulation experiment gives a realistic assessment of network performance in a practical
environment - a realistic assessment by simulating various network components as they would
function in a real network, and a practical environment by simulating the stream transport protocol
TCP. TCP provides a practical environment for applications such as date-file transfers that require
reliable delivery as provided by stream transport protocols. Furtbermore, TCP is the accepted
transport protocol used extensively in the TCP lIP Internet.
The model of simulation for this study is intended to show performance of various routing tech-
niques for data-file transfers in a TCP-like network. To focus on routing performance, the study
models an "ideal" network without failures, route-information propagation delays, or shortest-path
computation delays. For simplicity, the model also restricts the type of application and considers
only data·file transfers of fixed· length files with fixed-sized packets.
Section 1 introduces the simulator. Section 2 describes implementation details of the various
semi-persistent routing techniques, while Section 3 presents the simulation parameters. Section 4
discusses the performance statistics collected in this experiment.
4.1 The Simulator
This study compares network performance of various routing techniques for data-file transfers in a
single network environment. Instead of designing a simulator for such a purpose from scratch, the
simulator for this study was built on top of netsim from MIT [Mar88, Hey89]. The developers of
netsim provide basic network simulation mechanisms as discussed in the next. section. Section 4.1.2
discusses enhancements incorporated into netsim for this experimental study.
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II. TCP user attaches to a single TOP component
a TOP component au.aches to a single TOP U5er and to a single host
Hosh aUach to TOP componenls and to either type of link
Links auach to hosts and lo routers·
Roulel"'J ...uach only to links
(-) Point-to-point links may be aUached to two mll.Crunes (one on either end of lhe link), while "themet links
may be attached to 8l1. arbitrary nwnbcr of mn.chines.
Figure 4.1: Component-attachment restrictions placed by netsim.
4.1.1 Network Simulation Mechanisms from Netsim
Basic mechanisms of network simulation provided by netsim include:
• modules that emulate various network components
• a component-attachment mechanism to form network topologies
• an event-driven simulation mechanism
Developers of netsim provide modules that emulate various components in a network. These
modules have configurable parameters that allow simulation designers to furnish desired performance
characteristics. For example, designers specify capacity and propagation delay of individual links.
Various components emulate hosts, routers, ethernet links, point-ta-point links, TCP components,
and TCP users.
A component-attachment mechanism allows netsim users to create well· defined network topolo-
gies. To assure well-defined topologies, netsim only allows attachments between certain types of
components (see Figure 4.1). For example, routers cannot attach direct,ly to other routers - they
must be attached by an cthernet or a point-to-point link. Figure 4.2 shows a typical simulation
topology.
In addition to component attachments, simulation designers specify endpoints of TCP connec-
tions by binding pairs of TCP components. Under netsim, designers specify TCP connections by
establishing static routes between pairs of TCP components. As this study's experiment requires
dynamic routing, we enhanced the simulator to allow designers to specify TCP connections without
establishing static routes.
The event-driven simulation mechanism in netsim manages a simulation clock and a queue of
simulation events. A simulation event includes a trigger time, an action component, and an action
code. An event's trigger time specifies when, according to the simulation clock, the event occurs. The
event's action component specifies which component receives the event. The action code specifies
what action the receiving component performs.
The event queue is sorted in ascending order by trigger time. The simulator repeats a dispatch-
perform cycle that dispatches the first event on the queue and performs the event's action. Instead of
running in realtime, netsim updates the simulation clock with the trigger time of the most recently
dispatched event. This dispatch-perform cycle repeats until either the dispatching mechanism finds
an empty event queue or the simulation clock reaches a specified halting time.
Simulation events are generated two ways. First, netsim enqueues a stan event for each network
component at the beginning of a simulation run. Second, simulation components may generate and












Figure 4.2: Components and attachments for a typical simulation topology with two TCP connec-
tions, Tcpl and Tcp2.
component. A TCP component enqueues two events when sending a segment: (1) a segment send
event to the attached host for trigger time now + TCP processing delay and (2) a retransmIssion
event to itself for trigger time now + retransmission timeout interval. Depending on the operation
of the network, the TCP component mayor may not receive an acknowledgement for the segment
before the retransmission event occurs. If the TCP component receives the acknowledgement in
time, the component dequeues its retransmission event, processes the acknowledgement, and sends
a new segment. Otherwise, the TCP component retransmits the original segment by enqueueing a
new segment send event to the attached host and enqueueing a new retransmission event to itself.
4.1.2 Simulator Enhancements for this Study
We extended netsim with the following enhancements:
1. routines to gather and report performance statistics
2. a mechanism to specify TCP connection endpoints without static routes
3. Van Jacobson's slow start/congestion control scheme for TCP components
4. the ability for TCP users to transfer multiple files
5. dynamic routing
Items (1) and (2) are straight-forward enhancements. The following paragraphs briefly discuss
items (3) and (4), while Section 4.2 discusses item (5), dynamic routing, in depth.
To enhance the performance ofTCP components, we added Van Jacobson's slow start and con-
gestion control schemes [Jac88]. Slow stare eases in a new TCP connection by starting with a small
TCP window and increasing the window size with each acknowledgement received. The congestion
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control scheme helps alleviate congestion by reducing a component's TCP window when it retrans-
mits a segment. l MIT neisim developers have incorporated our TCP component enhancements into
the official nefsim distribution.
We enhanced TCP user components with the ability to reopen TCP connections and transfer
multiple files during a single simulation run. These repeat-open TCP users sit idle between successive
file transfers. To simulate process arrival rates, user components choose random idle times from
a Poisson distribution with parameter p, average number of reopens per second, as specified by
the simulation designer. Repeat-open TCP users allow simulation designers to create fewer TCP
connections and user components to achieve comparable dynamic traffic conditions as with numerous
single-open TCP user components.
4.2 Simulator Routing
Because netsim provides only static routing, we extended netsim with dynamic routing. Dynamic
routing extensions include the adding of source routing, a shortest-path computation, and semi-
persistent routing techniques.
This study focuses on the performance of routing techniques in an "ideal" network. The simula-
tor does not. simulate route-information propagation delays, shortest-path computation delays, nor
network component failures. For simplicity, we assume that link~weight updates propagate to all
routers instantaneously, that all routers calculate shortest paths instantaneously, and that no node
or link fails during a simulation run.
4.2.1 Shortest-Path Computation
This study distinguishes between hosts and routers. Only routers participate in dynamic routing;
hosts simply route all non-local network traffic to directly connected default routers. At the start
of simulation, the simulator chooses a default router for each host. The simulator then computes
initial routes as shortest paths based on propagation delay. Note that equivalent propagation delays
for all links yields initial routes based on hop count.
Routers measure traffic load and report weights for attached links every update period. The
simulator bases link weight on average packet delay, similar to the metric used in the ARPANET
[MRRSO]. With each link-status update, the simulator recomputes shortest paths using the shortest-
pat.h algorithm presented in Figure 2.2. This computation updates shortest-path tables and not
rout.ing-pat.h tables. The simulation designer specifies the length of the link-status update period.
Routers compute packet delay by summing a packet's queueing delay and transmission delay.
Queueing delay measures the elapsed time a packet spends queued at a router. Routers calculate
queueing delay by subtracting the packet's arrival time from the packet's departure time. As a
penalty for extreme congestion, link weights include delay for dropped packets. These dropped
packets are assigned the maximum queueing delay seen during the given update period. Transmission
delay is a function of packet size and the link's speed, as given by (2.1).
Instead ofaveraging packet delay over the entire update period, routers average packet delay over
t.he last haff of each period. This provides a more accurate indication of current link congestion: the
first half of the update period allows enough time for nodes to transmit packets that were queued
during the previous period; the last half of the update period allows enough time for an accurate
measurement of average queueing delay for the current period. As an example, consider a link with
heavy traffic during update period Po. Suppose the link reports a large enough link weight at the
1TCP uses retrlW.!lmission timeout 1LS an implicit indication of segmen~ loss and n,,~work "ong"s~ion.
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end of Po to shed all routes for period PI (no new packets are enqueued during PI). The link still
has packets queued from period Po, and these packets have a high queueing delay from being queued
on a congested link. Suppose this queue becomes empty during the first half of period Pl' With no
new packets enqueued during Pi> the link remains idle for the last half of the period. The queueing
delays of overflow packets from period Po causes average packet delay to be large when computed
over the entire PI period. This indicates that the link is still congested. Average packet delay over
the last half of PI, on the other hand, yields the weight for an idle link. This accurately indicates
the link's true current traffic load.
Bertsekas [Ber82] shows that asynchronous reporting of link weights increases network perfor-
mance. But recomputing shortest paths is expensive and doing so too often may dominate the
running time of the simulation. To reduce the run time, the simulator divides update periods into a
specified number of discrete update slots and randomly assigns routers to slots. Routers assigned to
the same update slot report link weights at the same time. The simulator then recomputes shortest
paths, once per update slot, after all routers in the slot have reported link weights. This mechanism
thus provides a compromise between asynchronous reporting of link-status updates and simulation
run time.
4.2.2 Time-Persistent Techniques
With time-persistent techniques, each router installs a set of routes once per update period. The
particular set of routes depends on the installation policy and the persistence level. Routers in the
same update slot install routes at the same time, once shortest paths have been computed for the
update slot.
With technique Tp-l (n-nodefall-routes), routers randomly decide whether to install all or none of
their routes each update period. Recall that time-persistent techniques use the modified persistence
variable v' that specifies the fraction of routes to install. For technique Tp-l, each router chooses a
random number w between 0 and 1. If w ::; v', the router installs all routes. Otherwise the router
persists along current routes without installing any new routes. Notice that persistence value 1/' = 0
produces SPF behavior and persistence value 1/' = 1 produces static behavior.
With Tp-2 (all-nodefn-routes), routers installlC routes every update period, where
,. = v' * number of routes
Routers select the,. routes for installation at random and persist along non-selected routes.
Similarly, routers using Tp-3 (all-nodefn-worst-routes) install '" routes each update period. But
instead of selecting routes for installation at random, routers arrange routes in descending order
according to the length ratio p as defined in (3.2). Routers then select the n; worst routes (those
routes with the largest p's) for installation and persist along non-selected routes.
4.2.3 Length-Persistent Techniques
While time-persistent techniques install individual routes at most once per update period, length-
persistent techniques may install individual routes multiple times during a single period. Routers
perform two installation tests whenever using a route: an idle test and a ratio test. If either of these
tests fails, the router installs the corresponding shortest path as the new route. A path's length
may change with each link-status report. Because asynchronous updates may cause multiple reports






Figure 4.3: Routing-path approximation for next-hop routing. Router A has next hop B to destina-
tion D. Suppose B's shortest path to D is pathl, but packets actually travel from B to D along path2.
With technique Lp-l, A's approximated routing path is A-B-pathl-D, while the actual routing path
is A-D-path2-D.
The idle test checks for routes'2 that remain idle during an update period (i.e. no packets are
forwarded along the route during the period). Being void of traffic, idle routes do not add to network
traffic flow, so installing the shortest path will not affect traffic patterns and cause routes to oscillate.
If a route is found to be idle for more than an update period, the router installs the shortest path.
When traffic resumes along the route, the new traffic will follow the shortest path.
The ratio test checks for unacceptably long routes relative to the corresponding shortest path.
Recall that p is a route's length ratio and that the value of the persistence variable /I is the length
tolerance permitted by the installation policy. When routing a packet, routers perform the ratio test
p ~ /I. If this test passes, the given route lies within tolerance and therefore persists. Otherwise the
test fails and the router installs the shortest path. Persistence value /I = 1 produces SPF behavior
and, for this experiment, persistence values /I ~ 10 produce static behavior.
The next-hop version (Lp-l) and the source-routing version (Lp-2) both use the above two
installation tests, but they differ in the routing path used for the ratio test. Source-routed packets
follow explicit paths as specified by the source router, so Lp-2 uses the actual routing path recorded
in the routing-path table. Next-hop routed packets, on the other hand, follow paths as determined
in transit by forwarding routers. Lp-l must therefore approximate the routing path. The following
paragraphs discuss routing-path approximation and associated problems.
Routers using next-hop routing cannot determine a priori the actual routes that packets will
follow, so Lp-l must use an approximation for routing paths. This study uses a lower-hound ap-
proximation defined as a router's nert hop3 concatenated with the next-hop neighbor's shortest path
to the given destination. Consider the example in Figure 4.3, where A '5 next hop to D is through
B. Suppose path1 is B's shortest path to D, hut packets actually follow patM. For the ratio test,
A approximates the routing path to be A-B-pathl-D, while the actual routing path is A-B-path2-D.
Notice that this routing-path approximation requires routers to calculate shortest paths originating
at each neighbor in addition to those originating at the particular router.
This lower-bound route approximation has two problems. First, by underestimating the length of
routing paths, this approximation produces smaller length ratios that may result in increased route
2Every router maintains II. unique route to each destinl'ltion, even ~hough two routes ma.y share the same next hop.

















Figure 4.4: Lp-l rout.e approximation, problem 1: a routing path that persists when it would fail
the ratio test. Suppose 11 = 1.6, with A routing to D through Sand B routing to D through T.
Both A and B pass their ratio test and persist along the current route. The actual routing path
A-S·B-T·D persists, even though this path fails the ratio test at A.
persistence. This increased persistence may cause an actual routing path to persist when the path
would fail the ratio test. Second, adding persistence to nextr-hop routing tends to form routing loops,
regardless of the approximation method. The following examples illustrate these two problems.
Consider the example in Figure 4.4 of an actual routing path that persists, even though t.he path
would fail the ratio test. Suppose A and B both route to D along the upper path, Le., A routes
through Sand B routes through T. As S's shortest path to D is S·B- Y.D, A calculates p using the
approximated routing path A-S-B- Y-D:
length of routing-path approximation (A-S-B- Y-D) 6
p- ---15
- length of shortest path (A.X.B-Y.D) - 4. - .
Similarly, B calculates p to be
p = length of routing-path approximation (B-T-D) = ~ =1.5
length of shortest path (B. Y_D) 2
With v =1.6. both A's route and B's route pass the ratio test (p = 1.5::5 1.6 = v), so both routes
persist. But the actual routing path, A-S·B-T-D, would fail the ratio test at A:
length of actual routing path (A-S-B- T-D) 7
p= =-=1.75
length of shortest path (A-X-B- Y-D) 4
For this path, p = 1.75 which is greater than v = 1.6. Therefore, this routing path persists even
though it would fail the ratio test.
Next, consider the example in Figure 4..5 that illustrates how persistence may generate routing
loops. Suppose A routes to D through B while B routes directly to D. Notice that B's shortest path
to D is B-A-C-D, so A calculates p using the approximated routing path A-B-A-C-D:
p = length of routing-path approximation (A-B-A-C-D) = ~ = 2
length of shortest path (A-C-D) 2
Similarly, B calculates p to be
p = length of routing-path approximation (B-D) = 10 =3.333










Figure 4.5: Lp-l route approximation, problem 2: generation of a two-hop routing loop. Suppose
II = 3, with A routing to D through Band B routing directly to D. Node A passes its ratio test
while B fails. Therefore, A persists fouting to D through B while B shifts its route to route through
A. This generates a routing loop of two hops.
With 1/ = 3, A's route passes the ratio test (p = 2 :5 3 = /.I) while B's route fails (p = 3.333 ,.; 3 = II).
Node A therefore persists routing to D through B while B installs its shortest path and routes back
through A. This generates a routing loop of two bops - A and B both route packets destined for
D through each other.
Notice in the example above that A can detect the possible development of the two-hop routing
loop, because A's approximated routing path, A-B-A-C-D, contains the loop A-B-A. To avoid the
detected loop, A can install its shortest path, even if the approximated routing path passes the
ratio test. Thus to avoid such two-hop loops, Lp-1 performs a third installation test, the rebound-
avoidance test. Let the router performing the test be 5, the given destination be D, and S's next
hop to D be T. Consider the first hop along T's shortest path to D. If T's first hop is S, then S's
approximated routing path begins with 5·T-S. To avoid the possible development of this two-hop
loop, S installs its shortest path. The rebound-avoidance test detects all loops of two hops, but the
test cannot detect loops of three or more hops.
4.3 Simulation Parameters
This section presents the specific simulation parameters used in the experiment. The experiment
varies four parameters (topology, traffic load, routing technique, and persistence level) while fix-
ing the remaining parameters. Section 4.3.1 discusses the fixed simulation parameters, while Sec-
tion 4.3.2 discusses the variable parameters.
4.3.1 Fixed Simulation Parameters
Simulation parameters that remain fixed from one simulation run to the next include shortest-
path computation parameters and network component parameters. The shortest-path computation
requires two parameters: length of the link-status update period and number of update slots per
period. We chose the ARPANET's link-status update period of ten seconds, and four update slots
per period. Four update slots per period provides a certain degree of asynchrony while reducing the
simulation run time caused by shortest-path recomputation.
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Component parameters specify the operational characteristics of simulated network components.
For this experiment, we chose to simulate a wide-area network connecting routers with 56Kb point-
to-point links (links with capacity 56 Kilobits per second) and local-area networks connecting hosts
to routers using 10Mb ethernets (shared links of capacity 10 Megabit per second). Because the effect
of routing relies not on absolute speed but the relative speeds between various network components,
the results of this experiment apply to faster or slower networks with similar relative component
speeds.
To focus on the throughput of data being transferred, this study ignores setup costs for TCP
connections and assumes that these connection are already established. Segments sent over a TCP
connection encounter three kinds of delay: processing delay, queueing delay, and transmission delay.
The first kind of delay, processing delay, occurs in TCP modules, hosts, and routers. Router com·
ponents simulate the delay for router processing, while TCP modules simulate the delay for both
TCP processing and host processing. This merging of TCP and host processing delays reduces the
interaction of multiple TCP modules on a single host, so network throughput is more dependent on
subnet routing. The second kind of delay, queueing delay, occurs in hosts and routers when a packet
is enqueued waiting for transmission across a link. Queueing delay depends on the congestion along
the link. Finally, segments encounter a size-dependent transmission delay across links. Transmission
delay is a function of segment size and link speed, as given by (2.1).
Table 4.1 provides a complete list or fixed simulation parameters. The following briefly outlines
the more important of these parameters. Routers have a maximum out-bound queue length of 100
packets and communicate with each other using point-to-point links of capacity 56 Kilobits per
second and propagation delay 500 milliseconds. Hosts communicate with routers using 10 Megabit
per second eLhernet links having propagation delay of 50 milliseconds. Only out-bound queues at
routers have finite length (maximum or 100 packets); in-bound router queues and in-bound and
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out-bound host queues are unbounded. This is an unrealistic assumption in real networks, but it
assures that the simulator only drops packets because of congestion on subnet links and not for lack
of processing power at hosts or routers.
According to TCP specifications regarding use over wide-area networks [PosSI], TCP compo-
nents use a maximum segment size of 512 bytes of data with an additional 40 byte header. TCP
components have 8. maximum window size of 8 unacknowledged segments.':! TCP users transfer
files of size 100,000 bytes and sit idle an average of 120 seconds between consecutive file transfers.
To simulate process arrival rates, idle times are chosen from a Poisson distribution with Poisson
parameter Jl = 1/120 reopens/second. The large file size was chosen so that each data transfer
would last at least ten simulated seconds. Average idle times were chosen as the average transfer
time measured during a few preliminary simulation runs under moderate traffic load. This choice of
average idle time allows TCP user components to sit idle for approximately the same period of time
as user components transfer data.
4.3.2 Variable Simulation Parameters
While fixing the shortest-path computation and component parameters, the experiment varies net-
work topology, network traffic load, semi· persistent routing technique, and persistence level. The
following sections discuss each of these degrees of freedom in turn.
Network Topology
The experiment conducts simulations on five network topologies: three parallel topologies and two
ring-with-cross-edge topologies. The three parallel topologies separate source hosts from destination
hosts by a set of parallel paths. These topologies demonstrate how well routing techniques can
distribute traffic among parallel paths. A technique that spreads traffic load more evenly among the
paths should achieve higher network throughput than one that routes all traffic along a single path.
The two ring-with-eross-edge topologies more accurately model real networks, with hosts supporting
both sending and receiving ends of multiple TCP connections. Routers form a ring with additional
cross-edge links, thus producing more diverse traffic patterns than with the parallel topologies.
Parallel Topologies: The three parallel topologies, pl, pE, and pS, have similar subnet structures
(see Figure 4.6), but differ in the number of parallel paths. Eight source hosts connect to one router
on the left side and eight destination hosts connect to a second router on the right side. The two
routers are connected by p+ 1 parallel paths. One parallel path consists of a single router, while the
other p parallel paths consist of two routers in series. Topology pI has one 2~node parallel path, p2
has two such paths, and p3 has four.
The parallel topologies demonstrate performance difference between those routing techniques
that concentrate traffic along a single path and those that spread traffic among multiple paths.
Notice that initial routes, selected as shortest paths according to hop count,5 all follow the single-
node parallel path. Static routing therefore achieves the extreme case of routing all traffic along the
same path for an entire simulation run.
Ring Topologies: Besides the parallel topologies, the experiment conducts simulations on two
ring-with-cross-edge topologies, r1 and rE, as shown in Figure 4.7. Both ring topologies contain 20
4A connection's .:urrent window size may be less than maximum because of the slow stal"t and congestion control
9ch"me:s.










Figure 4.6: Parallel topologies have eight source hosts and eight destination hosts connected by a
parallel subnet. This subnet consists of two routers connected by p + 1 parallel paths. One parallel
path has a single router, while the other p parallel paths each consist of two routers In series.
Topology p1 has a single 2-node parallel path, p2 has two such paths, and p$ has four.
routers, 1 to 20, with a single host connected to each router. The routers form a ring, with additional
links forming cross edges. The subnet for topology rl forms a symmetric graph with cross edges
(£, 15), (5, 1£), (7, 20), and (10, 17). The subnet for topology r2 forms a symmetric, bipartite
g,.ph with "0" 'dg" (1, 10), (2, 5), (5, 8), (9, 12), (11, 20), (19, 16), and (16, 19).
Network Traffic Load
This study is primarily interested in the asymptotic behavior of routing techniques as traffic load
approaches network saturation. The study, however, must not ignore light to moderate traffic
conditions, because a routing technique that performs well under heavy load may perform poorly
under lighter load. The experiment therefore conducts simulations with a variety of traffic conditions,
from light load. to heavy load.
One method of simulating various traffic loads is to vary the number ofTCP connections. Net-
work traffic load increases logarithmically with the number of connections - adding a connection
under light load has greater affect on traffic conditions than adding a connection under heavier
load. The experiment therefore varies the number of Tep connections exponentially by simulating
1,2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 connections for the parallel topologies and 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160
connections for the ring topologies. These sequences differ because the ring topologies have more
capacity in terms of the number of routers and links than the parallel topologies. All simulations for











Figure 4.7: Ring subnet topologies for rl and r2 (not shown are the 20 hosts, one host connected
to each router.) Diagram (Rl) shows the symmetric subnet topology of ri. Diagram (RE) shows
the symmetric, bipartite subnet topology of rE.
endpoints (sender and receiver components).
Parallel Topologies: The parallel topologies have eight source hosts on the left and eight destina-
tion hosts on the right. Sender TCP components reside on the source hosts and receiver components
reside on the destination hosts. The connection endpoints were systematically generated so as to
balance the number of TCP connections per host. The execution time of recalculating shortest
paths6 prevented the straight-forward method of assigning a single pair of source/destination hosts
per connection.
Ring Topologies: Both ring topologies have 20 hosts, one host connected to each router. While
the parallel topologies divide hosts into source and destination sets, hosts for the ring topologies
may support both sending and receiving ends of multiple TCP connections. Connection endpoints
were generated at random with the following two restrictions: (1) a given connection's endpoints
must reside on two distinct hosts, and (2) no two connections may have the same sender and the
CThe simulator uses an O(n3) algorithm lo calculate &Il.source to all-dC!llinalion shorlest palhs.
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same receiver? To achieve bipartite traffic flow in topology r2, a third restriction was placed on
connection endpoints for r2: the sender/receiver of a connection must reside on a left-side host
(2 to 8) while the receiver/sender of the connection must reside on a right-side host (13 to 19).
Because this third restriction limits the number of unique connections to 98, topology r2 with 160
connections violates restriction (2) above by having duplicate connections.
Semi-Persistent Routing Technique
The experiment conducts simulations for each of the live semi-persistent routing techniques: the two
length-persistent techniques Lp-l and Lp-2, and the three time-persistent techniques Tp-l, Tp-2,
and Tp-3.
Persistence Level
Finally, the experiment conducts simulations using seven persistence levels ranging from zero-
persistence (SPF) to infinite-persistence (static) for each semi-persistent routing technique. Intuition
suggests that routing behavior for length-persistent techniques varies logarithmically with persistence
level- adding a-persistence to a small persistence level has greater affect on routing behavior than
adding a-persistence to a large persistence level. The experiment therefore conducts simulations for
length-persistent techniques with exponentially-chosen persistence levels of 0, 1.1, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0,
and 10. For time-persistent techniques, intuition suggests that routing behavior varies more linearly
with persistence level. The experiment therefore conducts simulations for time-persistent techniques
with evenly-spaced persistence levels of 0, .10, .30, .50, .70, .90, and 1.
Figure 4.8 summarizes the variable parameters of the simulation experiment.
4.4 Performance Statistics
Chapter 1 introduced two principal network performance metrics: throughput and packet delay.
Routing algorithms attempt to maximize throughput while minimizing packet delay, but these two
optimization goals often conflict. A subnet or any such queueing system operating near capacity
(for high throughput) induces long queueing delays (high packet delay) [Tan8S].
The total throughput of a network may not accurately reflect the throughput obtained by in-
dividual stream transport connections. For example, suppose a network becomes saturated8 with
30 connections concurrently sending data. The network obtains its maximum total throughput at
saturation. Doubling the number of connections does not increase total network throughput (total
throughput remains at maximum), but doubling the number of connections reduces individual con-
nection throughput by one half. This study therefore defines network throughput as the average
throughput of individual transport level connections.
Many factors affect connection throughput, such as the number of packets dropped by the net-
work. Examining such factors may give insight as to why one routing technique or persistence level
obtains higher throughput than another. So to aid the study or routing performance, the experiment
collects and reports the following six performance statistics:
• average throughput per TCP connection (bytes/second)
7Inven;e conneetiotl9, where the sender of one connection re&ide& on the sllII1e host &!l the receiver of the other, 8lld
visa versa, are penniLled.
8Saturntion OCCW"ll when the offered lrnffic reaches network capll.eity.
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Network Topology Number of Connections
pI, p2, pS, rl, r2
(for pI, p2, p3):
(for rl, r2):
I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64
2, 5, 10, 20, 10, 80, ] 60
Routing Technique
Lp-l, Lp-2, Tp-l, Tp-2, Tp-3
Persistence Value
(for Lp-l, Lp-2):
0, 1.1, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 10
(for Tp-I, Tp-2, Tp-3):
0, .10, .30, .50, .70, .90, 1
Figure 4.8: Summary of variable simulation parameters.
• average packet delay (milliseconds)
• average packet delay difference (milliseconds)
• fraction of packets dropped by the network
• fraction of segments retransmitted by TCP
• fraction of segments received out of order by TCP
Average throughput per connection measures the average quantity of data transferred per unit
time by TCP connections. Individual connection throughput is given by the following equation:
h h
size of data file transferred
t roug put::; :'::"'-'7,'."",,-,,=,::;7'==
time of transfer
expressed in bytes per second. To focus on the throughput of data being transferred, the transfer
time starts once the Tep connection is established. The simulator then averages throughput over
multiple data-file transfers.
Average packet delay measures the average elapsed time for packets to travel from source to
destination.
Average packet delay difference, a new performance metric proposed by this study, measures
the variance of packet delay between consecutive packets in the same TCP connection. For example,
if two consecutive packets in a connection have network delay of 1000 and 1124 milliseconds, the
packet delay difference is 124 milliseconds. Low packet delay difference indicates low round trip time
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variance. This leads to more accurate calculation of the retransmission timeout interval and better
transport protocol performance (JaiB6a, Zha86, KPB7, JacBB].
Fraction of dropped packets measures the relative number of packets dropped because of con-
gestion. For a given traffic load, fewer dropped packets indicates less congestion within the network.
Routing along slightly longer paths may avoid congestion and produce higher connection through-
put than routing along shortest paths. TCP can lengthen its retransmission timeout when delays
increase, but TCP must time out and retransmit lost segments.
Fraction of retransDlitted segtnents measures the relative number of segments retransmitted
by TCP connections. This fraction reflects both the relative number of packets dropped by the
network and the accuracy of TCP's retransmission timeout interval. Dropped packets cause TCP to
retransmit lost segments, while early timeouts cause Tep to retransmit superfluous segments before
receiving acknowledgements.
Fraction of out-of-order segments measures the relative number of segments received out of
order. For this statistic, a segment is said to be out of order if TCP has already received another
segment with a higher sequence number. Both route oscillation and retransmitted segments affect
the number of segments received out of order. Route oscillation may cause segments to follow
separate paths and, depending on the relative packet delay along the paths, to arrive out of order.
Retransmitted segments are considered out of order if another segment with a higher sequence
number has been received.
The analysis in this study primarily focuses on average connection throughput. The remaining
five performance statistics serve as supplementary indicators as to why one technique or persistence
level obtains higher throughput than another. Instead of analyzing each of the last five performance
statistics in depth, we report for these statistics only sample averages that were gathered from single
simulation runs of duration 2000 simulated seconds. More rigor was taken in gathering statistically-
significant resurts for average connection throughput, as discussed in the following paragraphs.
The student-t statistic allows one to compute confidence intervals for the mean of a normal
population from a set of sample measurements [NW74]. Let cr be the precision of the desired
confidence interval, and let n be the number of measurements in the sample. The desired confidence
interval is computed as follows:
x±t(l- cr/2,n- 1) * (;n)
where i is the sample average, s is the sample standard deviation, and t is the student-t value with




With the student-t statistic, the true mean of the population will fall within the computed confidence
interval (1 - a)% of the time.
Consider the following example of finding a 99% confidence interval for the mean of a normal
population from 41 sample measurements. First, the appropriate value for t is found. The desired
precision for a 99% confidence interval is a = 0.01 and the number ofdegrees of freedom is n - 1 = 40.
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Figure 4.9: Summary of method for gathering sample average mesaurements. The experiment
gathers throughput values for 1640 file transfers. The first ten transfers are discarded because of
simulation start-up. The remaining transfers are grouped into batches of 30 transfers, with ten
transfers discarded between batches for independence. Each batch is averaged, yielding 41 sample
average measurements with which to compute a confidence interval.
usillg the equations above. With these values, one finds a 99% confidence interval for the mean of
the population to be x± 2.704 * (llj..J4f).
For this study, we assume that connection throughput is normally distributed for a given topology,
traffic load, routing technique, and persistence level. To reduce the effect of simulation start-up, the
experiment discards throughput values of the first ten file transfers for each simulation run. The
experiment then collects 41 sample averages of connection throughput, where each sample average
is the average throughput of a batch of 30 transfers. For independence of the batch measurements,
the experiment discards throughput values of ten transfers between each batch. This is needed
because concurrent file transfers affect the throughput of one another. By discarding transfers in
between batches, batch measurements are more independent. Figure 4.9 summarizes this method
for gathering sample average measurements. A 99% confidence interval is then computed from the
41 sample averages using the student-t method discussed above.
4.5 Summary
This chapter presented the design of the experimental simulations. The simulator provides modules
that emulate various components of a network (hosts, routers, point-to-point links, ethernet links,
TCP components, and TCP users). The simulator also provides a mechanism to attach components
together to form well·defined topologies.
The chapter then discussed enhancements added to netsim for this experiment, including imple-
mentation details of the shortest-path computation and individual routing techniques. One section
examined two problems with length-persistent next-hop routing (Lp-l): persisting along a route
that would fail the ratio test and the formation of long routing loops.
The next section presented the simulation parameters - those that remain fixed throughout
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the experiment and those that vary from one simulation run to the next. The experiment fixes
shortest-path computation and component parameters as listed in Table 4.1. The experiment varies
network topology, network traffic load, semi-persistent routing technique, and persistence level as
summarized in Figure 4.8. Although this experiment simulates 56Kb wide-area networks, the results
extend to any network with similar relative component speeds.
The chapter concluded with a discussion of the six performance statistics collected by the ex-





This chapter presents the results of the simulations experiment and compares relative network per-
formance of the various routing techniques. The study first analyzes in depth the results for average
throughput per connection and then gives a brief analysis for the other performance statistics.
5.1 Throughput Results
This section analyzes the throughput results of the experiment. The analysis includes discussing
throughput performance curves, comparing semi-persistent techniques to SPF and to static, compar-
ing semi-persistent techniques to each other, and examining behavioral stability of semi-persistent
techniques.
Appendix A tabulates the 99% confidence intervals for average throughput per connection as
computed via the student-t method discussed in the previous chapter. Each table contains through-
put results for a single topology. Individual rows list results for varying leve}g of persistence for a
given traffic load (number of connections shown in column 1) and semi-persistent technique (col-
umn 2). Confidence intervals are given as the throughput mean ± the half-width of the interval.
The computed confidence intervals contain the true mean throughput 99% of the time, Le., if the
experiment were conducted 100 times, 99 of the computed confidence intervals will contain the true
mean. When two confidence intervals are disjoint (i.e., do not intersect), the throughput difference
is said to be statistically significant; one can conclude with 99% confidence that the true means
differ. When two confidence intervals intersect, the throughput difference is said to be statistically
insignificant or inconclusive; one cannot conclude from the given set of measurements that the true
means differ. It may be that the means differ but the confidence intervals are too wide. In this case,
gathering additional measurements may reduce the width of the intervals and show a statistically-
significant difference in mean throughput.
As an additional test for confidence in the results, one can examine throughput for techniques
with equivalent routing behavior. The three time-persistent techniques exhibit equivalent routing
behavior under zero-persistence (SPF), and the source-routing techniques (Lp-2, Tp-l, Tp-2, Tp-3)
exhibit equivalent behavior under infinite-persistence (static).! Examination of the results show
that the differences in average throughput within each case are statistically inconclusive.
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Figure 5.1: Throughput performance curves for technique Tp-2 on topology pI! under traffic loads
1, 2, 4, and 8. Notice that the persistence level of maximal throughput shifts from low persistence
to high persistence as traffic load increases.
5.1.1 Throughput Performance Curves
A semi~persistent technique's throughput perfonnance curve shows the average throughput achieved
by the technique as a function of the level of route persistence. The apex of this curve shows the
maximal throughput achieved by the technique, while the slope near the apex shows the stability of
the technique (see Section 5.1.4). Appendix B shows selected throughput performance curves based
on the 99% confidence intervals from the simulation results.
Comparing throughput performance curves for a given semi-persistent technique under various
traffic loads shows the relationship between traffic load and the technique's persistence level of
maximal throughput. For example, compare the throughput performance curves for technique Tp-2
on topology pI! for traffic loads 1, 2, 4, and 8, as shown in Figure 5.1. Notice that the persistence
level of maximal throughput shifts from low persistence to high persistence as traffic load increases.
Next, consider the throughput performance curves for technique Tp-3 on topology r1 for traffic
loads 10 and 80, as shown in Figure 5.2. These curves show that, for topology rl, technique Tp-3
fills the gap quasi~linearly between SPF and static. This behavior is typical as well of the other
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Figure 5.2: Throughput performance curves for technique Tp-3 on topology r1 under traffic loads 10
and 80. These curves show that, for topology r1, technique Tp-3 fills the gap quasi-linearly between
SPF and static.
5.1.2 Comparison to SPF and Static
Appendix C tabulates throughput performance ratios for semi-persistent techniques compared to
SPF (Tables C.l to C.5, pp. 73 - 77) and to static (Tables C.6 to C.lO, pp. 78 - 82). Each table
contains throughput ratios for a single topology. Individual rows list ratios for varying levels of
persistence for a given traffic load (column 1) and semi-persistent technique (column 2).
These performance ratios, based on the 99% confidence intervals given in Appendix A, show the
ratio of throughput achieved at non-extreme persistence levels to the throughput achieved at zero-
persistence (SPP) and infinite-persistence (static). Entries for which the two confidence intervals
are disjoint (Le., difference in mean throughput is statistically significant) give the ratio of the two
closest values between the intervals.2 A ratio value greater than 1.00 shows a relative increase in
throughput for the non-extreme persistence level 8.9 compared to SPF or static. For example, a
ratio value of 1.50 shows a 50% increase, while a ratio value of 3.00 shows a 200% increase or three
times the throughput. A ra.tio value less than 1.00 shows a relative decrease in throughput for the
non-extreme persistence level. Dashes fill entries for which the two confidence intervals intersect
(i.e., difference in mean throughput is statistically inconclusive).
The results show a dichotomy in SPFIstatic throughput performance between the parallel topolo-
gies and the ring topologies - SPF generally achieves higher throughput than static for the parallel
topologies, while static generally achieves higher throughput than SPF for the ring topologies. This
dichotomy provides a wide experimental testbed for the comparison of routing techniques; certain
topologies favor adaptability while other topologies favor persistence.
Comparison to SPF: First, consider the comparison of semi-persistent techniques to SPF for
the three parallel topologies. These topologies demonstrate a routing technique's effectiveness of
2Thal is, lhe upper value or the lower (;onfiden~ intel"Ylll and lhe lower value or the higher interval.
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distributing traffic among parallel paths. A technique that distributes traffic more evenly among
parallel paths should achieve higher throughput than a technique that routes all traffic along a single
path.
Under light traffic load,S various levels of persistence for each of the five semi-persistent techniques
show a statistically-significantly decrease in throughput performance as compared to SPF. Technique
Tp-l, furtbermore, often shows a decrease in throughput under moderate and heavy traffic loads as
well (see explanation below). This demonstrates that route persistence may decrease throughput
performance in certain cases.
The results also demonstrate that, in other cases, route persistence may enhance throughput
performance. For example, techniques Lp-l and Lp.2 show a statistically-significant increase in
throughput performance over SPF for topology pl under heavy traffic load. In particular, with
persistence level 8.0 under traffic load 64, Lp-2 achieves a throughput increase of 58% over SPF,
while Lp-l more than doubles the throughput of SPF.
Techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3 often show the greatest throughput increases for the parallel topolo-
gies. Both techniques under moderate and heavy traffic load achieve a statistically-significant in-
crease in throughput over SPF for all three topologies. In particular, with persistence level .90
under heavy load, Tp-2 and Tp-3 achieve at least a 54% increase over SPF for topology pI, an 86%
increase for topology pE, and more than four times the throughput of SPF for topology p3.
The results suggest that techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3 effectively utilize multiple parallel paths.
Consider the throughput achieved by Tp-2 and Tp-3 for each of the three parallel topologies.4
Under heavy traffic load, these two techniques achieve at least a 38% throughput increase from
topology pl to topology pE, and a 59% increase from topology pE to topology p3.
Unlike techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3, technique Lp.l exhibits anomalous behavior with multiple
parallel paths. One would expect an increase in throughput with an increase in the number of
parallel paths, but Lp-l shows a decrease. Under heavy load, Lp-l achieves 62% greater throughput
for topology pJ than for either topology pE or p3.
The results for technique Tp-l show a general decrease in average throughput as route persistence
increases. This decrease is statistically-significant for traffic loads 1, 32, and 64. The remaining
traffic loads show a statistically·inconclusive decreasing trend. Compared to the behavior of other
semi-persistent techniques, this is a puzzling result until one understands how Tp-l operates within
the parallel topologies. In the experimental design, hosts do not participate in dynamic routingj
instead, a host's default router selects source routes. Notice that all source hosts connect to a
single router, so this one router selects source routes for all data packets.s Throughput performance
depends, for the most part, on the route selection of this one router. With each update period, the
router either installs all its routes or none of them. With zero-persistence, the router installs all
its routes every update period, but with non-zero persistence, the router installs routes only during
randomly selected update periods. This non-zero persistence effectively increases the length of the
update period. The behavior ofTp-l (general decrease in throughput as route persistence increases)
therefore suggests that longer update periods yield lower throughput for the parallel topologies.
Consider next the comparison of semi~persistent techniques to SPF for the two ring topologies.
These topologies more accurately model real networks, with diverse traffic patterns and hosts that
support both sending and receiving ends of multiple TCP connections.
In many cases under light traffic load, semi-persistent techniques achieve a statistically-significant
J For comparison purpOSe!!, this study categorizes the lowe:!It t .....o traffic loads "" light load, the middle thn:e IODds
as moderate, and the highest two lon.m as heavy.
(Recall tho.t topology pI has two parallel paths, topology p2 has three parallel paths, and topology p3 has five
parallel pnths.
5SimiJa.rly, the router connected to the destination hosts select.s source routes for nlllLCknoll'ledgcment po.ckels.
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increase in throughput performance over SPF (a few cases show a statistically-significant decrease).
The results also show that under moderate and heavy traffic load, all live semi-persistent techniques
achieve a statistically-significant increase in throughput performance over SPF, from a 2.8% increase
to over 100% increase.
Comparison to static: For the parallel topologies, semi-persistent techniques achieve even
greater throughput increases over static than over SPF. Only a single case (technique Lp-l on
topology pS with traffic load 1) shows a statistically-significant decrease in throughput. All five
semi-persistent techniques under traffic loads 16, 32, and 64 achieve a statistically-significant in-
crease in throughput over static.
The comparison to static for the ring topologies is not so favorable. Although a couple tech-
niques achieve statistically greater throughput than static for topololP' rl under traffic load 2, most
throughput values are statistically lower than static. Only technique Tp.3 at persistence level .90
shows no statistical difference under all traffic loads for both ring topologies. Technique Lp-2 at
persistence level 8.0 shows no statistical difference under heavy traffic load for both ring topologies,
while Tp-2 at persistence level .90 shows no statistical difference under all loads for topology rB.
5.1.3 Comparison to Each Other
Appendix D tabulates relative throughput performance of semi-persistent techniques to each other.
Each table contains comparison information for a single topology. Individual rows list data for a
given traffic load (column 1) and semi-persistent technique (column 2). Column 3 contains the best
mean throughput achieved by the given technique,6 while column 4 shows the ratio of throughput
for the given technique compared to the lowest throughput achieved among the five techniques.
The technique with the lowest throughput has a ratio of 1.00, while the other four techniques have
ratios 2: 1. The remaining columns list those techniques for which the given technique achieves
statistically greater throughput.
A comparison oC semi-persistent techniques based on mean throughput gives a full ordering of
semi-persistent techniques, but this ratio comparison may not be statistically conclusive. On the
other hand, a comparison based on the 99% confidence intervals gives astatistically-significant partial
ordering of the techniques. This section, therefore, summarizes the results of the confidence-interval
comparison.
Table 5.1 summarizes the comparison oC semi-persistent techniques based on the 99% confidence
intervals. At the upper end, techniques Tp.2 and Tp·3 achieve statistically greater throughput than
the other three techniques for a majority of topologies and traffic loads. Technique Lp-2 shows the
highest throughput among the five techniques for the parallel topologies under traffic load 1. At
the lower end, technique Lp-l achieves statistically lower throughput than the other techniques Cor
a majority of topologies and traffic loads. Technique Tp-3 shows the lowest throughput among the
five techniques for topology p1 under heavy load.
The results suggest that source routing generally achieves greater throughput than next.hop
routing. Recall that the difference between the two length-persistent techniques is that Lp-l uses
next-hop routing while Lp-2 uses source routing. First, consider the comparison with zero-persistence
(i.e., SPF using source routing versus SPF using next-hop routing). Source-routing SPF shows
statistically greater throughput than next-hop SPF under all traffic loads for topologies pi! and pS,
under a. majority of traffic loads for topologies p1 and r2, and under two traffic loads for topology
6Excluding zero-persistence and infinite-persistence.
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Table 5.1: Summary of comparison of semi·persistent techniques to each other based on 99% confi-
dence intervals.
Comparison







p£, p3 moderate, heavy
d load 10
" light, moderate




pl, p2, p3 load 1
p2, p3 moderate, heavy




pJ loads 4, 8, heavy
rJ loads 20, 160
Tp-l ..,. Lp-1 moderate
r1. In only one case was the mean throughput for next-hop SPF greater than that for source-routing
SPF.
Next, consider the comparison with non-zero persistence. Technique Lp-2 (source routing) shows
statistically greater throughput than Lp-l (next.hop routing) under all traffic loads for topologies
pE, pS, and rE, and under various traffic loads for topologies p1 and r1. In only two cases was the
mean throughput for Lp-l greater than that for Lp-2.
5.1.4 Stability
Stability of semi-persistent techniques measures the retentiveness of throughput performance with
small perturbations from the persistence level of maximal throughput. A stable technique achieves
near-maximal throughput even with large deviations from the maximal persistence level, while an
unstable technique requires precise adjustment of the persistence level.
A technique's stability depends on the slope of the throughput performance curve near the
apex - the smaller the absolute value of the slope, the more stable the technique. Consider the
throughput performance curves for techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3 for topology r2 under traffic load
80 (Figure 5.3). Doth techniques achieve maximal throughput7 at persistence level .90, but notice
the difference in slope to the left. Technique Tp·2 has a smaller slope near the apex than Tp-3,
suggesting that Tp-2 is more stable than Tp-3 for this topology and traffic load.
This study measures a technique's stability by the relative throughput achieved at either side of
the apex compared to the maximal throughput. Appendix E tabulates the stability ratios. Each
table contains data for a single topology. Individual rows list stability information for a given traffic
load (column 1) and semi-persistent technique (column 2). Columns 3, 4, and 5 show the mean
throughput achieved by the given technique at the persistence levels to the left of the apex, at the
apex, and to the right of the apex, respectively. Columns G and 7 give the left throughput ratio
(ratio of column 3 to column 4) and the right throughput ratio (ratio of column 5 to column 4),
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Figure 5.3: Stability of semi-persistent techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3 for topology r2 under traffic load
80. The smaller slope to the left of the apex for Tp-2 suggests that technique Tp-2 is more stable
than Tp-3 for this topology and traffic load.
respectively. Dashes fill entries for which the persistence level to the left of the apex is zero (SPF)
or to the right of the apex is infinite (static).
For comparison purposes, this study categorizes techniques with stability ratios 90% and above
as stable, techniques with ratios 80% and above (but less than 90%) as moderately stable, and
techniques with ratios below 80% as unstable. All five semi-persistent techniques exhibit stable
behavior under light traffic load. Under moderate and heavy load, technique Tp-2 generally exhibits
stable behavior, techniques Lp-l, Lp-2, and Tp-l exhibit moderate to stable behavior, and technique
Tp-3 exhibits unstable behavior. Exceptions to this include moderately stable behavior for Tp-2
and unstable behavior for Lp-2 on topology r2, and moderate to stable behavior for Tp-3 and a few
instances of unstable behavior for Lp-l on topology r1 .
5.2 Other Performance Statistics
This section briefly examines semi~persistent performance to SPF and to static for the remaining
five performance statistics: average packet delay, average packet delay difference, fraction ofdropped
packets, fraction of retransmitted segments, and fraction of segments out of order. Instead of
computing confidence intervals and analyzing results for these statistics in depth, the experiment
gathers only single sample averages. The analysis consists of examining the correlation between
average throughput performance and the performance observed for these remaining statistics.
Appendix F tabulates measurements for the remaining five performance statistics. Each table
contains data for a single topology. Individual rows list measurements for varying levels ofpersistencc
for a given traffic load (column 1) and semi-persistent technique (column 2).
Appendb:: G contains comparison tables that show the correlation between average throughput
performance and the performance observed for these remaining statistics. Each table contains com-
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parison information for a single topology, showing tallies of how often semi-persistent techniques
achieve better performance than SPF or static, and visa versa. To correlate the measurements for
these statistics with the results for average throughput, the tables show three sets of tallies for
each statistic. The sets of tallies are based on the statistical comparison of average throughput
performance given in Appendix C: (1) one set that tallies instances for which the semi-persistent
technique achieved statistically worse throughput than SPF/static, (2) another set that tallies in-
stances for which the throughput comparison was statistically inconclusive, and (3) a third set that
tallies instances for which the semi-persistent technique achieved statistically better throughput than
SPF/static.
The results in general show a direct correlation between average throughput and three of the
performance statistics: average packet delay, fraction of dropped packets, and fraction of retransmit-
led segments. In instances for which semi-persistent techniques achieved statistically worse/better
throughput than SPF or static, the semi-persistent techniques also generally achieved worse/better
performance than SPF or static for each of these three statistics.
The results for the other two statistics, average packet delay difference and fraction of segments
out of order, generally follow the conjecture presented in Section 3.4. Semi-persistent techniques gen-
erally show better performance than SPF and worse performance than static for these twa statistics,
regardless of the throughput comparison.
5.3 Summary
This chapter presented the results of the simulation experiment and examined the effect of route
persistence on network performance. The study analyzed in depth the results for average throughput
per connection and gave a brief analysis for the other performance statistics.
A semi-persistent technique's throughput performance curve shows the throughput achieved by
the technique as a function of the level of route persistence. The apex of this curve gives the maximal
throughput for the technique, while the slope near the apex gives the stability of the technique.
The throughput results shaw that route persistence can often increase network performance over
SPF. Results also show that persistence may occasionally decrease performance, especially under
light traffic load. Techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3 generally achieve the best throughput performance
among the routing techniques studied. Examination of stability showed fairly stable behavior for
technique Tp-2 and unstable behavior for Tp-3.
Overall, the results show that semi-persistent techniques achieve greater throughput than SPF,
especially under heavy traffic conditions. Not only did route persistence enhance throughput per-




Conclusions and Future Work
This dissertation studies the trade-off between route adaptation and persistence. OUf thesis is that
adding route persistence to shortest-path routing can enhance network performance, especially under
heavy traffic conditions. Shortest-path routing can cause route oscillation and instability, thereby
increasing congestion and reducing the effective throughput of the network.
To study the effect of route persistence on network performance, the dissertation introduces a
new class of routing techniques, called semi-persistent techniques, that offer a trade-off between
route adaptation and persistence. Semi-persistent techniques add route persistence to shortest-path
routing by decoupling route installation from the shortest-path computation. This route persistence
reduces oscillation by reducing the number of routes that shift from high-traffic links to low-traffic
links. With various levels of route persistence, semi-persistent techniques exhibit multiple routing
behaviors that span a spectrum between shortest-path and static routing.
This dissertation offers a promising advance for network routing. Simulation results show that
certain semi-persistent techniques achieve significant throughput increases over shortest-path routing
for a majority of the studied topologies and traffic loads. With further study of the relationship
between traffic load and the persistence level of maximal throughput, semi-persistent techniques
may be designed to effectively adjust their routing behavior to suit current network conditions.
6.1 Summary
Two common routing algorithms, SPFI and static, lie at opposite extremes of the route adaptation
versus persistence spectrum. Sta.tic routing persists without adapting while SPF adapts without
persisting, yet both techniques exhibit behavior that may reduce network performance.
At the persistent extremity, static techniques may reduce network performance by not adapting
to changing network conditions. Static routing cannot adaptively avoid network congestion that
may cause large packet delays and packet loss, nor can static routing adaptively avoid link or node
failures. A failed component along the sta.tic route from one node to another severs communication,
even if another operative path exists.
At the adaptation e.xtremity, SPF may reduce network performance by causing route oscillation
and instability. Route oscillation increases congestion along routing paths and reduces the effec-
tive throughput of the network. Network designers employ three damping techniques to reduce
ISPF is an acronym for ShQrlul.Pa.lh Fir31.
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the frequency of route oscillation. These damping techniques modify the link-weight metric, yet
modifications to the weight metric cannot solve all problems associated with SPF routing.
6.1.1 Semi-Persistent Techniques
This dissertation introduces a new class of routing techniques, called semi-persistent techniques,
that offer a trade-off between route adaptation and persistence. These techniques reduce oscillation
by persisting along routes even when shorter paths are known. This route persistence helps spread
traffic load within the network by reducing the number of routes that shift from high-traffic links to
low-traffic links.
Semi-persistent techniques bring a novel approach of route selection to shortest-path routing
algorithms - that of decoupling route installation from the shortest-path computation. Unlike
SPF, semi-persistent techniques keep current routes separate from shortest paths by using two
distinct tables, a shortest-path table and a current routing-path table. The technique's shortest-path
computation records shortest paths in the shortest-path table without modifying the routing-path
table.
Independent from the shortest-path computation, a route-installation mechanism selectively re-
places routes with shortest paths as prescribed by a route-installation policy. This policy dictates
when to replace routes and which routes to replace. Semi-persistent techniques replace selected
routes by copying or installing corresponding entries from the shortest-path table into the routing-
path table. Routes not selected for replacement persist along current routing paths.
Semi-persistent techniques exhibit multiple behaviors with varying degrees of route persistence
as controlled by a persistence variable. A zero-persistence setting of the variable produces SPF
behavior, while an infinite-persistence setting produces static behavior. By varying the persistence
variable through its full range of values, each semi-persistent technique produces multiple routing
behaviors, ranging fromSPF to static, that span the length of the route adaptation versus persistence
spectrum.
Chapter 3 introduced two classes of semi-persistent techniques: length-persistent techniques and
time-persistent techniques. Length-persistent techniques base route persistence on length - a route
persists so long as its length satisfies a given criterion relative to the length of the corresponding
shortest path. This study presented two length-persistent techniques: a next-hop routing technique
(Length-persistent 1 or Lp-l) and a source-routing technique (Lp-E).
Time-persistent techniques base route persistence on time. Each node selects a new set of routes
for installation every link-status update period. This study presented lhree time-persistent tech-
niques: n-node/all-routes (Time-persistent 1 or Tp-l), all-node/n-routes (Tp-2), and all-node/n-
worst-routes (Tp-9).
Semi-persistent techniques help improve stream transport protocol performance by preserving
packet order and reducing variance of packet delay. Semi-persistent techniques can also dynamically
adjust routing behavior to suit current traffic conditions by appropriately adjusting the persistence
variable.
6.1.2 Experimental Design
This study examines the effect of route persistence on network performance. The study uses network
simulations that model data-file transfers via TCP over wide-area, packet-switching networks. The
experiment models an "ideal" network without failures, route-inrormation propagation delays, or
shortesl-path computation delays. For simplicity, the model restricts the type of application and
considers only data-file transfers of fixed-length files with fixed-sized packets.
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The simulation experiment has four variable parameters: network topology, network traffic load,
semi-persistent routing technique, and persistence level. The study varied traffic load among seven
levels, from light load to heavy load. For each of the five semi-persistent techniques, the study varied
route persistence among seven levels, from zero-persistence (SPF) to infinite-persistence (static).
The topologies for the experiment include three parallel topologies and two ring-with-cross-edge
topologies. The three parallel topologies separate source hosts from destination hosts by a set of
parallel paths. These topologies demonstrate how well routing techniques can distribute traffic
among parallel paths. A technique that spreads traffic load more evenly among the paths should
achieve higher network throughput than one that routes all traffic along a single path. The two ring-
with-crass-edge topologies more accurately model real networks, with hosts supporting both sending
and receiving ends of multiple TCP connections. Routers form a ring with additional cross-edge
links, thus producing more diverse traffic patterns than with the parallel topologies.
For the comparison study, the experiment collects six performance statistics: average through-
put per TCP connection, average packet delay, average packet delay difference, fraction of packets
dropped, fraction of segments retransmitted, and fraction of segments received out of order. The
analysis of results primarily focused on average connection throughput. The remaining five per-
formance statistics serve as supplementary indicators as to why one technique or persistence level
obtains higher throughput than another. Instead of analyzing each of the last five performance
statistics in depth, we report for these statistics only sample averages that were gathered from single
simulation runs of duration 2000 simulated seconds. More rigor was taken in gathering statistically-
significant results for average connection throughput. We used the student-t statistic to compute
99% confidence intervals.
6.2 Results and Conclusions
Our thesis is that adding route persistence to shortest-path routing can enhance network perfor-
mance, especially under heavy traffic conditions. To support this claim, a simulation study was con-
ducted to examine the effect of route persistence on network performance. Simulation experiments
gathered data for a number of performance statistics: average throughput per connection, packet
delay, packet delay difference, fraction of dropped packets, fraction of retransmitted segments, and
fraction of segments out of order. This study analyzed the results for average throughput in depth
(based on computed 99% confidence intervals) and gave a brief analysis for the other performance
statistics.
The results of the experiment support the thesis. Techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3 achieve signifi-
cant throughput increases over SPF for a majority of the simulated topologies and traffic loads.
Observed throughput for these techniques were as much as five times that of SPF for a topology
with five parallel paths between source hosts and destination hosts. In addition, the other three
techniques achieve significant throughput increases over SPF on the ring topologies under moderate
and heavy traffic load. Throughput increases were often observed, but the results also show that
route persistence occasionally decreases throughput performance, especially under very light traffic
load.
Results indicate that techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3 effectively spread network traffic among multiple
parallel paths. Both techniques show a substantial increase in throughput with an increase in the
number of parallel paths. Technique Lp-I, on the other hand, exhibits anomalous behavior with
multiple parallel paths. Under heavy traffic load, Lp-l achieves 62% greater throughput with two
parallel paths than with either three or five paths. Backtracking of packets in transit after the
installation of new routes may be the cause of this anomaly.
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A comparison of semi-persistent techniques to each other shows that techniques Tp-2 and Tp-3
achieve statistically greater throughput than the other three techniques for a majority of topologies
and traffic loads. At the lower end, technique Lp-l achieves statistically lower throughput than
the other techniques for a majority of the cases. The results further suggest that source routing
generally achieves greater throughput than next-hop routing, both with zero-persistence (SPF) and
with non-zero persistence.
Stability of semi-persistent techniques measures the retentiveness of throughput performance
with small perturbations from the persistence level of maximal throughput. A stable technique
achieves near-maximal throughput even with large deviations from the maximal persistence level,
while an unstable technique requires precise adjustment of the persistence level. All five semi-
persistent techniques exhibit stable behavior under light traffic load. Under moderate and heavy
load, technique Tp-2 generally exhibits stable behavior, techniques Lp-l, Lp-2, and Tp-l generally
exhibit moderate to stable behavior, and technique Tp-3 generally exhibits unstable behavior.
Analysis for the remaining performance statistics showed a direct correlation between average
throughput and three of the other statistics: average packet delay, fradion of dropped packets, and
fradion of retransmitted segments. In instances for which semi-persistent techniques achieved sta-
tistically worse/better throughput than SPF, the semi-persistent techniques also generally achieved
worse/better performance than SPF for each of these three statistics. For the other two statistics,
average packet delay difference and fradion of segments out of order, semi-persistent techniques
generally showed better performance than SPF, regardless of the throughput comparison.
Overall, the results show that semi-persistent techniques achieve greater throughput than SPF,
especially under heavy traffic conditions. Not only did route persistence enhance throughput per-
formance, but route persistence generally enhanced each of the other network performance statistics
as well.
6.3 Future Work
This dissertation presents a promising new class of network routing techniques that show potential
for increased throughput performance over shortest-path routing. With further study and testing
of semi-persistent techniques, we may gain valuable insight into trade-offs between route adaptation
and persistence. Directions for future research are presented in the following paragraphs.
One direction for future work is to study semi-persistent techniques on networks with different
relative component speeds. This initial study simulated data-file transfers across a 56Kb wide-
area network. Will these techniques still show general increases in throughput performance on
DS1-speed2 networks? How will semi-persistent techniques perform with a mix of interactive and
data-file transfer traffic?
Another study is to compare performance under various link weight metrics. The simulation
metric, based on the second ARPANET metric, is pacKet delay averaged over the last half of the
update period. The latest ARPANET metric bounds reported values of link weight to produce
hop-normalized weights under heavy traffic conditions. An interesting study would be to compare
semi-persistent techniques using the simulation metric to both SPF and to semi-persistent techniques
using the latest ARPANET metric.
An obvious question to ask is what other route-replacement policies can we develop. This study
presents two length-persistent techniques and three time-persistent techniques. Other possibilities
include persistent techniques based on traffic load along individual routes or hybrids of these re-
placement policies. How well will these new techniques perform?
2nSl_speed lines operate at 1.5HMbps.
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Further study on various network topologies must be done. This dissertation studies semi.
persistent behavior on only a few topologies, while semi-persistent techniques may behave very
differently on other topology configurations. Can we classify topologies based on the behavior
of one or more semi-persistent techniques? The results suggest this may be possible (compare tlle
throughput performance curves in AppendixB for the parallel topologies and for the ring topologies).
Finally, effective routing using semi-persistent techniques requires understanding of the relation-
ship between traffic load and the persistence level of maximal throughput. Semi-persistent techniques
may be designed to effectively adjust their routing behavior to suit current network conditions. With
further study, semi-persistent techniques may become a powerful alternative to shortest-path routing
for improving network performance in real networks.
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A: Simulation Measurement Tables for Throughput
The tables in this appendix contain the 99% confidence intervals for average l.hroughput per connec-
tion as computed via the student-t method discussed in Chapter 4. Each table contains throughput
results for a single topology. Individual ro\'llS list results for varying levels of persistence for a given
traffic load (number of connections shown in column 1) and semi-persistent technique (column 2).
Confidence intervals are given as the throughput mean ± the half-width of the interval.
As an additional test for confidence in the results, one can examine throughput for techniques with
equivalent routing behavior. Not all semi-persistent techniques exhibit equivalent behavior under
zero-persistence or infinite-persistence. For example, next-hop routing (Lp-I) exhibits different rout-
ing behavior than source routing (other four techniques) under both zero- and infinite-persistence.
Furthermore, Lp.2 behavior differs from the three time-persistent techniques under zero-persistence.
To understand the subtle differences in routing behavior among semi~persistenttechniques, first
observe how next-hop routing (Lp-l) may differ rrom source routing (the other four techniques), as
illustrated in Figure A.I. Consider possible routes rrom nodes Sand T to node D. With source
routing, sources choose entire routes for packets; node S may choose to route along path S.A.B-D
while node T may choose to route along path T-A-C-D. Notice that traffic follows separate path
segments from A to D. With next-hop routing, node A selects a single route to D, with next hop
being either A-B or A-C. Traffic from both Sand T follow the same path segment from A to D. As











Figure A.I: Routing difference between next-hop and source routing. Diagram (a) shows one possible
source routing senario, with nodes Sand T selecting separate subpaths through A to D. With next-
hop routing, node A must select a single route on which to forward all packets to D (diagram (b)).
Next-hop routing cannot always duplicate the set of routes selected by source routing.
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by source-routing techniques.
Next, consider the difference in routing behavior between Lp-2 and the three lime-persistent
techniques under zero-persistence. Both Lp-2 and Tp_ll use source routing, but these techniques
install routes at different times - Lp-2 installs routes immediately after every shortest path compu-
tation, while Tp-l installs routes at most once per update period. By installing routes at different
times, these techniques exhibit dissimilar routing behaviors under zero-persistence.
I All three lime-persinent techniques, Tp-l, Tp-2, and Tp-3, exhibil equivalent routing behavior under bolll zero-
pMSistence and infinite-persistence.
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Ta.ble A.I: Simulation Measurement Table - throughput - topology pI.
Average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo.... Scm.i-p SPF Ll ... 2 4 8 STATIC
Teclmique .1. .30 .5• .,. .9.
1 Lpol 6481± 23 6<116± 15 6418± 16 6458± 23 6454± 20 6436± 22 6405± 0
Lpo2 6691± 16 6656± 7 6646± 8 6646± 8 6640± 8 6607± 11 6405± 0
Tpol 6637± 9 6608± 9 6561± 10 6512± 11 6461± 7 6410± 6 6405± 0
Tpo2 6640± 7 6511± 9 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0
Tpo3 6641± 8 6638± 7 6405± 0 6405±0 6405± 0 6II05± 0 6405± 0
2 Lpol 6079± 91 6025±108 6000± 85 6058±101 6066± 80:1 6018± 93 5963± 95
Lpo2 6234± 96 6374± 85 6198± 54 6281± 78 6238± 82 6289±100 5981± 91
Tpol 6248±110 6259± 72 6138± 90 6094± 89 6081± 84 5971± 82 5971± 98
Tpo2 6250± 75 6322± fiT 6334± 61 6284± 53 5987± 95 6003± 86 5945± 81
Tp-3 6238±103 5924± 93 5944±10l 6180± 87 5988±105 59S8± 94 6003± 99
4 Lpol 5135±147 5165±144 5127±156 5243±200 5298±197 5190±174 5101±168
Lpo2 5473±153 5547±156 5483±148 5397±140 5506±132 5512±140 5063±181
Tpol 5389±139 5441±133 5287±159 5246±128 5208±159 5256±153 5148±168
Tpo2 5474±164 5777±134 5876± 92 5898±105 5824±106 5119±173 5089±1<I9
Tp-3 5361±156 5456±185 5444±162 5889±107 5841± 94 5061±168 5202±173
8 Lp-l 3557±222 3237±233 3373±253 3434±222 3755±274 3749±299 3429±215
Lp-2 3874±237 3843±251 3845±185 3825±217 3932±239 4073±225 3487±278
Tpol 3777±158 4022±238 3728±235 3623±199 3420±241 3369±248 3324±216
Tp-2 3873±231 4491±155 4861±169 5086±153 5046±168 4965±166 3294±225
Tp-3 3924±192 3850±192 3824±223 4698±227 4101±205 4970±159 3132±243
16 Lpol 1053±142 1108±137 913± 95 1225±167 1106±183 1188±241 933±101
Lpo2 1453±106 1490±132 1534±157 1592±160 1419±121 1563±140 920± 85
Tpol 1538±109 1438±145 1318±104 1191±112 1003± 84 905± 73 857± 74
Tp-2 1563±141 2324±181 2863±194 3023±224 3125±205 3222±206 864± 91
Tp-3 1481±110 1543±133 1501±138 2194±212 2001±196 3198±221 865± 80
32 Lpol 319± 18 314± 16 306± 19 348± 26 421± 53 736± 78 306± 10
Lpo2 451± 20 443± 17 449± 17 455± 16 508± 33 732± 75 305± 9
Tp-l 449± 14 439± 17 412± 15 388± 14 355± 17 322± 11 306± 8
Tp-2 438± 18 591± 26 812± 42 643± 64 821± 60 823± 55 312± 11
Tpo3 445± 15 443± 17 448± 19 533± 24 53B± 14 842± 54 308± 13
" Lpol 132± 8 129± 6 146± 8 211± 19 275± 25 316± 20 119± 4Lpo2 IB2± 5 18O± 6 183± 6 239± 25 283± 24 316± 19 118± 4
Tp-I IS4± 7 179± 7 171± 6 160± 7 148± 5 129± 5 117± 4
Tp-2 ISo± 7 266± 18 335± 21 311± 17 301± 12 :J04± 15 118± 4
Tp-3 179± 6 lSo± 7 184± 7 200± 6 237± 9 307± 15 119± 4
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Table A.2: Simulation Measurement Table - throughput - topology p2.
Average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lood Serni-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
I Lp-l 6480± 25 6404± 20 6419± 19 6437± 26 6418± 22 6391± 20 6405± 0
Lp-2 6834± 15 6794± 10 6796± 11 6790± 10 6782± 12 6758± 10 61.05± 0
Tp-l 6626± 8 6601± 8 6554± 9 6513± 8 6461± 8 6410± 5 6405± 0
Tp-2 6628± 9 6506± 8 6405± 0 6405± 0 6t105± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0
Tp-3 6625± 7 6625± 7 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0
2 Lp-l 6067± 87 5985± 93 5994± 86 6OS9±107 6014± 78 5995± 99 5968± 97
Lp-2 6437± 86 6347± 81 6360± 84 6345±107 6416± 75 6402± 92 5912±103
Tp-l 621O± 80 6250± 77 6128± 81 6101±101 6022± 96 6057±113 5991±102
Tp-2 6205± 91 6334± 56 6359± 44 6287± 68 6011± 93 5957±10l 59l14± 72
Tp-3 6248± 98 595S± 86 S907±1l3 6214± 77 S962±106 5980± 90 S972±101
4 Lp-l S269±138 S214±149 5174±173 5245±160 5176±162 SIS5±156 S064±131
Lp-2 5664±16S 5584±169 5651±126 5610±145 5568±168 5637±157 5173±126
Tp-l 5439±123 5442±154 5268±183 5329±152 5165±164 5254±164 5147±152
Tp-2 5326±157 5780±123 5968± 96 6013± 89 5991± 99 5064±155 52t10±128
Tp-3 5346±158 5499±159 5379±175 6021± 95 5989±102 5113±179 S306±150
8 Lp-l 3556±237 3439±218 351S±247 3384±171 3408±258 3531±2t17 3286±252
Lp-2 3991±188 4117±225 4204±233 4099±183 4178±201 4126±168 3479±204
Tp-l 3909±213 J833±204 3656±205 3592±191 3438±264 3347±228 3191±260
Tp-2 3938±241 4657±173 5128±148 5403±170 5527±120 5502±155 3392±235
Tp-3 3897±192 376S±193 3852±202 4640±229 5062±162 5358±169 3514±232
18 Lp-l 1153±128 1080±108 1094±125 llOO±1l3 1073±108 906± 81 &56± 77
Lp-2 1779±140 1787±136 1972±154 183O±146 1903±144 1902±134 864± 78
Tp-l 1552±126 1551±146 1319±1l0 1232±129 1079±105 985±104 836± 65
Tp-2 1533±107 2362±170 3581±145 416S±170 4392±185 4488±242 888± 97
Tp-3 1529±118 1510±147 1615±157 2302±18S 3393±21S 4298±170 861± 81
32 Lp-I 355± 22 327± 19 316± 23 379± 25 31H 23 354± 20 304± 11
Lp-2 619± 27 604± 25 608± 25 595± 22 604± 23 625± 27 306± 10
Tp-l 597± 19 581± 28 505± 18 445± 23 376± 17 329± 11 306± II
Tp-2 617± 27 918± 52 H29±118 1803±150 2043±163 2146±180 304± 13
Tp-3 599± 24 583± 25 602± 27 806± 46 1l09±lJO 1838±163 306± 11
84 Lp-l 154± 10 159± 10 139± 8 170± 10 163± 10 160± 12 120± G
Lp-2 242± 6 239± 6 241± 7 238± 8 243± 9 243± 8 117± 4
Tp-l 239± 7 226± 7 201± 8 177± 7 152± 6 131± 6 n9± 5
Tp-2 238± 7 38H 22 523± 30 506± 30 509± 23 497± 19 n9± 4
Tp-3 241± 8 238± 6 243± 7 307± 19 317± 12 484± 19 119± 5
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Table A.3: Simulation Measurement Table - throughput - topology p3.
Average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo"" Semi-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .:lll .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-1 6557± '26 6390± 18 6381± 14. 6372± 16 6394.± 13 6368± 20 64OS± 0
Lp-2 7033± 19 69116± 17 6893± 19 6909± 14 6901± 17 6905± 17 6405± 0
Tp-1 6625± 8 6598± 7 G549± 8 6509± 9 6462± 6 6413± 6 6405± 0
Tp-2 6624± 8 6503± 9 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0 G405± 0
Tp-3 6626± 9 66"24± 9 &105± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0 6405± 0
2 Lp-1 6164±108 W83± 88 5995±106 6063±101 5990± 97 5997± 85 6032± 89
Lp-2 6654± 96 6543± 85 6517±103 6531± 72 6453±108 6567± 91 5978±106
Tp-1 6207±104 6147± 98 6147± 89 6057±100 6024± 92 5991± 98 6011± 97
Tp-2 6243± 83 6355± 56 6365± 50 6325± 50 5965±101 6033± 91 5963±100
Tp-3 6233±101 5976± 94 5907± 89 6193± 73 5988± 93 5990±104 6035±105
4 Lp-1 5314±166 5336±124 5206±157 5138±145 5169±175 5153±175 5169±168
Lp-2 5919±128 5B04±151 5759±139 5850±143 5832±145 5834±154 5129±176
Tp-1 5378±168 5473±148 5317±139 5251±150 5268±198 5055±134 5081±141
Tp-2 5278±l49 5845±108 5996± 96 6080± 88 6028± 84 5238±193 5262±155
Tp-3 5479±188 5586±160 5555±161 6050± 93 6060± 91 5129±177 5249±177
8 Lp-1 3635±244 3636±244 3675±245 33B9±262 3603±205 3585±186 3288±234
Lp-2 4495±199 4281±233 4422±191 4389±227 4292±205 4278±208 3442±199
Tp-1 3712±239 3811±212 3657±177 3601±237 3709±275 3452±211 3407±23<1
Tp-2 3779±206 4510±215 5152±150 5624±134 576"2±103 5134±13O 3420:1±245
Tp-3 3698±190 3764±233 3782±196 4657±192 5149±196 5746±122 3334±111
18 Lp-l 1201±162 1222±136 1119±135 1111±129 1143±123 1068±114 910±116
Lp-2 2171±167 2193±163 2019±16"2 2141±148 2266±171 2293±'213 884±101
Tp-1 1491±153 1471±142 1364±108 1232±120 1066±108 998± 93 793± 41
Tp-2 1563±141 2454±140 3629±225 4556±160 5049±166 5025±148 804± 46
Tp-3 1551±132 1634±119 1537±138 2202±203 3791±272 5204±132 860± 68
32 Lp-1 370± 18 344± 17 360± 25 366± 22 350± 21 344± 18 302± 11
Lp-2 167± 41 783± 41 824± 56 817± 48 828± 57 850± 55 313± 10
Tp-1 607± 21 585± 28 497± 20 431± 15 381± 15 328± 13 302± 12
Tp-2 591± 27 937± 56 1748±149 2714.±187 3614±196 3871±173 303± 10
Tp-3 615± 26 608± 25 619± 32 901± 75 1972±178 3747±222 3OS± 10
64 Lp-1 150± 7 151± 6 14.9± 7 158± 7 156± 7 154.± 7 118± 4
Lp-2 319± 12 320± 12 313± 13 326± 13 315± 14 332± 13 118± 3
Tp-l 240± 7 226± 7 205± 9 176± 7 155± 6 133± 5 119± 4
Tp-2 238± 6 423± 28 780± 58 1100± 65 1349± 87 l335±113 1I9± 4
Tp-3 235± 7 238± 7 243± 8 389± 64 558±105 1165±101 121± 5
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Table A.4: Simulation Measurement Table - throughput - topology rl.
Average connection throughput (bytes/second).
La"" Sani.p SPF 1.1 1.5 , • B STATIC
Technique .1. .30 .5• .70 .9.
, Lpl 5412± 77 5435± 65 5398± 72 5519± 78 5473± 70 5565± 73 5935± 98
Lp' 5818± 81 5847± 68 5859± 77 5913± 95 5981± 69 6063± 69 5945± 91
Tpl 6179± 57 6151± 59 6151± 55 6126± 58 6092± 74 6066± 66 5936± 69
Tp' 6166± 60 6169± 53 6151± 59 6116± 60 5924± 79 5898± 90 58&3± 92
Tp' 6172± 60 6086± 69 6025± 80 6028± 78 5934± 90 5991± 85 6002± 86
5 Lpl 4928±115 4764±105 4810± 91 4961± 74 4973±106 5090± 95 5877±llO
Lp' 5191±114 5251±110 5216± 99 5336±124 5391±110 5501±1l8 5SS7±111
Tpl 5526± 88 5568±1l6 5681±107 559l±120 573S± 94 5807±100 5895±115
Tp' 5492±103 5637± 96 5772± 99 5785± 84 5861± 87 5931±119 5896±119
Tp' 5536±103 5578±100 5611± 96 5632± 92 5909± 71 5956± 86 5811± 99
I. Lpl 3999±129 3971±146 4041±122 4109±120 'i215±162 4386±144 5659±101'i
Lp' 4167±154 4295±144 4196±163 4351±155 <I521±lM 4684±117 5593±159
Tpl 4703±122 4845±132 4920±122 5130±133 5068±155 5129±152 5724±105
Tp' 4777±140 4897±129 5033±103 5211±135 5231±147 5641±117 5644±126
Tp' 4761±128 '!722±139 4953±148 5043±137 5407±123 5661±121 5637±112
2. Lpl 2584±176 2556±151 2727±171 2666±143 3324±189 3591±163 5039±153
Lp2 2627±136 2673±182 2806±158 2924±197 3424±166 3859±179 4952±145
TpI 3424±172 3648±174 388'!±120 4131±183 'i024±151 4000±179 4914±176
Tp' 3463±155 31l3±173 3862±153 4219±131 'i265±174 4243±239 4846±136
Tp' 3522±144 3593±146 3816±176 4281±137 4648±171 5126±145 4813±190
•• Lpl 1405±1l9 1374±100 1565±lOS 1572±124 2258±133 2787±lSS 3846±152
Lp' 1519± 83 1594± 81 1762± 98 2029±1l8 2779±166 3365±Hl 3806±177
TpI 2211±101 2380±135 2541±124 2767±138 'Z971±139 2985±174 3862±192
Tp' 2204±149 2559±1l9 2746±145 3072±H9 3096±128 3110±191 401:6±200
Tp' 225'i±151 2l93±114 2557±133 2921±160 3411±163 3872±186 3818±198
B. Lpl 955±102 945± 76 11l6± 73 1278±104 1799±126 2025±131 2582±150
Lp' 1126± 83 1095± 66 1253±112 1452± 93 1995±140 2395±137 2611±143
Tpl 1177±75 123S± 82 1488± 87 1628± 95 171l±103 1825±152 2544±1l6
Tp2 1192±lO2 1488± 87 1624± 95 1807± 75 1930±117 1931±127 2528±131
Tp' 1241± 87 1228± 84 1608±110 1859± 87 2339±117 2608±126 2630±141
lGO Lpl 1105±110 1098±118 1211±136 1294±108 1488±102 1518±145 1522±105
Lp' 1038± 97 951±102 1031±107 1200±117 1385± 78 1333± 90 1533±112
Tpl 922± 82 940±123 1069± 96 102o±113 1136± 85 1145±118 1547±121
Tp' 91o± 88 934± 86 1055±100 1175±116 1202± 84 1228±1l7 1530±113
Tp-3 955±108 1081±111 1142±123 1347± 93 1472±116 1387± 92 1565±119
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Table A.5: Simulation Measurement Table - throughput - topology r2.
Average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lm'" Sem..i-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Teclm.ique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
2 L".1 4553± 65 4355± 83 4456± 80 4715± 68 4797± 67 4854± 75 561O± 82
L".2 4730± 64 4706± 55 4771± 71 4830± 56 4909± 76 5084± 86 5719± 63
T".1 5187± 75 5189± 68 5229± 65 5372± 55 5389± 85 5436± 91 5674± 80
T".2 5113± 69 5210± 71 5310± 75 5402± 84 5668± 75 5712± 66 5642± 73
T".3 5126± 82 5152± 61 5126± 62 5217± 71 5711± 62 5679± 70 56G4± 69
5 L".1 403Q±124 3605±119 3821± 97 3968±102 4243±123 4382±107 5441± 96
L".2 4144±107 4208±112 4155±120 4305±104 4386±112 4616± 90 5517± 70
T".1 4527±114 01524±138 4619±102 4815±117 4874±116 4979±121 5503±101
T".2 4446±117 4709±119 4732±117 4948±120 5015±113 5535± 95 5546± 8a
T".3 4546±104 4482±108 4645±107 4849±115 5268±109 5507± 72 5'112± 98
10 L".1 2761±139 2379±158 2566±129 2752±190 3042±185 3192±146 4481±146
L".2 2812±175 2900±151 2948±141 3060±131 3354±156 3578±1301 4789±175
T".1 3253±192 3372±137 30124±140 3741±132 3822±175 3911±151 4676±186
T".2 3314±1-17 3499±128 3781±129 3734±141 3914±159 4587±172 4485±177
T".3 3306±149 3306±154 3458±140 3704±132 399H175 4503±185 4633±1501
20 L".1 1204±111 961± 73 1039± 76 1226±116 1662±122 2057±H9 3408±213
L".2 1273±105 1234± 81 129O± 96 H60± 98 1840±134 2358±12'1 3371±226
T".1 1679±118 1968±130 2156±118 2341±189 2462±144 2455±123 3372±222
T".2 1808±126 1993±131 2337±147 2524±145 260l±130 3461±169 30118±206
T".3 1618±104 1707±120 193O±149 219B±136 2706±129 3251±210 3276±215
40 L".1 422± 22 394± 23 428± 23 462± 20 603± 33 762± 62 1229± 98
L".2 548± 22 529± 19 541± 22 576± 22 652± 39 1059± 89 13017± 93
T".1 598± 27 646± 29 759± 49 911± 52 1053± 77 1126± 62 1360±112
T".2 613± 28 700± 35 892± 47 1119± 68 1219± 78 1393±109 1403±119
T".3 6n± 35 600± 27 612± 27 695± 34 934± 66 1405±127 1316±102
80 L".1 19l± 8 185± 10 192± 10 203± 6 233± 8 281± 22 471± 22
L".2 236± 8 236± 7 243± 9 241± 8 283± 15 447± 18 478± 27
T".1 2<l7± 8 257± 9 293± 12 320± 14 367± 16 425± 27 500± 31
T".2 250± 11 2&l± 12 330± 15 379± 17 423± 21 465± 26 490± 27
T".3 250± 10 250± 12 251± 10 276± 10 331± 18 455± 28 '175± 38
160 L".1 89± 5 87± 6 88± 6 95± 6 100± 6 112± 7 208± 16
L".2 112± 7 113± 6 113± 6 112± 6 120± 7 18.5±H 202± 14
T".1 114± 6 119± 7 127± 8 139± 7 152± 9 174± 11 215± 16
T".2 114± 7 123± 7 139± 8 155± 9 171± 9 201± 12 199± 13
T".3 117± 7 113± 6 117± 7 122± 8 138± 9 197± 13 204± 13
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B: Throughput Performance Curves
The figures in this appendix: show throughput performance curves based on 99% confidence intervals
for semi-persistent techniques. Throughput performance curves show throughput achieved by a
technique as a fundion of the level of route persistence. Each figure gives performance curves for all
five semi-persistent techniques for a given topology and traffic load. Figures B.I to B.7 (pp. 61 - 67)
give throughput performance cUlvesfor topology p3 under each of the seven traffic loads. Figures E.B
to B.ll (pp. 68 - iI) give throughput performance curves for the remaining four topologies under





































SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 Static SPF .10 .JO .50 .70 .90 Sta.lic
Tp-2 Tp-J
Figure B.1: Throughput Performance Curves - topology p3 - load 1.







































SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 Static SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 Static
Tp-2 Tp-J
Figure B.2: Throughput Performance Curves - topology p3 - load 2.





































SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 Static
Tp-2
SPF .10 .30 .50 .70
Tp-3
.90 Stalic
Figure B.3: Throughput Performance Curves - topology p3 - load 4.
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SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 St.a.lic
Tp-2
Figure BA: Throughput Performance Curves - topology p3 -load 8.
























SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 Static
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SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 Static
Tp-2
Figure B.5: Throughput Perrormance Curves - topology p3 -load 16.





































SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 Static SPF .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 Slatic
Tp-2 Tp-3
Figure B.6: Throughput Performance Curves - topology p3 - load 32.








































SPF .10 .30 .50 ,70
Tp-3
.90 Static
Figure B.7: Through.put Perrormance Curves - topology p3 -load 64.






































SPF .10 .30 .50 .70
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Tp-3
.90 Static
Figure B.8: Throughput Performance Curves - topology pi -load 64.






































SPF .10 .30 .50 .70
Tp-3
.90 Slntic
Figure B,9: Throughput Performance Curves - topology p2 - load 64.







































SPF .10 .30 .50 .70
Tp-3
.90 Static
Figure B.lO: Throughput Performance Curves - topology rl -load 160.
Curves show 99% confidence intervals.
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Figure B.ll: Throughput Performance Curves - topology r2 -load 160.
Curves show 99% confidence intervals.
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C: Ratio Comparison Tables for Throughput
The tables in this appendix contain throughput performance ratios for semi-persistent techniques
compared to SPF (Tables C.I to C.5, pp. 73 - 77) and to static (Tables C.6 to C.lO, pp. 78 -
82). Each table contains throughput ratios for a single topology. Individual rows list ratios for
varying levels of persistence for a given traffic load (number of connections shown in column 1) and
semi-persistent technique (column 2).
These performance ratios, based on the 99% confidence intervals given in Appendix A, show the
ratio of throughput achieved at non-extreme persistence levels to the throughput achieved at zero-
persistence (SPP) and infinite-persistence (static). Entries Cor which the two confidence intervals
are disjoint (Le., difference in mean throughput is statistically significant) show the ratio of the two
closest values between the intervals.1 A ratio value greater than 1.00 shows a relative increase in
throughput for the semi-persistence level as compared to SPF or static. For example, a ratio value
of 1.50 shows a 50% increase, while a ratio value of 3.00 shows a 200% increase, or three times
the throughput. A ratio value less than 1.00 shows a relative decrease in throughput for the semi-
persistence level. Dashes fill entries for which the two confidence intervals intersect (i.e., difference
in mean throughput is statistically inconclusive).
ITluH is, ~he UppCl" va.lue of the lower confidence intervallllld tile lower vruue of the higher imer\,.,l.
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Table C.l: Ratio Comparison Table to SPF - throughput - topology pI.
Comparison ratios to SPF for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
1,0"" Semi-p L1 1.5 , 4 8
Technique .w .30 .50 .70 .90
I Lp-I 0.996 0.996
Lp-' 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.996 0.991
Tp-I 0.998 0.991 0.984 0.976 0.968
Tp-' 0.983 0.966 0.966 0.966 0.966


















Tp-I 0.995 0.912 0.761 0.684
Tp-2 1.258 1.566 1.643 1.714 1.770
Tp-3 1.246 1.135 1.871
3' Lp-I 1.092 1.953
Lp-' 1.008 1.395
Tp-I 0.982 0.924 0.855 0.766
Tp-' 1.239 1.689 1.708 1.669 1.684.
Tp-3 1.107 1.139 1.713
84 Lp-I 1.371 1.786 2.114
Lp-' 1.144 1.3S5 1.588
Tp-I 0.944 0.864. 0.757
Tp-' 1.326 1.679 1.572 1.545 1.545
Tp-3 1.049 1.232 1.578
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Table C.2: Ratio Comparison Table to SPF - throughput - topology p2.
Comparison ratios to SPF for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo"" Semi-p 1.1 1.5 2 4 8
Technique .w .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 0.995 0.997 0.998 0.993
Lp-2 0.998 0.998 0.997 0.996 0.993
Tp-l 0.999 0.992 0.985 0.977 0.969
Tp-2 0.984 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968




Tp-2 1.003 0.998 0.991









Tp-2 1.073 1.192 1.252 1.294 1.279
Tp-3 1.079 1.198 1.269
" Lp-l 0.963Lp-2
Tp-l 0.954 0.830 0.764
Tp-2 1.337 2.095 2.436 2.565 2.589
Tp-3 1.285 1.930 2.506
32 Lp-l
Lp-2
Tp-l 0.905 0.810 0.680 0.588
Tp-2 1.345 '2.036 2.567 2.919 3.053
Tp-3 1.220 1.571 2.689
64 Lp-l
Lp-2
Tp-l 0.901 0.793 0.681 0.591
Tp-2 1.490 2.012 1.943 1.984 1.951
Tp-3 1.157 1.225 1.867
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Table C.3: Ratio Comparison Table to SPF - throughput - topology p3.
Comparison ratios to SPF for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
La"" Semi-p 1.1 1., 2 4 8
Technique .10 .30 .so .70 .90
1 Lp-l 0.981 0.979 0.978 0.981 0.978
Lp-2 0.987 0.985 0.987 0.986 0.987
Tp-l 0.998 0.991 0.985 0.977 0.970
Tp-2 0.981 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968














Tp-2 1.093 1.255 1.378 1.420 1.406
Tp-3 1.148 1.274 1.447I. Lp-l
Lp-2
Tp-l 0.877 0.815
Tp-2 1.358 1.998 2.586 2.866 2.862
Tp-3 1.188 2.091 3.014
32 Lp-l
Lp-2
Tp-l 0.891 0.769 0.683 0.588
Tp-2 1.426 2.587 4.089 5.531 5.984
Tp-3 1.289 2.799 5.499
.4 Lp-l
Lp-2
Tp-l 0.918 0.785 0.691 0.592
Tp-2 1.619 2.959 4.242 5.172 5.008
Tp-3 1.343 1.872 4.397
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Table C.4: Ratio Comparison Table to SPF - throughput - topology rI.
Comparison ratios to SPF for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Low Sem.i-p 1.1 1.5 2 , 8













T..1 1.036 1.018 1.032
T..2 1.003 1.032 1.034 1.123
Tp-3 1.003 1.081 1.133
20 L.., 1.136 1.242
L..2 1.179 1.332
T..l 1.047 1.098 1.077 1.063
T..2 1.025 1.130 1.131 1.107
T..3 1.130 1.221 1.359
40 L.., 1.394 1.705
L..2 1.039 1.193 1.631 2.012
T.., 1.04.5 1.137 1.225 1.216
T..2 1.037 1.105 1.242 1.261 1.241
T..3 1.008 1.148 1.351 1.533
80 L.., 1.111 1.583 1.792
L..2 1.124 1.534. 1.868
T.., 1.119 1.224. 1.332 1.336
T ..2 1.083 1.182 1.338 1.401 1.39<1
T..3 1.128 1.334 1.673 1.869
160 L.., 1.141 1.130
L..2 1.134 1.095
T.., 1.04.7 1.023
T..2 1.061 1.120 1.113
T..3 1.180 1.24.7 1.218
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Table C.5: Ratio Comparison Table to SPF - throughput - topology r2.
Comparison ratios to SPF for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo"" Semi-p 1.1 1.5 2 4 8
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
2 Lp-l 0.989 1.006 1.024 1.035
Lp-2 1.008 1.043
Tp-l 1.010 1.0OS l.015
Tp-2 1.010 l.026 1.079 1.090
Tp-3 1.085 1.077
5 Lp-I 0.953 1.029
Lp-2 1.005 1.085
Tp-I 1.012 1.025 1.047
Tp-2 1.006 1.011 1.058 1.074 1.192
Tp-3 1.018 1.109 1.169
10 Lp-l 0.968 1.050
Lp-2 1.071 1.153
Tp-I 1.048 1.059 1.091
Tp-2 1.055 1.038 1.085 1.276
Tp-3 1.034 1.105 1.250
20 Lp-I 0.946 1.171 1.451
Lp-2 1.238 1.621
Tp-I 1.023 1.134 1.19B 1.290 1.298
Tp-2 1.132 1.230 1.278 1.702
Tp-3 1.034 1.197 1.497 1.766
40 Lp-I 1.284 1.577
Lp-2 1.075 1.702
Tp-I 1.136 1.374 1.562 1.702
Tp-2 1.037 1.318 1.640 1.780 2.003
Tp-3 1.023 1.344 1.978
80 Lp-I 1.131 1.302
Lp-2 1.098 1.758
Tp-l 1.102 1.200 1.376 1.561
Tp-2 1.042 1.207 1.387 1.540 1.682
Tp-3 1.023 1.204 1.542
160 Lp-l 1.117
Lp-2 1.437
Tp-l 1.100 1.192 1.358
Tp-2 1.083 1.207 1.339 1.562
Tp-3 1.040 1.484
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Table C.6: Ratio Comparison Table to Static - throughput - topology pl.
Comparison ratios to Static for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo"" Sem.i·p 1.1 1.5 2 4 8
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
I Lp-I 1.0OS 1.005 1.001
Lp-2 1.038 1.036 1.036 1.035 1.030




Lp-2 1.036 1.007 1.022 1.014 1.019
Tp-I 1.019
Tp-2 1.038 1.041 1.034
Tp-3
4 Lp-I
Lp-2 1.028 1.017 1.002 1.025 1.024
Tp-I





Tp-2 1.232 1.333 1,402 1.386 1.364
Tp-3 1.084 1.067 1.325 1.154 1.425
I' Lp-I 1.023
Lp-2 1.351 1.370 1,425 1.292 1.416
Tp-I 1.389 1.304 1.159
Tp-2 2.244 2.795 2.931 3.058 3.158
Tp-3 1.492 1.442 2.097 1.910 3.150
32 Lp-I 1.019 1.165 2.082
Lp-2 1.357 1.376 1.398 1.513 2.092
Tp-I 1.344 1.264 1.191 1.076
Tp-2 1.749 2.384 2,412 2.356 2.378
Tp-3 1.327 1.336 1.586 1.632 2.455
" Lp-I 1.122 1.561 2.033 2,407Lp-2 1.426 1,451 1.754 2.123 2.434
Tp-I 1,421 1.364 1.264 1.182 1.025
Tp-2 2.033 2.574 2.410 2.369 2.369
Tp-3 1.407 1.439 1.577 1.854 2.374
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Table C.7: Ratio Comparison Table to Static - throughput - topology p2.
Comparison ratios to Static ror average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo,", Semi-p L1 1.5 2 4 8
Teclmique .10 .30 .50 .70 .'0
1 Lp-I 1.001
Lp-2 1.059 1.059 1.059 1.057 1.054




Lp-' 1.042 1.043 1.037 1.054 1.049
Tp-I 1.013
Tp-2 1.037 1.043 1.027
Tp-' 1.011
4 Lp-I
Lp-2 1.022 1.043 1.031 1.019 1.034
Tp-I
Tp-2 1.054 1.094 1.104 1.098
Tp-' 1.086 1.079
8 Lp-I
Lp-2 1.057 1.078 1.063 1.080 1.075
Tp-I 1.052
Tp-' 1.238 1.373 1.443 l.491 1.474
Tp-' 1.178 1.308 1.385
16 Lp-I 1.042 1.039 1.058 1.034
Lp-' 1.753 1.930 1.788 1.867 1.877
Tp-I 1.559 1.342 1.224 1.081
Tp-' 2.225 3.488 4.056 4.271 4.311
Tp-' 1.447 1.548 2.247 3.374 4.382
32 Lp-I 1.124 1.060
Lp-2 1.832 1.845 1.813 1.839 1.892
Tp-I 1.744 1.536 1.331 1.132 1.003
Tp-' 2.732 4.136 5.215 5.931 6.202
Tp-' 1.760 1.814 2.397 3.088 5.284
64 Lp-I 1.183 1.040 1.270 1.214 1.175
Lp-2 1.926 1.934 1.901 1.934 1.942
Tp-I 1.766 1.556 1.371 1.177 1.008
Tp-2 2.967 4.008 3.870 3.951 3.886
Tp-' 1.871 1.903 2.323 2.460 3.750
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Table C.B: Ratio Comparison Table to Static - throughput - topology p3.
Comparison ratios to Static for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo'" Semi-p 1.1 1.5 2 4 S
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-I 0.998 0.997 0.997
Lp-2 1.076 1.073 1.077 1.075 1.075




Lp-2 1.061 1.054 1.062 1.043 1.064
Tp-l
Tp-2 1.039 1.042 1.035
Tp-3
4 Lp-l
Lp-2 1.066 1.059 1.076 1.072 1.071
Tp-l 1.020
Tp-2 1.059 1.089 1.106 1.097
Tp-3 1.098 1.100
8 Lp-I
Lp-2 1.112 1.162 1.143 1.122 1.118
Tp-I
Tp-2 1.187 1.363 1.496 1.542 1.527
Tp-3 1.006 1.021 1.272 1.411 1.602
18 Lp-l 1.058
Lp-2 2.061 1.885 2.023 2.127 2.112
Tp-I 1.582 1.495 1.:l24 1.140 1.077
Tp-2 2.722 4.005 5.184 5.745 5.738
Tp-3 1.633 1.508 2.154 3.792 5.466
32 Lp-l 1.045 1.070 1.099 1.051 1.042
Lp-2 2.291 2.341 2.:l81 2.387 2.461
Tp-l 1.111 1.519 1.325 1.166 1.003
Tp-2 2.815 5.109 8.013 10.920 11.815
Tp-3 1.851 1.863 2.622 5.695 11.100
64 Lp-l 1.189 1.164 1.238 1.221 1.205
Lp-2 2.545 2.419 2.581 2.488 2.636
Tp-I 1.180 1.593 1.374 1.211 1.041
Tp-2 3.211 5.870 8.415 10.260 9.935
Tp-3 1.833 1.865 2.579 3.595 8.4401
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Table C.g: Ratio Comparison Table to Static - throughput - topology r1.
Comparison ratios to Static for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo"" Semi-p 1.1 1.5 2 4 8
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
2 Lp-l 0.942 0.937 0.959 0.950 0.966
Lp-2
Tp-l 1.014 1.015 1.010 1.002
Tp-2 1.024 1.020 1.014
Tp-3
5 Lp-l 0.844 0.850 0.873 0.881 0.899




10 Lp-1 0.747 0.755 0.767 0.794 0.821
Lp-2 0.817 0.802 0.829 0.862 0.""
Tp-l 0.886 0.897 0.937 0.930 0.940
Tp-2 0.911 0.931 0.969 0.975
Tp-3 0.880 0.923 0.938
20 Lp-1 0.554 0.593 0.575 0.719 0.768
Lp-2 0.594 0.617 0.649 0.747 0.840
Tp-1 0.807 0.845 0.911 0.881 0.882
Tp-2 0.825 0.852 0.924 0.942 0.952
Tp-3 0.809 0.864 0.956
40 Lp-l 0.399 0.453 0.459 0.647 0.805
Lp-2 0.462 0.513 0.592 0.812 0.966
Tp-l 0.685 0.726 0.792 0.847 0.861
Tp-2 0.700 0.756 0.842 0.843 0.863
Tp-3 0.637 0.743 0.851 0.987
80 Lp-l 0.420 0.489 0.568 0.792 0.887
Lp-2 0.470 0.553 0.626 0.865
Tp-1 0.542 0.649 0.710 0.772 0.814
Tp-2 0.657 0.717 0.785 0.854 0.859
Tp-3 0.527 0.690 0.782 0.987
1GO Lp-l 0.858 0.951 0.989
Lp-2 0.741 O.Ml 0.927
Tp-l 0.745 0.817 0.795 0.856 0.886
Tp-2 0.720 0.815 0.911 0.908 0.949
Tp-3 0.824 0.875 0.996
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Table C.lO: Ratio Comparison Table to Static - throughput - topology r2.
Comparison ratios to Static for average connection throughput (bytes/second).
Lo"" Semi-p 1.1 1.5 2 4 8
Technique .10 .30 .5. .7. .9.
2 Lp-l 0.803 0.821 0.865 0.880 0.892
Lp-2 0.842 0.856 0.864 0.881 0.914
Tp-l 0.940 0.946 0.970 0.979 0.989
Tp-2 0.948 0.967 0.985
Tp-3 0.932 0.927 0.945
5 Lp-l 0.697 0.733 0.761 0.817 0.8<10
Lp-2 0.793 0.785 0.809 0.826 0.864
Tp-l 0.863 0.874 0.913 0.924 0.944
Tp-2 0.885 0.888 0.929 0.940
Tp-3 0.864 0.894 0.93,1
1. Lp-l 0.585 0.622 0.679 0.744 0.770
Lp-2 0.661 0.669 0.692 0.761 0.805
Tp-l 0.782 0.794 0.863 0.890 0.905
Tp-2 0.842 0.908 0.899 0.945
Tp-3 0.772 0.803 0.856 0.931
2. Lp-l 0.324 0.349 0.420 0.558 0.690
Lp-2 0.418 0.441 0.495 0.628 0.789
Tp-l 0.666 0.722 0.803 0.827 0.818
Tp-2 0.661 0.773 0.831 0.850
Tp-3 0.597 0.679 0.762 0.926
,. Lp-l 0.369 0.399 0.426 0.562 0.729
Lp-2 0.437 0.449 0.477 0.551 0.915
Tp-1 0.541 0.647 0.772 0.9OS 0.952
Tp-2 0.572 0.731 0.924
Tp-3 0.516 0.526 0.600 0.824
8. Lp-l 0.434 0.450 0.465 0.537 0.675
Lp-2 0.539 0.559 0.552 0.661
Tp-l 0.567 0.650 0.n2 0.817 0.964
Tp-2 0.639 0.745 0.855 0.959
Tp-3 0.600 0.597 0.654 0.799
169 Lp-l 0.484 0.490 0.526 0.552 0.620
Lp-2 0.633 •.633 0.628 0.676
Tp-1 0.633 0.678 0.734 0.809 0.930
Tp-2 0.699 0.790 0.882 0.968
Tp-3 0.623 0.649 0.681 0.770
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D: Relative Throughput Comparison Tables
The tables in this appendix contain relative throughput performance of semi-persistent techniques
to each other. Each table contains comparison information for a single topology. Individual rows list
data for a given traffic load (number of connections shown in column 1) and semi-persistent technique
(column 2). Column 3 shows the best mean throughput achieved by the given technique,! while
column 4 shows the ratio of throughput for the given technique compared to the lowest throughput
achieved among the five techniques. The technique with the lowest throughput has a ratio of 1.00,
while the other four techniques have ratios ~ 1. The remaining columns list those techniques for
which the given technique achieves statistically greater throughput.
1Excluding zero-persistence and infinite-persislence.
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Table D.I: Relative Throughput Comparison Table - topology pI.
Comparison of relative throughput performance between semi-persistent techniques.
Lo"" Semi-p 8~' Ratio Techniques that Me
Technique M.= to worst Stati5ticnlly Worse
I Lp-l 6458 1.000
Lp-' 6656 1.031 Lp-l Tp-l Tp-' Tp-3
Tp-l 6608 1.023 Lp-l Tp-'
Tp-' 6511 1.008 Lp-l
Tp-3 6638 1.028 Lp-l Tp-l Tp-'
, Lp-l 6066 1.000
Lp-' 6374 1.051 Lp-l Tp-3
Tp-l 6259 1.032 Lp-l
Tp-2 6334 1.0H Lp-l Tp-3
Tp-3 6180 1.019
-I Lp-l 5298 1.000
Lp-2 5547 1.047
Tp-l 5441 1.027
Tp-2 5898 1.113 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
Tp-3 5889 1.112 Lp-l Lp-' Tp-l
8 Lp-l 3755 1.000
Lp-' 4073 1.085
Tp-l 4022 1.071
Tp-2 5098 1.354 Lp-l Lp-' Tp-l
Tp-3 4970 1.324 Lp-l Lp-' Tp-l
16 Lp-l 1225 1.000
Lp-2 1592 1.300 Lp-l
Tp-l 1438 1.174
Tp-' 3222 2.630 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
Tp-3 3198 2.611 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
32 Lp-l 736 1.677 Tp-l
Lp-' 732 1.667 Tp-l
Tp-l <39 1.000
Tp-2 843 1.920 Tp-l
Tp-3 842 1.918 Tp-l
6' Lp-l 316 1.765 Tp-l
Lp-2 316 1.765 Tp-l
Tp-l 17. 1.000
Tp-2 335 1.872 Tp-l
Tp-3 307 1.715 Tp-l
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Table D.2: Relative Throughput Comparison Table - topology p2.
Comparison of relative throughput performance between semi-persistent techniques.
La'" Semi·p Bet Ratio Techniques that are
Technique M,= to worst Stll.l;"ticolly Wone
1 Lp-l 6437 1.000
Lp-2 6796 1.056 Lp-l Tp-l Tp-2 Tp-3
Tp-l 6601 1.025 Lp-l Tp-2
Tp-2 6500 LOn Lp-l
Tp-3 6625 1.029 Lp-l Tp-l Tp-2
2 Lp-l 6059 1.000
Lp-2 6416 1.059 Lp-l Tp-l Tp-3
Tp-l 6250 1.032 Lp-l
Tp-2 635. 1.050 Lp-l Tp-3
Tp-3 6214 1.026
Lp-1 5245 1.000
Lp-2 5651 1.077 Lp-l
Tp-1 5442 1.038
Tp-2 6013 1.146 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-1
Tp-3 6021 1.148 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-l
8 Lp-l 3531 1.000
Lp-2 4204 1.191 Lp-l
Tp-1 3833 1.086
Tp-2 5527 1.565 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
Tp-3 5358 1.517 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
16 Lp-1 1100 1.000
Lp-2 1972 1.793 Lp-l Tp-1
Tp-1 1551 1.410 Lp-1
Tp-2 4488 4.080 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
Tp-3 4298 3.907 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
32 Lp-l 37. 1.000
Lp-2 625 1.649 Lp-l
Tp-l 581 1.533 Lp-l
Tp-2 2146 5.662 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
Tp-3 1838 4.850 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
54 Lp-l 17. 1.000
Lp-2 243 1.429 Lp-l Tp-l
Tp-l 226 1.329 Lp-l
Tp-2 523 3.076 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
Tp-3 484 2.817 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
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Table 0.3: Relative Throughput Comparison Table - topology p3.
Comparison of relative throughput performance between semi-persistent techniques.
Low Semi-p B~' Ratio Techniques that aTe
Technique M,= to worst Statistically Worse
1 Lp-1 639< 1.000
Lp-2 '90' 1.081 Lp-1 Tp-1 Tp-2 Tp-3
Tp-1 6598 1.032 Lp-1 Tp-2
Tp-2 6503 1.017 Lp-1
Tp-3 6624 1.036 Lp-1 Tp-1 Tp-2
2 Lp-1 6063 1.000
Lp-2 6567 1.083 Lp-1 Tp-1 Tp-2 Tp-3
Tp-1 6147 1.014
Tp-2 6365 1.050 Lp-1 Tp-1 Tp-3
Tp-3 6193 1.021
4 Lp-1 533' 1.000
Lp-2 5650 1.096 Lp-1 Tp-1
Tp-1 5473 1.026
Tp-2 '060 1.139 Lp-1 Tp-1
Tp-3 '060 1.136 Lp-1 Tp-1
, Lp-1 3675 1.000
Lp-2 4422 1.203 Lp-1 Tp-1
Tp-1 3811 1.037
Tp-2 5762 1.568 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
Tp-3 5746 1.564 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
16 Lp-1 1222 1.000
Lp-2 2293 1.876 Lp-1 Tp-1
Tp-1 1471 1.204
Tp-2 504' 'l.I32 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
Tp-3 5204 4.259 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
32 Lp-1 366 1.000
Lp-2 650 2.322 Lp-1 Tp-1
Tp-1 586 1.601 Lp-1
Tp-2 3871 10.577 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
Tp-3 3747 10.238 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
'4 Lp-1 156 1.000
Lp-2 332 2.101 Lp-1 Tp-1
Tp-1 2" 1.430 Lp-1
Tp-2 1349 8.538 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
Tp-3 1165 7.373 Lp-1 Lp-2 Tp-1
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Table D.4: Relative Throughput Comparison Table - topology rl.
Comparison of relative throughput performanr:e between semi-persistent techniques.
Lo"" Semi-p B~' Ratio Techniques ~hat are
Technique M,= to WOl'llt Statis~ically Wot"!le
2 Lp-l 5565 1.000
Lp-2 6063 1.089 Lp-l
Tp-I 6151 1.105 Lp-I
Tp-2 6169 1.109 Lp-I
Tp-3 61155 1.094 Lp-I
5 Lp-I 5090 1.000
Lp-2 5501 1.081 Lp-I
Tp-I 5W 1.141 Lp-I Lp-2
Tp-2 5931 1.165 Lp-I Lp-2
Tp-3 5956 1.170 Lp-I Lp-2
10 Lp-l '386 1.000
Lp-2 '68' 1.068 Lp-I
Tp-l 5130 1.170 Lp-l Lp-2
Tp-2 5641 1.286 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
Tp-3 5661 1.291 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
20 Lp-l 3591 1.000
Lp-2 385' 1.075
Tp-l 4131 1.150 Lp-l
Tp-2 <265 1.188 Lp-l Lp-2
Tp-3 5126 1.427 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l Tp-2
" Lp-l 2787 1.000Lp-2 3365 1.207 Lp-l Tp-I
Tp-l 2965 1.071
Tp-2 3110 1.116
Tp-3 3872 1.389 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I Tp-2
80 Lp-I 2025 1.110
Lp-2 2395 1.312 Lp-I Tp-l Tp-2
Tp-I 1825 1.000
Tp-2 1931 1.058
Tp-3 2608 1.429 Lp-l Tp-I Tp-2
16ll Lp-I 1518 1.326 Tp-I Tp-2
Lp-2 1365 1.192 Tp-l
Tp-I 1145 1.000
Tp-2 1228 1.072
Tp-3 1<72 1.286 Tp-l
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Table D.5: Relative Throughput Comparison Table - topology r2.
Comparison of relative throughput performance between semi-persistent techniques.
Lo"" Semi-p 8~' R.&l.io Techniqu"" lhlLl are
Technique M.= to WOT!lt Stalu.licll1ly Wone
2 Lp-l 4854 1.000
Lp-2 5084 1.047 Lp-l
Tp-l 5436 1.120 Lp-l Lp-2
Tp-2 5712 1.177 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
Tp-3 5711 1.177 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
5 Lp-l 4382 1.000
Lp-2 4616 1.053 Lp-l
Tp-l 4979 1.136 Lp-l Lp-2
Tp-2 5535 1.263 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
Tp-3 5507 1.257 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
" Lp-I 3192 1.000Lp-2 3578 1.121 Lp-l
Tp-l 3911 1.225 Lp-l Lp-2
Tp-2 4587 1.437 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
Tp-3 4503 1.411 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
2. Lp-I 2057 1.000
Lp-2 2358 1.146 Lp-l
Tp-l 2487 1.197 Lp-l
Tp-2 3461 1.683 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-I
Tp-3 3251 1.580 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
4' Lp-I 762 1.000
Lp-2 105' 1.390 Lp-l
Tp-l 1126 1.478 Lp-l
Tp-2 1393 1.828 Lp-l Lp-2 Tp-l
Tp-3 1405 1.844 Lp-I Lp-2 Tp-l
80 Lp-I 281 1.000
Lp-2 447 1.591 Lp-I
Tp-l 425 1.512 Lp-I
Tp-2 465 1.655 Lp-I
Tp-3 455 1.619 Lp-I
160 Lp-I 112 1.000
Lp-2 185 1.652 Lp-I
Tp-I 174 1.554 Lp-l
Tp-2 201 1.795 Lp-l Tp-I
Tp-3 197 1.759 Lp-l
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E: Stability Tables
Stability of semi-persistent techniques measures the retentiveness of throughput performance with
small perturbations from the persistence level of maximal throughput. A stable technique achieves
near-maximal throughput even witb large deviations from the maximal persistence level, while an
unstable technique requires precise adjustment of the persistence level. A technique's stability
depends on the slope of the throughput performance curve near the apex - the smaller the absolute
value of the slope, the more stable the technique.
This study measures a technique's stability by the relative throughput achieved at either side of
the apex compared to the maximal throughput. The tables in this appendix give computed stability
ratios. Each table contains data for a single topology. Individual rows list stability information
for a given traffic load (number of connections shown in column 1) and semi~persistent technique
(column 2). Columns 3, 4, and 5 show the mean throughput achieved by the given technique at
the persistence levels to the left of the apex, at the apex, and to the right of the apex, respectively.
Columns 6 and 7 give the left throughput ratio (ratio of column 3 to column 4) and the right
throughput ratio (ratio of column 5 to column 4), respectively. Dashes fill entries for which the
persistence level to the left of the apex is zero (SPF) or to the right of the apex is infinite (static).
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Table E.!: Stability Table - topology pI.
Dashes fill entries where the lower or higher persistence level is SPF or static.
Lo"" Semi-p Throughput Througbpul Throughpul Ratio Ratio
Teclm.ique Lcl'l of Apex At Apex Right of Apex Lof' Righl
I Lp-l 5418 6458 5454 0.994 0.999
Lp-2 8856 6546 0.998
Tp-l 6G08 6561 0.993
Tp-2 6511 5405 0.984
Tp-3 6638 5405 0.965
2 Lp-l 6058 6066 G018 0.999 0.992
Lp-2 6374 6198 0.972
Tp-I 6259 6138 0.981
Tp-2 6322 633. 628. 0.998 0.992
Tp-3 5944 6180 5988 0.962 0.969
Lp-l 5243 5298 5190 0.990 0.980
Lp-2 5547 5463 0.988
Tp-l 5441 5287 0.972
T..2 5876 5898 5824 0.996 0.987
Tp-3 5444 5889 5841 0.924 0.992
8 Lp-I 3434 3155 3149 0.915 0.998
Lp-2 3932 4073 0.965
Tp-I .022 3728 0.921
Tp-2 4861 5OS6 5046 0.956 0.992
Tp-3 4101 .970 0.825
16 Lp-I 913 1225 l10S 0.145 0.903
Lp-2 1534 1592 1419 0.954 0.891
T..I 1438 1318 0.917
Tp-2 3125 3222 0.970
Tp-3 2001 3198 0.626
32 Lp-I 421 736 0.512
Lp-2 50s 732 0.694
Tp-I .39 412 0.938
Tp-2 812 8.3 821 0.963 0.974
Tp-3 538 842 0.639
64 Lp-l 275 316 0.870
Lp-2 263 316 0.896
Tp-l 179 m 0.955
Tp-2 266 33S 311 0.794 0.928
Tp-3 237 307 0.772
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Table E.2: Stability Table - topology p2.
Dashes fill entries where the lower or higher persistence level is SPF or static.
Lo'" Scmi-p Throughput Throughput Throughput Ratio Ratio
Technique Left of Apex At Apex Right of Apex W, Right
• Lp-' 641' 6437 64" 0.997 0.997
Lp-2 6794 6796 6790 1.000 0.999
Tp-l 6601 6554 0.993
Tp-2 6506 6405 0.984
Tp-3 6625 6405 0.967
2 Lp-l 5994 6059 60H 0.989 0.993
Lp-2 6345 6416 6402 0.989 0.998
Tp-' 6250 6128 0.980
Tp-2 6334 635. 6261 0.996 0.989
Tp-3 5907 6214 5962 0.951 0.959
4 Lp-' 5174 5245 5116 0.986 0.987
Lp-2 5584 5651 5610 0.988 0.993
Tp-' 5442 5268 0.968
Tp-2 5968 60" 5991 0.993 0.996
Tp-3 5379 602. 5989 0.893 0.995
8 Lp-' 340S 3531 0.965
Lp-2 4111 4204 4099 0.979 0.975
Tp-' 3833 3856 0.954
Tp-2 5403 5527 5502 0.978 0.995
Tp-3 5062 5358 0.945
" Lp-' "94 1100 1073 0.995 0.975Lp-2 1787 1972 1830 0.906 0.928
Tp-' 1551 1319 0.850
Tp-2 4392 4468 0.979
Tp-3 3393 4298 0.789
32 Lp-' 3" 37' 3H 0.834 0.828
Lp-2 604 6" 0.966
Tp-l 58> 505 0.869
Tp-2 2043 2146 0.952
Tp-3 1109 .838 0.603
64 Lp-l 139 170 163 0.818 0.959
Lp-2 238 243 243 0.979 ..000
Tp-l "6 2m 0.889
Tp-2 387 523 506 0.140 0.967
Tp-3 317 464 0.655
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Table E.3: Stability Table - topology p3.
Dashes fill entries where the lower or higher persistence level is SPF or static.
Co"" Semi-p Throughput Throughput Throughput Ratio Ratio
Technique Left of Apex At Apex Right of Apex W, Right
1 Lp-I 6372 6394 6368 0.997 0.996
Lp-2 681" 6809 6901 0.998 0.999
Tp-I 6598 6549 0.993
Tp-2 6503 6405 0.985
Tp-3 6624 6405 0.967
2 Lp-I 6063 5995 0.989
Lp-2 6453 6567 0.983
Tp-1 6147 6147 1.000
Tp-2 6355 "'" 6325 0.998 0.991Tp-3 5907 6193 5988 0.954 0.967
4 Lp-1 5336 5206 0.976
Lp-2 5759 5850 5832 0.984 0.997
Tp-1 5473 5317 0.971
Tp-2 5996 6080 6026 0.986 0.991
Tp-3 6050 6060 5129 0.998 0.846
6 Lp-I 3636 3675 3389 0.989 0.922
Lp-2 4281 4422 4369 0.968 0.993
Tp-I 3611 3657 0.900
Tp-2 5624 5762 5734 0.976 0.995
Tp-3 5149 5746 0.896
16 Lp-I 1222 1119 0.916
Lp-2 2266 2293 0.988
Tp-I 1471 1364 0.927
Tp-2 4566 504' 5025 0.904 0.995
Tp-3 3791 5204 0.728
32 Lp-1 360 366 350 0._ 0.956
Lp-2 626 850 0.974
Tp-I 566 497 0.848
Tp-2 3614 3871 0.934
Tp-3 1972 3747 0.526
64 Lp-I 149 156 156 0.943 0.987
Lp-2 315 332 0.949
Tp-I 226 205 0.907
Tp-2 1100 1349 1338 0.815 0.990
Tp-3 556 1165 0.479
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Table E.4: Stability Table - topology rI.
Dashes fill entries where the lower or higher persistence level is SPF or static.
Lo,", Semi-p Throughput Throughput Throughput Ratio Ratio
Technique Left of Apex At Apex Right of Apex Lof' Right
2 Lp-1 5473 5565 0.983
Lp-2 5981 6063 0.986
Tp-1 6151 6151 1.000
Tp-2 6169 6151 0.997
Tp-3 '98' 60" 0.990
5 Lp-1 4973 5090 0.977
Lp-2 5391 5501 0.980
Tp-1 5735 580' 0.988
Tp-2 5861 5931 0.988
Tp-3 5909 5956 0.992
10 Lp-1 4215 '38' 0.001
Lp-2 4521 -1684 0.965
Tp-1 4920 5130 5068 0.959 0.9sa
Tp-2 5231 5641 0.927
Tp-3 5407 5661 0.955
20 Lp-1 3324 3591 0.926
Lp-2 3424 3859 0.887
Tp-1 3864 4131 4024 0.940 0.974
Tp-2 4219 4265 4243 0.989 0.995
Tp-3 4648 5126 0.907
40 Lp-1 2258 2787 0.810
Lp-2 217' 3365 0.826
Tp-l 2.n 2985 0.995
Tp-2 3096 3110 0.995
Tp-3 3411 3872 0.881
80 Lp-l "99 2025 0.888
Lp-2 1995 2395 0.833
Tp-l 1m 1825 0.970
Tp-2 1930 1931 0.999
Tp-3 233' 260' 0.897
160 Lp-l 1488 1518 0.980
Lp-2 1200 1365 1333 0.879 0.977
Tp-l 1138 1145 0.992
Tp-2 1202 1228 0.979
Tp-3 13" 1472 1387 0.915 0.942
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Table E.5: Stability Table - topology r2.
Dashes fill entries where the lower or higher persistence level is SPF or static.
Lo"" S=>.i·p Throughput Throughput Throughput Ratio Ratio
Technique Wt of Apex At Apex Right of Apex Left Right
2 Lp-l 4797 4854 0.988
Lp-' 4909 5084 0.966
Tp-l 5389 5436 0.991
Tp-' 5668 5712 0.992
Tp-3 5217 5711 5679 0.914 0.991
5 Lp-l 4243 "82 0.968
Lp-' 4386 4616 0.950
Tp-l 46701 4979 0.979
Tp-' 5015 5538 0.906
Tp-3 5268 5507 0.957
10 Lp-l 30012 3192 0.953
Lp-2 3354 3578 0.937
Tp-l 3822 3911 0.977
Tp-2 3914 4587 0.853
Tp-3 3994 4503 0.887
20 Lp-l 166'Z 2057 0.808
Lp-' 1840 2358 0.780
Tp-l 2341 2462 2455 0.951 0.997
Tp-2 2601 3461 0.752
Tp-3 "06 3251 0.832
40 Lp-l 603 162 0.791
Lp-' 652 1059 0.616
Tp-l 1053 1126 0.935
Tp-' 1219 1393 0.875
Tp-3 934 1405 0.665
80 Lp-l 233 281 0.829
Lp-2 283 447 0.833
Tp-l 367 425 0.864
Tp-2 423 465 0.910
Tp-3 331 455 0.727
160 Lp-l 100 112 0.893
Lp-' 120 185 0.649
Tp-l 152 174 0.874
Tp-2 171 '01 0.851
Tp-3 138 197 0.701
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F: Simulation Measurement Tables for Other Statistics
The tables in this appendi.'i: contain measurements for the remaining five performance statistics:
packet delay, packet delay difference, fraction of dropped packets, fraction of retransmitted segments,
and fraction of segments out oforder. Each table contains data Cor a single topology. Individual rows
list measurements for varying levels of persistence for a given traffic load (number of connections
shown in column 1) and semi-persistent technique (column 2).
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Table F.l: Simulation Measurement Table - packet delay - topology pI.
Average packet delay (milliseconds).
Lo"" Scmi_p SPF Ll 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .'0
1 Lp-l 522 520 572 563 563 522 597
Lp-2 563 558 555 562 563 568 507
Tp-l 587 574 574 575 584 501 597
Tp-2 57' 57' 597 597 507 597 507
Tp-3 565 585 507 597 507 597 507
2 Lp-l 655 842 630 81' 507 647 723
Lp-2 596 823 617 582 620 612 665
Tp-l 645 610 610 86' 687 684 611
Tp-2 635 635 599 615 665 665 665
Tp-3 507 507 507 609 688 688 698
Lp-l 768 817 604 752 835 683 878
Lp-2 761 784 754 738 697 i81 887
Tp-l 729 779 681 856 887 844 712
Tp-2 774 652 628 702 630 887 887
Tp-3 762 762 762 657 687 776 776
8 Lp-l 1279 1429 1346 1132 1024 ''''0 1531
L".2 1026 1096 1071 n08 1090 1082 1660
Tp-l ll70 1031 1301 ll82 1299 1670 1545
Tp-2 1007 82. 885 812 600 756 1680
T".3 1270 1270 1270 '00 Ill8 632 1296
16 Lp-l 3710 3466 3243 2585 2971 3"'3 4794
Lp-2 2665 2670 2870 2223 2835 2653 4019
Tp-l 263' 2870 3107 3573 3261 3617 4697
Tp-2 2382 1667 1589 1239 1478 1613 4019
T".3 2646 2846 2646 1858 2641 1308 4968
32 Lp-l 5066 600' 6036 5700 5518 5018 6926
Lp-2 5180 5065 5104 5135 4931 4607 7060
T".l 5085 5230 5500 5582 8223 6608 6894
T".2 4993 4546 4049 4140 4462 4489 7060
Tp-3 5141 5141 5141 4739 4743 4435 6780
64 L".l 6543 6516 6462 5708 5444 6955 7503
Lp-2 5552 5583 5597 5428 6530 6993 7402
Tp-l 5587 5656 5794 6205 6529 7128 7479
Tp-2 5512 4772 4670 5366 6060 5700 7463
T".3 5552 5552 5552 534' 5058 6456 7486
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Table F.2: Simulation Measurement Table - packet delay - topology p2.
Average packet delay (milliseconds).
1.0'" Semi.p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 856 562 562 563 56. 515 597
Lp-2 536 541 540 539 539 585 597
Tp-l 566 571 578 587 591 898 597
Tp-2 581 581 597 597 597 597 597
Tp-3 564 564 597 597 597 597 597
2 Lp-l 619 590 642 590 625 623 655
Lp-2 593 568 561 618 618 560 697
Tp-l 622 627 620 598 620 593 680
Tp-2 577 577 595 594 697 697 697
Tp-3 649 649 649 SOO 693 693 693
Lp-l 153 825 880 ". 757 770 880
Lp-2 657 692 764 655 675 659 870
Tp-l 734 725 783 809 903 829 730
Tp-2 635 641 633 6" 629 870 870
Tp-3 734 "4 "4 653 643 872 872
8 Lp-l 1214 1124 1075 1165 1222 1038 1254
Lp-2 1065 874 960 1001 937 1061 1433
Tp-l 1245 1185 1145 1176 1399 1400 1434
Tp-2 976 6" 812 738 734 761 1433
Tp-3 1196 1196 1196 800 811 744 1397
16 Lp-l 3144 3039 300S 3382 3053 2770 4913
Lp-2 2099 2365 2228 1921 1969 1777 3728
Tp-l 2514 2457 2922 2921 ""2 4629 3682
Tp-2 2173 1737 1178 1030 995 975 3728
Tp-3 2317 2317 2317 1737 1326 1016 4755
32 Lp-l 5447 5532 5614 5176 5699 5628 6949
Lp-2 4116 4066 4070 3979 4027 4039 6831
Tp-l 4072 4272 4838 4992 6102 670<1 6896
Tp-2 3838 3465 2659 2194 2057 1880 6831
Tp-3 4003 4003 4003 3503 3412 2674 6894
64 Lp-l 6036 60<15 6145 5718 5914 5934 7404
Lp-2 4623 4590 460. 4572 4576 4S02 7472
Tp-l 4635 4805 5181 5658 6383 6966 7489
Tp-2 4514 3972 3974 4579 5259 6225 7471
Tp-3 4597 4597 4597 ·1226 5108 5521 7416
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Table F.3: Simulation Measurement Table - packet delay - topology p3.
Average packet delay (milliseconds).
Lo"" Sem.i-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 541 '" 565 565 572 576 887Lp-2 508 544 544 544 544 557 597
Tp-l 566 567 '" 575 567 885 887Tp-2 576 576 887 887 887 887 597
Tp-3 567 567 597 887 887 887 887
2 Lp-l 584 588 '" '" 606 886 702Lp-2 574 548 547 547 547 572 652
Tp-l 602 620 648 662 663 623 653
Tp-2 591 881 584 615 652 652 652
Tp-3 623 623 623 581 657 657 657
4 Lp-l 652 749 736 736 674 735 811
Lp-2 610 660 691 691 691 668 839
Tp-l 702 656 n< ,., 800 776 847
Tp-2 708 699 630 66' 666 839 839
Tp-3 716 716 m 639 642 826 826
8 Lp-l 996 959 1046 1184 1166 120< 1445
Lp-2 637 928 976 976 918 974 1483
Tp-l 978 1155 1117 1230 1534 1444 1699
Tp-2 1141 866 708 676 644 695 1483
Tp-3 963 963 963 908 766 687 1505
16 Lp-l 2027 2451 2541 2673 2649 2g54 4415
Lp-2 1481 1682 1499 1541 1620 1512 4890
Tp-l 2512 2753 2669 3075 3542 4008 4499
Tp-2 2093 1621 1061 697 750 815 .890
Tp-3 2397 2397 2397 1937 1249 824 4701
32 Lp-1 4893 5084 5081 5031 5248 5257 7015
Lp-2 3257 3284 3080 3014 2996 3064 6865
Tp-l 4038 4163 4773 5338 5752 6871 6889
Tp-2 3915 3347 2512 1525 1212 1265 6885
Tp-3 3984 3984 3984 3699 2519 1234 6910
" Lp-1 5925 60<5 6230 6005 5989 6296 7456Lp-2 3954 3975 4111 4058 4048 40<9 7424
Tp-1 4601 4749 5206 5755 6251 7048 7442
Tp-2 4503 3958 3358 3195 2797 2847 7424
Tp-3 4.591 4.591 4591 4219 5097 3452 7444
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Table FA: Simulation Measurement Table - packet delay - topology rl.
Average packet delay (milliseconds).
Lo"" Semi-p SPF Ll 1., 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .'0 .70 .90
2 Lpl 699 B78 69' 673 699 652 '"Lp2 638 644 624 619 631 608 606
Tpl 590 591 587 621 591 59' 693
Tp-2 588 588 604 628 606 606 606
Tp3 614 61< 588 594 663 663 663
, Lpl 743 690 71' 761 746 785 639
Lp2 760 720 708 678 709 692 648
Tp-l 648 646 668 638 663 717 706
Tp2 664 662 642 625 611 648 648
Tp3 708 680 685 648 628 660 660
10 Lpl 859 694 893 80s 604 81' 655
Lp2 848 790 7Tl 766 787 731 609
Tpl 756 747 676 669 700 726 606
Tp2 m 730 753 660 694 669 669
Tp3 747 77B 710 691 655 634 634
20 Lpl 1227 1271 1219 1197 1181 1012 836
Lp2 1278 1319 1184 1223 1141 966 783
Tpl 1130 IOS8 1022 865 961 945 614
Tp2 1046 1003 917 891 904 895 783
Tp-3 1078 1031 987 949 855 74. 834
40 Lpl 1942 1979 1806 1816 1411 1181 951
Lp2 1843 1121 1602 1560 120S 1002 961
Tpl 1<90 132' 1219 1255 1139 1197 894
Tp2 1326 ]246 112<1 1087 1121 1154 961
Tp3 1418 1382 1293 1061 977 862 933
80 Lpl 2854 2103 2670 2215 1823 1618 1311
Lp2 2459 2425 2322 2227 1516 1268 1333
Tpl 2391 2173 1963 1721 1141 1728 1393
Tp2 2248 2OS8 1746 1654 1484 1591 1333
Tp3 2341 2373 2063 1611 1423 1200 1399
160 Lpl 3421 3302 3246 2926 2526 2481 2182
Lp2 3226 3318 3199 2835 2223 2288 2277
Tpl 3296 3216 3008 265. 2791 2797 2296
Tp2 3359 3159 2897 2638 2466 2589 2325
Tp3 3369 3107 3019 2826 2310 2128 2351
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Table F.5: Simulation Measurement Table - packet delay - topology r2.
Average packet delay (milliseconds).
Lo"" Semi-p SPF 1.1 1.5 , 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 :;0 .90
, Lp-l 778 828 '35 757 787 720 691
Lp-' 727 727 818 801 769 73' 59'
Tp-l 653 703 767 694 64' 643 592
Tp-' '59 '59 '3' 615 592 592 592
Tp-3 710 710 674 '99 592 592 592
5 Lp-l 88. 880 886 814 85' 808 646
Lp-' 808 809 847 860 819 ,57 647
Tp-\ 791 740 733 728 698 701 658
Tp-' 739 745 715 65' 669 647 '47
Tp-3 760 771 757 708 '86 '7' 676
10 Lp-l 1120 1321 1371 1220 1067 982 7S1
Lp-' 1071 1159 1117 '''' 957 976 747Tp-I \006 932 865 910 851 93' 784
Tp-' 93' 943 875 864 900 747 747
Tp-3 1025 964 971 961 80' 754 754
'0 Lp-l 1985 '08' '095 185' 1595 1840 1023
Lp-' 1768 1742 1851 1744 1<116 1222 1010
Tp-I 1591 1623 1276 1381 1205 1356 954
Tp-' 1549 1456 1328 1190 1212 1010 1010
Tp-3 1787 1718 1497 1400 1096 1025 1025
'0 Lp-l 3880 3898 3774 337' 2996 2531 2040
Lp-' 3243 3363 3177 3037 2566 2204 1847
Tp-I 2948 '807 2523 2391 1991 2266 1721
Tp-' 2825 2545 2508 '081 1985 1847 1847
Tp-3 2915 3088 2876 2695 2236 1676 167'
80 Lp-l 5516 5984 5445 5102 4460 4138 3692
Lp-' 4442 4568 4326 4088 3764 3711 3140
Tp-l '300 4252 4016 3877 3862 3771 3163
Tp-' 4256 4017 3912 3787 3708 3099 3099
Tp-3 4485 4378 4164 3875 3622 3040 3040
160 Lp-l 7236 7408 '668 6905 6286 5637 4959
Lp-' 6266 6168 5762 5950 4920 4475 5018
Tp-l 5817 5471 5268 508' 5293 5224 5727
Tp-' '009 5629 5095 5182 5099 -1401 5U3
Tp-3 5870 5595 5730 5252 4956 5577 4621
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Table F.6: Simulation Measurement Table - delay diff - topology pl.
Average packet delay difference (milliseconds).
Lo..d Semi-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 • 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .20 .50 .10 .90
1 Lp-l 39 " 38 40 44 36
,
Lp-2 36 " " 36 35 "
,
Tp-l 31 24 24 24 16 9
,
Tp-2 20 20 , 4 , • 4
Tp-3 34 34 , , , 4 ,
2 Lp-l 49 47 41 " 39 42 5Lp-2 49 55 " 36 49 33
,
Tp-l 47 32 37 37 20 10 ,
Tp-2 37 37 16 17 , 4 ,
Tp-3 35 35 35 16 , 4 ,
• Lp-l 71 82 65 n 00 " ,Lp-2 " " '0 66 62 "
,
Tp-I 72 66 38 41 33 16 5
Tp-2 6' 41 24 10 11
, ,
Tp-3 " " " 24 9 5 5
8 Lp-l 201 220 196 165 m 106 13
Lp-2 149 158 160 180 148 133 "Tp-l 179 120 121 " 56 49 13Tp-2 130 61 49 41 17 8 14
Tp-3 222 222 222 68 56 7 10
16 Lp-l '61 761 747 636 715 715 38
Lp-2 6," 6n 6n 599 '" 651 33Tp-I 654 612 564 470 269 95 37
Tp-2 568 249 131 55 43 20 33
Tp-3 695 695 695 349 233 16 37
32 Lp-I 1045 1065 1107 1090 1056 "0 227
Lp-2 1060 992 998 1003 936 2" 215
Tp-I 1012 9," 834 "9 511 357 206
Tp-2 1019 .,9 502 291 160 62 215
Tp-3 968 968 968 "2 502 115 263
6' Lp-l 1296 1203 1271 1123 1009 378 342
Lp-2 1108 1087 1069 1029 381 259 414
Tp-I 1080 1052 1005 837 755 491 353
Tp-2 1052 912 618 469 371 286 361
Tp-3 lOBO IOSO 1080 1022 705 312 337
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Table F .7: Simulation Measurement Table - delay diff - topology p2.
Average packet delay difference (milliseconds).
Lowl Semi-p 5PF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Teclm.ique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-1 64 56 56 57 59 47 4
Lp-2 64 57 59 57 57 46 4
Tp-1 29 25 20 12 9 5 4
Tp-2 17 17 4 4 4 4 4
Tp-3 33 33 4 4 4 4 4
2 Lp-1 73 68 82 65 73 58 4
Lp-2 73 62 65 " " " 4Tp-1 37 35 28 18 13 6 4
Tp-2 24 24 26 15 4 4 4
Tp-3 " " " 17 5 5 5., Lp-1 106 120 138 94 104 104 6
Lp-2 87 95 118 85 89 81 6
Tp-1 73 53 57 48 21 10 5
Tp-2 42 36 30 17 10 6 6
Tp-3 60 60 60 33 11 7 7
8 Lp-1 256 220 200 236 275 189 11
Lp-2 242 149 184 205 178 230 12
Tp-1 197 138 123 74 71 19 12
Tp-2 III 65 51 27 19 10 12
Tp-3 197 197 197 71 52 10 12
16 Lp-1 1102 998 1017 1067 992 878 38
Lp-2 750 825 763 631 668 564 32
Tp-1 793 640 684 423 287 202 33
Tp-2 523 323 113 55 30 13 32
Tp-3 646 646 6.6 407 153 16 36
32 Lp-1 1498 1524 1554 1549 1974 2055 243
Lp-2 1312 1297 1274 1284 1308 1283 257
Tp-1 1302 1253 1057 939 564 355 246
Tp-2 1231 848 413 172 " 31 257Tp-3 1294 1294 1294 1055 529 76 223
64 Lp-1 1907 1871 1943 1796 2035 2154 402
Lp-2 1261 1271 1257 1260 1285 1268 348
Tp-1 1258 1221 1104 993 752 585 330
Tp-2 1214 880 597 426 279 133 357
Tp-3 1248 1248 1248 1097 685 226 399
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Table F.B: Simulation Measurement Table - delay diff - topology p3.
Average packet delay difference (milliseconds).
Lo"" Semi-p . SPF 1.1 1.5 , • 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .w .90
I Lp-I 85 85 71 71 70 68 •
Lp-' 90 55 53 53 53 " •Tp-I 30 31 22 '8 12 • •
Tp-' 21 21 • • • • •
Tp-3 32 32 , , , , •
, Lp-I 99 71 66 66 79 69 ,
Lp-' 11' 61 60 60 60 72 ,
Tp-I 35 36 26 25 23 8 ,
Tp-' 27 27 15 13 , , ,
Tp-3 38 38 38 19 , , ,
, Lp-I 136 13' 129 129 98 m 6
Lp-' 129 127 125 125 125 113 6
Tp-I 61 46 56 48 27 6 6
Tp-' 49 " 30 19 13 6 6Tp-3 63 63 63 34 14 6 6
8 Lp-I '" '" 266 323 329 334 13Lp-' 256 243 '" '" 248 '87 12Tp-I 123 138 108 " " ,. 14Tp-' 163 68 35 23 14 11 12
Tp-3 m m m 92 " 8 12
16 Lp-I 877 1010 1181 1250 1226 1423 35
Lp-' 592 618 598 617 660 606 38
Tp-I 758 794 503 '8' 321 102 35
Tp-' 505 249 83 " 19 11 38Tp-3 711 711 711 m 142 17 38
32 Lp-I 2439 '2458 '606 2561 2666 2716 195
Lp-' 1256 1297 1185 1141 1117 1133 243
Tp-I 1291 1264 1112 860 728 261 '36
Tp-' 1208 801 390 127 " 23 243Tp-3 1317 1317 1317 1144 '" 38 246
64 Lp-I 3306 3164 3436 3123 3221 3558 351
Lp-' 1409 1374 1330 1331 1332 1329 372
Tp-I 1275 1223 1096 9« 792 502 363
Tp-' 1213 875 564 374 153 59 372
Tp-3 12" 1264 1264 1141 906 193 371
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Table F.9: Simulation Measurement Table - delay diff - topology rl.
Average packet delay difference (milliseconds).
1.000 Semi-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
2 Lp"1 62 58 60 54 59 43 7
Lp-2 43 52 40 44 39 27 5
Tp"1 20 21 17 12 10 8 8
Tp"2 14 14 13 6 5 5 5
Tp"3 24 24 23 17 7 7 7
5 Lp"1 88 71 76 SO 81 82 7
Lp"2 81 68 57 40 56 39 6
Tp"1 25 29 22 16 17 12 9
Tp"2 33 25 21 15 10 6 ,
Tp"3 39 38 28 24 13 , ,
10 Lp"1 13' 148 149 113 III 115 12
Lp"2 128 107 99 67 91 57 9
Tp"1 64 51 37 33 22 23 11
Tp"2 51 54 45 31 21 9 9
Tp"3 59 n 49 3' 23 9 9
20 Lp"1 288 316 2'0 271 249 169 20
Lp"2 322 388 281 279 m 118 19
Tp"1 172 150 III 67 64 48 21
Tp"2 160 126 85 62 52 37 19
Tp"3 162 145 122 99 88 26 22
40 Lp"1 700 698 597 588 388 238 42
Lp-2 599 545 476 425 220 118 44
Tp"1 302 240 178 14' 107 90 39
Tp"2 239 209 148 112 99 78 44
Tp"3 28' 273 23' 149 105 56 47
'0 Lp"1 1227 1100 1034 791 462 355 90
Lp"2 846 813 731 887 281 127 92
Tp"1 882 535 383 270 204 155 93
Tp"2 591 463 301 231 162 132 92
Tp"3 658 647 503 333 210 120 99
160 Lp"1 1833 1500 1380 1085 669 '00 165
Lp"2 1118 1150 1037 831 265 197 168
Tp"1 998 938 707 538 396 271 169
Tp"2 984 895 814 403 262 214 172
Tp"3 1027 932 827 589 376 204 171
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Table F.10: Simulation Measurement Table - delay diff - topology r2.
Average packet delay difference (milliseconds).
L<Hod Semi-p SPF LX 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
2 Lp-l 51 66 41 51 48 31 10
Lp-2 28 31 41 37 25 15 6
Tp-l 11 16 25 11 8 9 6
Tp-2 13 13 9 6 6 6 6
Tp-3 21 21 11 14 6 6 6
5 Lp-l 91 100 104 70 97 90 10
Lp-2 64 69 72 73 53 36 12
Tp-1 42 29 25 19 16 14 11
Tp-2 34 27 25 13 13 12 12
Tp-3 3B 39 36 21 15 12 12
10 Lp-l 160 269 260 211 166 119 30
Lp-2 135 166 158 117 93 82 30
Tp-1 102 81 54 61 45 42 29
Tp-2 74 75 56 55 45 30 30
Tp-3 100 90 69 77 41 28 28
20 Lp-1 470 520 528 438 343 233 58
Lp-2 394 377 410 363 229 142 52
Tp-l 256 257 147 158 109 103 54
Tp-2 247 216 160 117 lOS 54 54
Tp-3 308 293 228 196 109 61 61
40 Lp-l 1194 1255 1300 lOS2 805 586 139
Lp-2 925 957 889 812 611 302 123
Tp-l 680 616 461 357 "" 217 123Tp-2 626 516 44' 262 199 123 123
Tp-3 647 969 615 568 334 126 126
60 Lp-l 1994 2197 1903 1780 1308 1162 269
Lp-2 1453 1452 1336 1213 873 327 277
Tp-l 1210 1141 937 769 554 397 279
Tp-2 1145 1023 622 603 429 283 283
Tp-3 1173 1194 1125 1003 732 279 279
160 Lp-1 2915 3014 2666 2730 2190 1875 516
Lp-2 2126 2056 1909 1978 1514 611 399
Tp-l 1726 1669 1474 1224 1060 721 346
Tp-2 1509 1679 1300 1075 790 556 458
Tp-3 1816 1691 1761 1485 1252 397 4ll
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Table F.ll: Simulation Measurement Table - dropped - topology pI.
Fraction of dropped packets (values are * 100).
La"" Semi-p SPF 1.1 1., 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
16 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
32 Lp-l 3043 3.35 3.99 3.54 2.90 2.26 3.12
Lp-2 3.06 3.06 2.92 2.94 2.44 0.63 3.13
Tp-l 2.99 2.58 3048 2.99 3.59 3.09 2.99
Tp-2 2.73 2049 0.98 0.46 0.36 0.05 3.13
Tp-3 3046 3.46 3.46 2.63 2.85 0.62 3.09
64 Lp-l 11.68 11.60 11.52 10.34 9.31 3.63 12.25
Lp-' 10.69 10.41 10040 9.78 4.60 3.36 11.95
Tp-l 10.49 10.48 10.84 11.58 11.25 11.66 12.08
Tp-2 10.25 8.90 7.21 7.06 6.16 4.09 11.92
Tp-3 9.86 9.86 9.86 10.18 9.66 5.12 12.29
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Table F.12: Simulation Measurement Table - dropped - topology p2.
Fraction of dropped packets (values are * 100).
Co"" So:mi.p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 , B STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 L,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
L,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 L,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
L,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
., L,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
L,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
B L,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
L,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T,..3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
16 L,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
L,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
T,..1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00
T,..2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
T,..3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
32 L,..1 3.73 3.47 3.59 3.08 3.3< 2.64 3.22
L,..2 2.77 2.89 2.67 2.04 2.54 2.43 3.28
T,..1 2.52 2.49 2.91 2.50 3.54 2.77 3.29
T,..2 1.50 0." 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.28
T,..3 2.36 2.30 2.36 1.18 1.43 0.01 3.02
" L,..1 13.11 12.40 12.84 12.32 12.32 12.50 12.03L,..2 11.61 11.61 11.43 10.56 11.20 11.22 12.23
T,..1 11.48 11.37 11.27 11.88 11.96 n.71 ]2.17
T,..2 10.76 7.71 5.17 3.35 2.65 1.24 12.22
T,..3 10.&5 10.85 10.85 9.65 10.62 3.16 12.07
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Table F.13: Simulation Measurement Table - dropped - topology p3.
Fraction of dropped packets (values are * 100).
Lo"" Semi-p SPF 1., 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 Lp-I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I. Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
32 Lp-I 1-91 1042 1.46 1.99 1.87 1.67 2.83
Lp-2 1.76 1.58 1.16 1.25 0.73 0.89 3.29
Tp-l 2.56 2.24 2.86 3.27 3.08 3.02 3.02
Tp-2 2.00 0.98 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.29
Tp-3 2.17 2.17 2.17 1.49 0.00 0.00 3.30
.4 Lp-' 10.84 lOAD 10.46 10.69 10.53 9.99 11.98
Lp-2 10.02 9.98 7.65 8.42 8.04 8.35 12.05
Tp-I 11,47 11.26 11.66 1l.24 11.92 12.02 1l.79
Tp-2 10.69 7.61 3.55 1.19 0.10 0.01 12.05
Tp-3 11.23 11.23 11.23 9.88 3.16 0.21 12.101
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Table F.14: Simulation Measurement Table - dropped - topology r1.
Fraction of dropped packets (values are * 100).
Lowl Semi-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 , 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .00
2 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
'0 Lp-I 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
80 Lp-I 1.51 1.41 1.05 0.77 0.15 0.07 0.00
Lp-2 0.52 0.52 0.62 0.49 0.14 0.00 0.00
Tp-I 0.52 0.26 0.05 am 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.29 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.44 0.43 0.25 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
ISO Lp-I 4.91 '.88 3.... 3.44 2.02 1.71 0....
Lp-2 3.89 3.95 3.36 2.92 0.45 0.02 0."
Tp-I 3.71 3.44 2.67 1.75 1.19 0.59 0.03
Tp-2 3.07 2.95 1.49 0.49 0." 0.03 0.09
Tp-3 3.84 3.BS 2.67 1.64 0.52 0.02 0.10
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Table F.15: Simulation Measurement Table - dropped - topology r2.
Fraction of dropped packets (values are * 100).
Co"" Semi-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 , 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
2 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 Lp-I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
<0 Lp-l 0.58 0.78 1.30 0.68 1.15 1.72 0.01
Lp-2 0.90 0.92 1.20 1.66 2.17 0,41 0.00
Tp-l 1.41 1.10 0.91 0,46 0.17 0.15 0.00
Tp-2 1.00 0.75 0.56 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 1.33 1.33 1.11 1,41 0,46 0.00 0.00
80 Lp-l 7.61 7.08 7.57 7.23 8.73 8.90 3.23
Lp-2 8.92 9.38 10,45 11.59 9.66 2.44 4.29
Tp-l 10.08 9.97 9.31 7.77 5.94 4.14 4.-15
Tp-2 9.77 9.36 7.75 5.07 3.45 4.63 4.63
Tp-3 9.40 9.82 11.10 10.38 8.18 4.15 4.15
100 Lp-l 17.12 16.68 18.25 17.25 19.56 19.87 12.82
Lp-2 18.45 18.26 19.58 19.44 22.07 14.10 101.71
Tp-l 19.18 20.27 19.59 18.34 16.61 15.52 14.61
Tp-2 19.02 20.34 17.66 15.65 13.54 14.67 13.98
Tp-3 19.31 20.36 20.57 19.90 18.94 16.11 15.49
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Table F.16: Simulation Measurement Table - retransmitted - topology pl.
Fraction of retransmitted segments (values ate * 100).
Lo"" Semi-p SPF 1.1 L5 2 4 8 STATIC
Tcclm.iquc .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 Lp-l 0.01 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02
Lp-2 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02
Tp-l 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.03
Tp-2 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
Tp-3 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
16 Lp-l 0.68 0.59 0.51 0.33 0.44 0.42 0.46
Lp-2 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.22 0.41 0.36 0.35
Tp-l 0.34 0.35 0.42 0.44 0.29 0.34 0.42
Tp-2 0.27 0.10 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.35
Tp-3 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.19 0.21 0.01 0.44
32 Lp-l 3.22 3.25 3.47 3.04 2.57 2.04 3.40
Lp-2 2.60 2.63 2.63 2.42 2.18 0.74 3.S0
Tp-l 2.48 2.24 2.97 2.73 3.15 3.27 3.34
Tp-2 2.23 2.OS 1.09 0.73 0.67 0,47 3.50
Tp-3 2.58 2.58 2.58 2.22 2.03 0.79 3.SS
64 Lp-I 9.34 9.14 9.17 8.03 7.25 3.63 11.85
Lp-2 8.04 8.03 7.92 '.60 '1.48 3.66 11.70
T".I 8.05 8.16 8.82 8.68 9.68 10.69 11.49
T".2 7.69 6.26 5.21 4.77 4.32 3.8'2 11.48
T".3 7.65 '.65 7.65 7.44 6.63 3.95 11.95
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Table F.17: Simulation Measurement Table - retransmitted - topology p2.
Fraction of retransmitted segments (values are * 100).
La"" Semi-p SPF 1.1 I.' 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 ." .90
I Lpl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tpl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 Lpl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tpl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lpl 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
Lp2 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tpl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp2 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 Lpl 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.01
Lp2 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01
Tpl 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.00
Tp2 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
Tp3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
18 Lpl 0.87 0.59 0.72 0.69 0.87 0.50 0.43
Lp2 0.29 0.47 0.36 0.26 0.36 0.22 0.30
Tpl 0." 0.36 0.39 0.32 0.43 0.44 0.29
Tp2 0.31 0.15 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.30
Tp3 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.21 0.06 0.00 0.44
32 Lpl '.90 2.55 2.61 2.54 2.98 2.74 3.60
Lp2 1.98 2.09 1.94 1.87 1.89 1.79 3.87
Tpl 1.94 1.93 2.22 2.15 2.89 2.96 3.58
Tp2 1.44 1.09 0.47 0.31 0.14 0.07 3.67
Tp3 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.24 0.97 0.29 3.38
" Lpl 8.51 8.23 8.38 7.87 8.11 8.37 11.55Lp2 6.49 6.46 6.46 6.01 6." 6." 11.73
Tpl 6.46 6.91 7.06 826 9.45 10.49 11.68
Tp2 5.94 4.32 2.91 2.08 1.82 1.17 11.63
Tp3 6.21 6.21 6.21 5.59 4.34 1.87 11.80
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Table F.18: Simulation Measurement Table - retransmitted - topology p3.
Fraction of retransmitted segments (values are * 100).
La"" Sem.i-p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Tedmique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 Lp-l 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 Lp-l 0.12 0.02 0.00 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.01
Lp-2 0.00 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.01
Tp-l 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00
Tp-2 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
Tp-3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02
16 Lp-l 0.6'2 0.38 0.96 1.01 0.99 1.16 0.41
Lp-2 0.22 0.23 0.17 0.20 0.24 0.21 0.45
Tp-l 0.33 0.43 0.31 0.34 0.40 0.34 0.42
Tp-2 0.26 0.16 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.45
Tp-3 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.05 0.00 0.47
32 Lp-l 2.93 2.69 2.87 2.84 2.82 2.77 3.23
Lp-2 1.64 1.55 1.30 1.30 1.07 1.17 3.6'2
Tp-l 1.91 1.88 2.29 2.64 2.81 3.06 3.45
Tp-2 1.69 1.04 0,47 0.10 0.02 0.02 3.62
Tp-3 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.49 0.28 0.00 3.62
64 Lp-l 7.38 7.53 7.37 7.23 7.04 7.22 11.55
Lp-2 5.13 5.14 4.25 4.44 ·t36 4.38 11.63
Tp-l 6.37 6.68 7.34 8.07 6.68 10.51 11.32
Tp-2 6.09 4.29 2.18 1.03 0.45 0.27 11.63
Tp-3 6.49 6.49 6.49 5.68 2.44 0,49 11.70
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Table F.19: Simulation Measurement Table - retransmitted - topology rl.
Fraction of retransmitted segments (values are * 100).
Lo"" Semi-p SPF u 1., 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .36 .SO .70 .90
2 Lp-l 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
Lp-2 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
, Lp-l 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.Q7 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
Tp-l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 Lp-l 0.03 0.09 0.11 0.06 0.00 0.13 0.00
Lp-2 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
Tp-l 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 Lp-l 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.08 0.00
Lp-2 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.10 0.08 0.04 0.00
Tp-l 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
Tp-2 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00
40 Lp-l 0.95 0.99 0.73 0.77 0.39 0.18 0.00
Lp-2 0.56 0.54 0.42 0.35 0.14 0.03 0.01
Tp-l 0.25 0.14 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.00
Tp-2 0.16 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01
Tp-3 0.22 0.21 0.17 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.00
80 Lp-l 1.95 1.80 1.69 1.25 0.61 0.43 0.04
Lp-2 1.17 1.14 1.02 0.89 0.32 0.06 0.05
Tp-l 0.88 0.70 0.45 0.31 0.22 0.16 0.05
Tp-2 0.80 0.80 0.32 0.24 0.12 0.09 0.05
Tp-3 0.86 0.8< 0.64 0.35 0.15 0.05 0.05
lSO Lp-l 3.20 3.02 2.62 2.20 1.39 1.23 0.27
Lp-2 2.48 2.54 2.17 1.87 0.51 0.27 0.29
Tp-l 2.21 2.07 1.62 1.24 0.94 0.63 0.26
Tp-2 2.02 1.91 1.26 0.72 0.40 0.36 0.31
Tp-3 2.23 2.10 1.77 1.22 0.65 0.'27 0.30
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Table F.20: Simulation Measurement Table - retransmitted - topology r2.
Fraction or retransmitted segments (values are * 100).
Lo"" Sem.i·p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
2 Lp-1 0.00 0.13 0.15 0.11 0.00 0.04 0.00
Lp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 Lp-1 0.03 0.20 0.29 0.17 0.33 0.28 0.00
Lp-2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
Tp-1 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 Lp-1 0.03 0.55 0.57 0.42 0.28 0.25 0.00
Lp-2 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00
Tp-1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
Tp-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 Lp-1 0.41 0.80 0.79 0.63 0.38 0.26 0.00
Lp-2 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.21 0.09 0.02 0.00
Tp-1 0.16 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.00
Tp-2 0.09 0.13 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01
Tp-3 0.18 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.02
40 Lp-1 1.45 1.55 1.89 1.51 1.37 1.10 0.26
Lp-2 1.25 1.19 1.24 1.40 1.29 0.45 0.20
Tp-1 1.22 1.06 0.81 0.58 0.37 0.36 0.17
Tp-2 0.95 0.81 0.68 0.37 0.27 0.20 0.20
Tp-3 1.11 1.11 0.96 1.03 0.49 0.15 0.15
80 Lp-1 3.81 3.53 3.72 3.73 3.67 3.50 1.35
Lp-2 4.06 3.93 4.18 4.45 3.54 1.26 1.82
Tp-1 4.08 4.03 3.57 3.03 2.22 1.66 1.82
Tp-2 3.82 3.82 2.95 2.13 1.57 1.91 1.91
Tp-3 3.78 3.94 4.30 3.96 3.20 1.82 1.82
160 Lp-1 7.'l5 7.72 8.24 7.83 8.11 8.35 4.93
Lp-2 7.69 7.61 8.22 8.03 9.38 5.68 5.00
Tp-1 8.00 8.50 8.17 7.43 6.46 5.57 4.47
Tp-2 7.65 7.95 7.31 6.12 5.27 5.96 4.79
Tp-3 8.11 8.42 8.51 8.18 7.63 6.57 5.62
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Table F.21: Simulation Measurement Table - out of order - topology pI.
Fraction of segments out of order (values are * 100).
Lo'" Scmi-p SPF 1.1 L5 2 4 8 STATIC
Teclmique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 3.28 3,49 3.12 3.51 3.72 3.02 0.00
Lp-2 3.34 3.88 4.21 3.34 3.32 3.06 0.00
Tp-1 2.84 2.10 2.14 2.04 1.22 0.54 0.00
Tp-2 1.72 1.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 3.10 3.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 Lp-l 315 3.16 2.91 3.23 2.92 2.69 0.00
Lp-2 3.83 3.99 3.62 3.12 3.35 2.50 0.00
Tp-l 3.09 2.66 2.62 1.69 1.02 0,46 0.00
Tp-2 2.30 2.30 1.10 1.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 2.89 2.89 2.89 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 Lp-l aso 3.67 3.10 3.81 3.90 2.57 0.00
Lp-2 3.87 3.80 3.88 3.51 3.58 3.36 0.00
Tp-l 3.70 3.38 2.22 1.95 1.12 0.38 0.00
Tp-2 2.83 2.54 1.61 0.90 0.58 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 3.58 3.58 3.58 1.22 0.32 0.00 0.00
8 Lp-l 4.52 4.73 4.14 4.57 3.95 2.66 0.00
Lp-2 4.73 4.55 4.69 4.78 4.16 3.67 0.00
Tp-l 4.90 3.88 3.11 2.54 1.27 0.56 0.00
Tp-2 3.95 2.30 1.76 1.37 0.58 0.09 0.00
Tp-3 5.27 5.27 5.27 1.99 1.60 0.03 0.00
16 Lp-l 6.88 6.85 6.88 7.24 7.05 7.18 0.01
Lp-2 7.37 7.32 7.32 1.51 7.58 6.58 0.00
Tp-l 1.25 6.66 5.67 4.22 2.32 0.58 0.00
Tp-2 6.28 3.15 1.82 0.98 0.53 0.12 0.00
Tp-3 1.53 1.53 1.53 4.46 2.39 0." 0.00
32 Lp-l 6.09 6.38 6.43 6.00 5,47 3.68 2.88
Lp-2 6.05 5.11 5.84 5.63 5.41 1,43 2.96
Tp-l 5.84 5.54 5.04 4.15 3.60 3.21 2.78
Tp-2 5.82 4.81 2.46 1.22 0.56 0.11 2.96
Tp-3 5.61 5.61 5.61 5.29 3.04 0.52 3.04
Lp-l 8.89 8.11 8.88 7.60 6,48 3.41 10.76
Lp-2 7.41 1.36 1.32 1.01 3.88 3.23 11.27
Tp-l 1,48 1.41 1.91 7.68 8.68 9,46 10.63
Tp-2 7.01 5.67 3.81 329 3.13 3.13 10.84
Tp-3 1.31 1.31 1.31 674 4.93 2.90 10.93
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Table F.22: Simulation Measurement Table - out of order - topology p2.
Fraction of segments out of order (values are * 100).
Lo,", Semi.p SPF 1.1 1.5 2 4 8 STATIC
Teclmique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
1 Lp-l 5.53 4.86 4.86 4.83 4.89 3.83 0.00
Lp-2 6.26 5.54 5.69 5.61 5.61 4.45 0.00
Tp-l 2.80 2.27 1.69 0.95 0.51 0.13 0.00
Tp-2 1.44 1.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 3.19 3.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 Lp-l 5.29 5.20 5.48 4.99 5.00 4.05 0.00
Lp-2 5.80 5,48 5.88 5.26 5.26 4.70 0.00
Tp-l 2.87 2.55 2.18 1,48 0.69 0.25 0.00
Tp-2 2.02 2.02 2.08 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 3.35 3.35 3.35 1.24 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 Lp-l 5.48 5.22 5,43 5.04 5.14 4.85 0.00
Lp-2 5.61 5.69 5.73 5.78 5.52 4.99 0.00
Tp-l 3.75 3.09 2.72 2.05 0.90 0.14 0.00
Tp-2 2.77 2.50 2.06 1.22 0.55 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 3.42 3.42 3.42 1.84 0.52 0.00 0.00
8 Lp-l 6.44 6.31 5.95 6.08 6.97 5.63 0.00
Lp-2 7.03 5.89 6.30 6.50 6.11 6.54 0.00
Tp-l 4.83 3.90 3.49 2.16 1.67 0.26 0.00
Tp-2 3.67 2.80 2.14 1.26 0.81 0.20 0.00
Tp-3 4.84 4.84 4.84 2.44 1.91 0.17 0.00
16 Lp-l 10.09 9.92 9.58 9.72 9.52 9.01 0.00
Lp-2 10.56 9.90 9.78 9.61 to.03 9.08 0.01
Tp-l 8.24 7.22 8.68 4.26 2.50 1.19 0.00
Tp-2 6.52 4.96 2.39 1.41 0.72 0.20 0.01
Tp-3 7.52 7.52 7.52 5.09 3.02 0.23 0.00
32 Lp-l 10.37 10.64 10.68 10.09 9.93 9.99 3.12
Lp-2 9.12 9.09 8.91 9.26 9.17 9.06 3.10
Tp-l 9.15 8.80 6.86 6.03 3.90 3.01 3.08
Tp-2 8.89 6.39 3.35 1.71 0.63 0.18 3.10
Tp-3 9.13 9.13 9.13 7.64 4.09 0.46 2.83
64 Lp-l 10.68 10.64. 10.76 9.90 9.94 9.80 10.85
Lp-2 7.95 7.95 7.97 8.08 8.04 8.10 10.92
Tp-l 8.11 8.16 7.50 7.87 8.07 9.63 10.72
Tp-2 7.91 5.79 3.64 2.31 1,45 0.65 10.701
Tp-3 7.93 7.93 7.93 7.17 3.97 1-27 10.901
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Table F.23: Simulation Measurement Table - out of order - topology p3.
Fraction of segments out of order (values are * 100).
Lo"" Sem.i·p SFF 1.1 1.5 2 4 5 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .TO .00
1 L.., 7.7<1 5.65 5.95 5.95 5.61 5.'16 0.00
L..2 9.07 5.4<1 5.30 5.30 5.30 6.'13 0.00
T.., 2.81 2.96 2.02 2.'14 0.86 0.00 0.00
T..2 1.91 1.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T..3 2.97 2.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 L.., 7.62 5.52 5.41 5.41 5.63 5.30 0.00
Lp-2 8.67 5.99 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.20 0.00
T.., 2.90 2.61 1.63 1.50 1.36 0.34 0.00
T..2 2.30 2.30 1.17 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00
T..3 2.86 2.86 2.86 1.53 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 L.., 8.32 6.89 6.55 6.55 5.81 6.05 0.00
Lp-2 8.55 7.23 7.12 7.12 7.12 6.67 0.00
T.., 3.57 3.15 2.79 2.26 0.99 0.05 0.00
T..2 2.81 2.<18 2.08 1.17 0.58 0.00 0.00
T..3 3.49 3.'19 3.49 1.89 0.78 0.00 0.00
8 L.., 9.40 7.70 7.63 8.05 8.19 8.63 0.00
Lp-2 10.01 8.41 8.60 8.60 8.'10 8.72 0.00
T.., <1.17 3.98 3.01 2.01 1.38 0.36 0.00
T..2 4.17 2.64 1.86 1.25 0.69 0.33 0.00
T..3 4.33 4.33 4.33 2.86 2.02 0.31 0.00
16 L.., 12.97 11.57 12.06 12.39 12.33 12.86 0.00
L..2 12.43 10.82 11.18 11.10 11.'11 11.17 0.00
T .., 7.88 7.63 5.41 4.60 2.84 0.71 0.00
T ..2 6.41 4.04 2.22 1.46 0.88 0.24 0.00
T ..3 8.00 8.00 8.00 5.81 3.00 0.38 0.01
32 Lp-1 1<1.92 14.14 1<1.25 14.00 14.03 14.13 2.65
L..2 11.65 11.21 11.15 10.95 10.90 10.65 3.05
T .., 9.12 8.63 1.36 5.59 4.89 2.65 2.92
T ..2 8.55 6.19 3.62 1.89 0.88 0.28 3.05
T ..3 9.39 9.39 9.39 8.24 4.13 0.53 3.08
64 L.., 14.12 13.81 13.19 13.29 12.93 13.44 10.51
L..2 10.03 9.36 9.18 9.23 9.23 9.34 10.69
T.., 8.04 7.65 1.55 1.66 7.77 9.35 10.51
Tp-2 1.97 5.63 3.88 2.60 1.09 0.28 10.69
T..3 8.17 8.17 8.17 7.49 5.22 1.15 10.59
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Table F.24: Simulation Measurement Table - out of order - topology rlo
Fraction of segments out of order (values are * 100).
Lo"" Scmi-p SPF 1.1 I.' 2 • 8 STATIC
Technique .10 .30 .50 .70 .90
2 Lj>1 4.55 4.99 4047 4.11 4.27 3.61 0.00
Lj>2 2.93 3.47 2.77 3.16 2.71 1.80 0.00
Tj>1 1048 1.41 1.09 0.66 0.60 0.36 0.00
Tj>2 1.14 1.14 0.77 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tj>3 1.80 1.60 1.68 1.27 0.00 0.00 0.00
, Lj>1 5.09 4.83 4.28 4.27 4.12 '.02 0.00
Lj>2 3.04 2.87 2.34 2.29 2042 1.75 0.00
Tj>1 1.35 1.28 1.03 0.62 0.57 0.12 0.00
Tj>2 1.42 0.98 0.78 0.68 0.22 0.00 0.00
Tj>3 1.48 1045 1.18 1.08 0.52 0.00 0.00
10 Lj>1 5.18 5.14 4.92 4.29 3.94 4.08 0.00
Lj>2 3.87 3.68 3.21 2.02 2.93 1.82 0.00
Tj>1 1.88 1.59 1.20 0.87 0.34 0.17 0.00
Tj>2 1.70 1.49 1.12 0.70 0.37 0.00 0.00
Tj>3 1.72 1.92 1.47 1.22 0.60 0.00 0.00
20 Lj>1 6.27 6.20 '.83 5.46 4.78 3.74 0.00
Lj>2 5.73 6.26 5.11 4.99 4.12 2.28 0.00
Tp-l 3.14 2.59 1.91 1.22 0.90 0.33 0.00
Tp-2 2.82 2.35 1.64 1.00 0.70 0.15 0.00
Tj>3 3.17 2.93 2.54 1.95 1.33 0.35 0.00
40 Lp-l 7.37 7.33 6.58 6.01 4.79 3.31 0.00
Lj>2 6.09 5.74 5.14 4.65 2.74 1.42 0.00
Tj>l 3.36 2.92 Ul9 1.44 0.82 0.27 0.00
Tp-2 2.95 2.56 1.87 1.16 0.73 0.20 0.00
Tj>3 3.27 3.22 3.03 2.12 1.35 0.44 0.00
80 Lj>l 8.09 7.44 6.96 5.45 3.46 "2.84 0.00
Lj>2 5.89 5.56 4.91 4.49 1.89 0041 0.00
Tj>l 3.99 3.44 2.45 1.71 0.97 0.36 0.00
Tj>2 3.65 2.93 2.03 1.38 0.76 0.17 0.00
Tj>3 4.09 4.00 3.19 2.29 lAO DAD 0.00
160 Lj>1 7.64 7.16 6.35 5.22 3.23 2.92 0.02
Lj>2 5.34 5.40 4.72 3.85 0.81 0.16 0.04
Tj>1 4.32 '.04 2.94 2.15 1.38 0.57 0.02
Tj>2 4.12 3.65 2.51 1.37 0.60 0.18 0.04
Tj>3 4.48 4.04 3.46 2.42 1.33 0.31 0.05
Table F.25: Simulation Measurement Table - out of order - topology r2.
Fraction of segments out of order (values are * 100).
Lawl Sem.i-p SPF L1 1.5 , • 8 STATIC
Tl:ehniqul: .10 .30 .50 .10 .90
, Lp-l 4.10 3.33 '.60 2.60 3.00 2.14 0.00
Lp-' 1.40 1.51 1.88 1.47 0.92 0.49 0.00
Tp-l 0.33 0.29 0.64 0.18 0.04 0.06 0.00
Tp-' 0.37 0.37 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.69 0.69 0.24 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 Lp-l 3.93 3.'" 4.22 2.92 3.16 '.64 0.00
Lp-' 1.97 1.93 1.86 1.88 1.38 0.71 0.00
Tp-l 0.91 0.58 0.49 0.36 0.10 0.08 0.00
Tp-' 0.72 0.54 0.42 0.11 0.09 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 0.82 0.78 0.70 0.35 0.23 0.00 0.00
10 Lp-l '.87 5.76 6.15 4.79 '.03 3.01 0.00
Lp-' 2.99 3.45 3.28 2.58 1.74 1.16 0.00
Tp-l 1.80 1.33 0.86 0.74 0.44 0.12 0.00
Tp-' 1.27 1.08 0.86 0.66 0.31 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 1.81 1.55 1.38 U5 0.55 0.00 0.00
20 Lp-l 7.71 7.88 7.98 6.43 5.06 3.70 0.00
Lp-' 5.28 5.22 5.16 4.75 2.74 1.36 0.00
Tp-l 3.22 2.74 1.63 1.44 0.70 0.30 0.00
Tp-' 3.03 2.23 1.66 0.82 0.54 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 3.44 3.27 2.76 1.97 0.99 0.00 0.00
40 Lp-l 10.50 10.67 10.15 8.90 6.60 4.27 0.00
Lp-' 6.78 6.85 6.34 5.74 3.85 1.25 0.00
Tp-l 4.17 3.71 2.69 1.76 0." 0.43 0.00
Tp-' 3.82 3.10 2.49 1.18 0.47 0.00 0.00
Tp-3 3.95 4.11 3.75 3.47 1.70 0.00 0.00
80 Lp-l 12.35 12.95 11.56 10.82 8.18 7.15 0.74
Lp-' 7.94 7.64 7.16 6.74 4.64 0.76 1.21
Tp-l 5.93 5.76 4.66 3.65 2.27 1.25 1.22
Tp-' 5.58 5.38 3.83 2.50 1.37 1.33 1.33
Tp-3 5.95 5.90 5.85 5.12 3.62 1.24 1.24
160 Lp-l 13.93 14.26 12.52 12.73 10.96 9.89 3.40
Lp-' 9.57 9.33 8.98 8.99 8.30 4.17 3.24
Tp-l 7.92 7.91 7.22 6.20 5.21 4.15 2.77
Tp-' 7.77 7.49 6.46 5.23 '.06 '.38 3.28
Tp-3 8.02 8.04 8.21 7.43 6.22 4.20 3.82
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G: Correlation Comparison Tables
The tables in this appendix show the correlation between average throughput performance and
the performance observed for the remaining five performance statistics: packet delay, packet delay
difference, fraction of dropped packets, fraction of retransmiUed segments, and fraction of segments
out of order. Each table contains comparison information for a single topology, showing tallies of
how often semi-persistent techniques achieve better performance than SPF Of static, and visa. versa.
To correlate the measurements for these statistics with the results for average throughput, the tables
show three sets of tallies for each statistic. The sets of tallies are based on the statistical comparison
of average throughput performance given in Appendix C: (1) one set that tallies instances for which
the semi-persistent technique achieved statistically worse throughput than SPF/static, (2) another
set that tallies instances for which the throughput comparison was statistically inconclusive, and
(3) a third set that tallies instances for which the semi-persistent technique achieved statistically
better throughput than SPF/static.
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Table G.l: Correlation Comparison Table - topology pI.
Correlation comparison tallies for packet delay (pH delay), packet delay difference (pd di/J), fraction
of dropped packets (dropped), fraction of retransmitted segments (retrnns), and fraction of segments
out of order (out of order).
Performance Throughpu1 # Beuer # Worse # BeUcr # Worse
Stati!ltic Comparison than SPF than SPF than Slatie than StMic
pkt delay: Sem.i-p Worse • 32 0 0
Irll;ondusivc 36 38 <l 9
Sem.i-p Better <l 6 110 ,
pd difF: Semi-p Wone 3< 3 0 0
Incondusive " " 0 50Semi-p Beller "
, 12 99
dropped: Semi.p Worsc 0 , 0 0
Incondusive 9 3 , 3
Sem.i.p Bcuer 25 1 .0 6
retraIl.!l: Semi-p Worse 2 9 0 0
Inconclusive " " 12 nSemi-p Belter ·15 0 " 9
out of order: Semi-p Worse 31 6 0 0
Inconclusive 53 22 1 "Semi-p Edlcr " 0 30 80
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Table G.2: Correlation Comparison Table - topology p2.
Correlation comparison tallies for packet delay (p/..:t delay), packet delay difference (pd diff), fraction
of dropped packets (dropped), fraction of retransmitted segments (retmns), and fraction of segments
out of order (out of order).
PenoTTruu:u::e Throughput # Beller # Worse # Beller # Worse
Statistic Comparison than SPF than SPF than Static thaIl Sta~ic
pkt delay: Semi-p Wor.>c 2 38 0 0
Inconclusive 45 36 36 6
Semi-p Better 32 , 117 0
pd diIT: Semi-p Worse 40 0 0 0
Inconclusive 66 20 0 "Semi-p Better 38 1 12 10'
dropped, Semi-p Wone 2 7 0 0
Ineonclusive 20 1 0 4
Semi.p Better 16 0 51 6
relnms: Semi-p WOl'ge 3 10 0 0
Inconclusive 38 13 3 17
Semi-p Belter 32 1 64 18
out of order: Semi-p Worse 3' 1 0 0
Inconclusive 64 16 0 "Semi-p Better 38 1 29 86
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Table G.3: Correlation Comparison Table - topology p3.
Correlation comparison tallies for packet delay (pH delay), packet delay difference (pd diff), fraction
of dropped packets (dropped), fraction of retransmitted segments (retrnns), and fraction of segments
out of order (out of order).
PcnOrTTULnt;e Throughput # Beller # WOl1le # Beller # WOI"!iC
Sr.atistic Comparison than SPF than SPF than Static than Static
pkt delay: Sem.i-p Worse 1 38 3 0
Inconclwive 15 68 3B 2
Sem.i·p Belter 37 1 118 0
pd diff: Semi-p WOl"!ie 3B 1 0 3
Inconclwive " 27 0 39Semi-p Better 3B 0 12 105
dropped: Semi.p WOnle 1 8 0 0
Ineonclwive 21 1 0 0
Semi-p Better I. 1 49 5
retrans: Semi-p WO\"!le 0 10 0 0
Inconclu.sive 33 20 0 15
Semi-p Better 31 1 78 7
out of order: Semi-p WOl1le 37 2 0 3
Inconclusive 83 0 0 "Semi-p Beller 3B 0 2S 92
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Table G.4: Correla~ion Comparison Table - topology rl.
Correlation comparison tallies for packet delay (pH delay), packe~ delay difference (pd diff), fraction
of dropped packets (dropped), fraction of retransmitted segments (retmns), and fraction of segments
out of order (out of order).
Pcrlormance Throu&hput # Better # Worse # Better # Worse
Statistic CompllI"ison than SPF than SPF than Static lhan Static
pkt delay: Semi-p Worse 2 4 4 127
Inconclu;ive 55 20 18 11
Semi-p Better 87 3 6 1
pd diff: Semi-p Worse 6 0 0 131
Inconclu;ive 66 11 0 28
Semi-p Belter 90 0 0 7
dropped: Semi-p Worse 0 0 2 39
InconclU.'live 18 5 2 4
Semi-p Belter 40 1 0 0
retrans: Semi-p Worse 0 0 0 no
Inconclu;ive 37 22 2 6
Sem..i-p Belter 71 2 0 0
out of order: Semi-p Wone 6 0 0 131
Inconclusive 71 6 0 29
Semi-p Belter 90 0 0 7
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Table G.5: Correlation Comparison Table - topology r2.
Correlation comparison tallies for packet delay (pkt delay), packet delay difference (pd diU), fraction
of dropped packets (dropped), fraction of retransmitted segments (retrans), and fraction of segments
out of order (oul of order).
Performam;e Throughput # Beuer # WOT'Se # Better # Worse
Sl.a.tistic Complll"ison lhan SPF than SPF than Static than Stntic
pkt dday: Semi-p Worse 1 3 8 '"Inconclusive 48 23 2 4
Sem..i·p Better 94 7 0 0
pd diff: Semi·p WOl"lle 0 4 0 154
Inconclusive 43 25 1 5
Semi-p Better 98 1 0 0
dropped.: Semi-p Worse 0 0 3 63
Inconclusive 8 23 2 2
Serru.p Belter 34 9 0 0
retrans; Scmi-p WOI"!lC 0 4 3 113
Inconclusive 15 35 1 4
Semi-p Belter 59 11 0 0
out of order: Semi-p WaNe 2 2 0 154
Inconclusive 52 18 1 5
Sem.i-p Better 101 0 0 0
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